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CHAPTER I. 

Po:pulation: Age, Sex, :Marriage. 

In the rollowing :pages I :pro:pose 

to give an idea about the social and economic 

conditions or the Bombay Presidency. 

Every tenth year a Census is taken 

in India. The total for any year other than a 

census year is not known with the same degree of 

accuracy becuase it is a matter of estimation 

and not of enumeration. We get for the Census 

year a :picture of the :po:pulation showing for 

~nstance the number em:ployed in . ..aach industry and 

. the number rollowing each occu:pation. Besides-it 

gives sufricient data to form an estimate of the 

social and economic conditions of the :peo:ple. 

The :po:pulation or Bombay Presidency 

given by the most recentleensuses is as follows. 

Year· Po:pulation in lP-illions 

1872 23•0 

1881 23•4 

1891 27•0 

1901 25•5 

1911 27.1 

1921 26•8 

1Re:ports of Census, Bombay Presidency volms. 

1881, 1891, 19D1, 1911, 1921. 
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From the above figures we find that various 

changes have taken place in the. population. 

lT.he course of changes, however, is directly 

attributable to obvious and known causes. Between 

the year~l872 and 1881 came the famine of 187.?, 

one of the worst ever known. As a result the 

population at the 1881 census fell sharply in the 

Karnatac·districts, and the adjacent eastern 

districts, this fall counter-balancing a rise in 

other regions. Between 1881 and 1891 was a decade 

of marked prosperity with absence of famines or 

epidemics. Consequently at the 1891 censu~ every 

district showed a marked rise. Between 1891 and 

1901 came the first assaults of plague and the 

great famine of 1899-01. Consequently every district 

in Gujarat showed a marked fall due to famine and 

some of the Karnatac districts a fall due to plague. 

Between 1901-11 was a period of marked prosperity 

on the whole without any marked famines(moreover 

by this time famine had ceased to cause direct loss 

of life by starvation) but· with a continuance of 

plague varying in its severity region by region. 

As a result there was a rise in most districts 

modified by local falls in others attributable 

----·----~------·-~ 
1Report of Census l92l(Bombay Presidency) page 7. 
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• decadent areas.• The condition or Ahmedabad 

is really the same but is obscured by the dece~tive 

rise or the city ~o~ulation. Ahmedabad(city) had 

a ~o~ulation or 137,041 in 1881. In 1901 it rose 

to 199,609 and stood at 274,007 ror 1921. 

The Panch Mahala, Reva Kantha, and 

West Khandesh stand in marked contrast. Famine 

came to these regions not as a ~ermanent blow as 

in Kaira, but as a mere tem~orary set-back i.n a 

great era o:f' advance. The two di~tricts had reco

vered. rrom the ramine in 20 years, Reva Kantha in 

30 years. In round thousands the ~o~ulations or 

these tracts in 1872 and 1921 were 1107 and 1170 

res~ectively. The cause may be two-ro1d (1) a 

greater recu~era~ive ~ower in the Bhils and. other 
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hill and rarest tribes(ii) a natural advance in 

~o~ulation in the less settled tracts as the . 
result or ~eace and ~ros~erity. After the dis-

turbed state of India in the 18th. and early 

19th. century the ~lains would settle down and 

increase their ~o~ulation first and the hills 

and rorests later. 
~ 

APart from.fleeting errects on the 

Bhil~ country are the effects of 1877 ramine on the 

south-east Deccan. The havoc caused 1n Bija~ur 

and Shola~ur was as great or greater than the havoc 

caused by the • cha~~anya ' 1n North Gujarat while 

in Belgaum and Dharwar the damage was very serious. 

Yet Bija~ur almost and the other three districts 

fully recovered 1n 20 years. Bija~ur had recovered 

com~letely.in 40 years. 

Satara shows a continuous decline ror 

which ~lague is res~onsible. 

The course of change.s is also attri

butable to inrluenza. The influenza e~idemic of 

1918 carried away a large number or ~arsons. In 

the re~ort of Sanitary de~artment ror 1918 Lt. Col. 

Murphy I, M. s. the sanitary commissioner deduced 

the net influenza mortality for that year in two 

ways -- first by ascertaining the net excess of 

deaths for each month from June to December over 

the mean of the same month in the ~receding five 

years, and secondly by limiting the figures to 

deaths recorded. from the two causes. The second 
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method gave a slightly higher rigure. From June 

to December 1918 the excess in_deaths rrom all 

causes was 1036753 and deaths rro~ the two special 

causes 1041481. 

Such being the case regarding the 

variations in the population we are ~empted to 

agree with Dr. M~hta•s remark in • Rural Economu 

or Gujarat,• ~The rrequent plague epidemics and 

the economic dislocations caused by ramine are 

nature's unconscious checks on the population w?ich 

is pressing bard against the means or subsistence." 

The table given in the beginning 

gives the total population. Let us make an analysis 

or it according to sex. The Reports or Census tel~ 

1911 

933 

·1921 

919 

us that there were in Bombay 

Presidency 933 in 1911 and 

919 in 1921 remales per 1000 males. 

The problem or the sex ratio is not 

simple. It is controversial. Though males pre

dominate as a whole, .more girls are born than boys. 

There are various reasons ror the subsequent pre

ponderance or males over remales. Let us look at 
1 . . . 

some or them. The idea that omission or the remales 

is the main cause or the dericiency or remales was 

fUlly trounced by Sir Edward Gait in Census Report 

or 1911. This could be supportable ·only ir it 

could be shown that among Mohamedans the dericiency 

is greater than among Hindus since the tendency to 

-------------------------~----------
lReport or Census 192l(Bombay Presidency) p. 102. 
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conceal ~emales would be stronger in case o~ the 

f'ormer. In this Pre sidenc·y, however, it is remark

able to mark that the de~iciency as a whole among 

Mohamedans is more strongly marked. But this as 
-
~ointed out by Sir Edward Gait is entirely a question 

o~ territorial distribution, the Mohamedans being 

in marked excess in Sind, where the de~iciency o~ 

f'emales is greatest. The f'ollowing f'igures ~or . 

1911 and 1921 by natural divisions are given ~or 

ready ref'erence:-

1911 1921 
-------------------- ---------------------Hindus Mohamedans Hindus Mohamedans 

953 860 933 812 

924 941 913 912 

1,038 1,111 1,063 1,144 

989. 929 977 913 

A glance at this will show that the matter is 

territorial rather than due to religion. In 

Konkan,of':•Course, ·the Mohamedan ~o~ulation is small, 

only 168 thousand. But in Gujarat it amounts to 

317 thousand a f'igure, large ·enough ~or di~f'erences 

of' social custom to reveal themselves in ~igures 

were they a genuine f'actor. 

Sir Edward Gait also ~ointed out 

that in the North-Western regions o~ India the 

def'ic.iency of' f'emales was a well-known social ~act 

resulting in actual tra~f'ic in brides. Magistrates 
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in Gujarat are constantly called u~on to try 

cases of cheating where a girl has been brought 

and sold to a • Kanbi • but afterwards discovered 

Figures ~er 1000 males 

in certain grou~s in 

Ahmedabad, Kaira, and 

Broach. 

Leva Kanbi •• 772 

Kadana ~anbi • • 9 06 __,... 

to be of • Koli • 

caste. The cause for 

this is am~ly illus

trated by the figures 

in the margint. If 

the Leva Kanbis con-

cealed their females and consequently the census 

figures were incorrect, there would be no reason 

for this constant traffic in Koli girls. 

It is necessary to tabulate the 

~ro~ortion of females to males and discuss reasons 

for same. The following table gives the changes 

in the sex-~ro~ortions from 1872-1921 in the ~ombay 

Presidency. 

Years Males Females 

1872 522•9 477•1 

1881 515•9 484•1 

1891 515•8 484•2 

1901' 513•8 486•1 
: 

1911 517"0 483•0 

1921 521"2 478"8 

There are some obvious reasons for the low average 

of women in India. Cons~icuous amongst them are 

su~erstition and belief in orthodox ~rinci~les, 
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and the errects or early marriages. 

lA Hindu males must have sons to 

~errorm his runeral rites lest his s~irit wander 

uneasily in the waste ~laces or the earth. The 

very name • Putra • means one who s~ves his father's 

soul rrom the hell called • Puta.• A Hindu maiden 

unmarried at ~uberty is a source or .social obloqy 

and damnation to her ancestors. 2Marriage is not 

only almost universal in India but in many cases 

the marriage tie is contracted at a very early age •. 
- -

It is bard ror ~eo~le in India to understand how 

a man can remain celibate as long as he has a chance 

to marry. Marriage before ~uberty is not uncommon 

in India. The statistics'clearly show that this 

custom bas not to any a~~reciable extent become · 

less frequent. In 1921 there. were 169 married 

girls between 0 and 1 year, 2699 married girls 

between 1 and 5 years and 9519 between 5 and 10 

years in the Ahmedabad district. The conditions 

are nearly the same in other districts. 

Again in India where old traditions 

die hard, es~ecially among the illiterate classes, 

marriage is still looked u~on as a convenient mode 

or combining com~anionshi~ with the ~errormance or 

----------------· ------------------ ----·------
1Po~ulation Problem in India by Wattal ~age 3. 

2Rural Economy of Gujarat by Dr. Mehta. 
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household work, being thereby also an elimination 

or the servant ~roblem. It is not uncommon there

rare to rind that the eligible bridegroom is well 
~ 

~ast the mari&ian of his life while the girl of his 

choice is a very young child still in her teens. 

The contrast is aggravated in many cases where the 

man is venturing into matrimony for the third or 

raurth time, the ~revious wives of a ~olygamous 

union be.ing either alive or dead. Often agricul

turists have been known to marry at the a~~roach 

or the harvesting season because the strong young 

bride ·will be useful in the fields and will not 

nave to be ~aid any wages, while in other cases, 

the man•s mother may be getting on in years and so 

desirous of having a willing young daughter-in-law 

who will submit to her authority and serve as a maid. 

or all work. So common is the ~ractice of early 

marriages that very rew girls remain single arter 

the age or 18 years; whereas in Western countries 

very rew girls marry before the age of 20. It 

could be seen from the number of unmarried girls 

in this Presidency in each of the four age ~eriods 

rrom 1891 to 1921 which is as follows. 

1891 1901 1911 1921 

976 983 971 977 

821 878 836 860 

403 486 440 486 

89 147 111 125 
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The table clearly shows that in s~ite o~ ~ro~o

ganda about social re~orm, ~revension o~ early 

marriages, the ~ractice o~ early marriages has not 

been a~Dreciably less common. 

The results o~ these early marriages 

are sim~ly disastrous and ~ain~ul to be narrated; 

Many times they result in death. ~he most im~ortant 
cause o~ excessive ~emale mortality is the ~reva

lence .o~ early marriages which subjects girls 1io 

the rfsk o~ motherhood when they have not yet rea

_ched ~hysical maturity. As the Census Su~erinten

dent, Baroda, 1901, observes, number o~ child-wives 

~March ~rom nu~tial bed to the ~neral ~ile.• 

Nervous debility, consum~tion, and uterine diseases 

create havoc among them. Miss Mayo in her bo_ok 

called~other India believes that_early marriages 

and an untimely motherhood ~orced u~on them_are 

resDonsible ~or the low ratio o~ women. 

--·---
lindian Economics by._Jathar and Beri ~age 63. 

2Thirty-six years ago, when the ~ge o~ Consent Bill 

was being argued in the Indian Legislature, all the 

women doctors then working in India united to lay 

before the Viceroy a memorial and ~eitition ~or the 

relie~ o~ those to whose hel~ their own lives were 

dedicated. I am quoting some illustrations o~ the 

e~~ects o~ the consummation of early marriages. 

A. Aged 9, day a~ter marriage. Le~t fever dislocated, 

Delvis crushed_out of shape. Flesh hanging in shreds. 
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Another explanation for the low average 

o:f women is found from our knowledge of customs 

:prevailing since olden days. An explanation is 

afforded by the existence of certain social :practices 

as that of the • Purdah • which is es:pecially disas

trous in its effects on the health of w9men residing 

in crowded towns and which is found among com:para

tively well-to-do Mohamedan,s and also amongst Hindus 

where Mohamedan influence has been strongly at work. 

Another cause is that in India :female :life:is held 

chea:per than in the West, not only by men but by 

women themselves and this results in a deliberate 

neglect of health in case of females. Still another 

cause is the fact that women workers ih field or 

factory are seldom in a :positio~ to·enjoy the nece

ssary :period of rest before and after delivery and 

the strain of overwork inevitably im:pairs their 

:physique. The unskillful midwifery of the village 

'. Dai ' is another contributory cause. 

(CONTINUED from :preceding :page). 

B. So com:pletely ravished as to be almost beyond 

surgical re:pair. Her husband had two other wives 

and s:pGke fine English. 

c. Aged about 7, living with husband. Died in 

great agony after thre·e days. 

{ from Mother India. Cha:p. on SPades and Spades. 

:page 61.) 
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Mr. Shirras, on the other band, once 

in an article 1n the Times of India attributed 

female- infanticide for the shortage of·women. 

The article ran as follows:-

Infanticide is,as every one knows, a custom that 

has ~revailed in all ~arts of the world, exce~t 

those influenced by Christinity and Islam and it 

is not to be taken as a sign of low standard of 

culture as it was ~ractised by the Egyptians, Jews, 

Greeks and Romans. It is one or those ~ositive 

checks which Malthus in his essay on the Princi~le 

of Po~ulation described. ~ It was " said the Census 

Re~ort of India 1921, ~ certainly common in recent 

times in Central India, Raj~utana, Gujarat, Oudb 

and among certain ~rimitive tribes such as the 

Khonds of Madras, the Nagas of,Ass~m~;and· was 
' 

s~ecially ~ractised in Northern India among the 

Sikhs, Jats, Khatris, Raj~uts and Gujars. We 

have to remember (a) the fact that among these 

grou~s of ~eo~le the custom is an ancient and 

recognised tradition and that the Indian is noto

riously conservative of his traditions, (b) the 

ease with which, under the conditions of child

bi~th in an Indian f'amltly, the ~ractice can be 

carried out without the ~ossibility of any definite 

sus~icion in any individual case such as would 
I 

justi:ry of'f'icial interf'erence, and (c) the fact 

that registers of birth are not ke~t by caste and 

that the su~pression o:r female .births 1~ a well

kno~~ :ract in ~arts of the Punjab.~ 
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The statistics or females ~er 1000 

males have been examined ror the 1901, 1911 and 

1921 Censuses and case or those castes which have 

a tradition or remale inranticide with those castes· 

which have not, could be com~ared. In the rormer 

grou~ are the Jat(Hindu), the Raj~ut(Hindu·), and the 

Gujars and these could be com~ared with the other· 

grou~ in which the Jat(Musalman)., the Raj~ut(Musalman) 

and the Brahman have been selected as exam~les. 

The results show a very remarkable dirrerence and 

lead one to the conclusion that in some ~arts or 

India today, in the words or the Census Re~ort 1921, 

there is the continued deliberate distruction or 

remale inrant lire either by active or by ~assive 

means. Proressor Willcox has recently shown that 

in the ~rovinces rrom which returns or ~ersons 

classiried by sex were received in the 1910 Chinese 

Census neraly 56 % or the re~orted ~o~ulation 

were male,{The corres~onding rigure ror India is 

52%). He concludes that the only way in which the 

dis~ro~ortion between the sexes indicated by these 

Chinese rigures is the neglect or remales, es~ecia• 

lly remale children, or to.remale.inranticide on a 

large scale, or more ~robably to a combination or 

two inrlue~ces. He has recently made s~ecial inve

stigations in regard to Shanghai with rererence to 
~ 

the large burials or inrants under one year or age 

and concludes the mortality is so great as to rorce 

the conclusion_that many or the deaths are due to 

inranticide and he quotes Mr. Howard's 'Chiha~s.' 
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Po~ulation and the present Census{l929),• the 

male population is in excess or the remale throughout 

the country as a whole, this being fundamentally 

due, apparently to the widespread'practice or remale 

inranticide and to the neglect or girl children. 

~ 
Legislation and Result. .. ' . . 

In Baluchistan today there is the well-known euphe• 

mistic statement that • the lady's daughter died 

drinking milk.• Similarly in Gujarati tbere is the 

expression • Dudhpiti Karvi,' which means the 

same thing dr~w.ning or the .newly born girl baby 
-in milk. The Encyclopaedia Britanica(eleventh editio~j 

rerers to the Rajput·.!s killing a :proportion or his 

daughters thus. • A pill or tobacco and bhang 

might be given to the newly-born child; or it was 

drowned in milk; or the mother's breast was smeared 

with opium or the juice or the :poisonous Datura. 

A common method was to cover.the child's mouth with 

a plaster or cowdung bero!e it drew breath.• The 

errorts or Jonathan Duncan, arterwards Governor or 

Bombay, and Major.Walker to put down inranticide 

in the 18th.century are well-known. In 1853 Lord 
... 

Lawrance held a Durbar at Amritsar where the chiers 

residing in the Punjab and the trans-sutlej states 

signed an~ agreement to expel rrom caste everyone 

who committed inranticide and to adopt rixed and 

moderate rates or marriage expenses. 
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In Gujarat infanticide was ~ractised by 

Raj~uts, and Kanbis including Patidars, but that 

since legislation made this illegal the ~ractice 

has decreased. Today in Borsad Taluka or the 

Kaira district, more than one village or Patidars 

is sometimes . sus~ecteQ or still rollowing this 

~rac~ice. It is interesting to note that one or 

the endowment scholarshi~s annually awarded at the 

Gujarat college is called the Kanbi anti-inranticide 

It was in 1870 that the act to 
\ ' ~ 

Fund Scholarshi~. 
~ 

~revent murder or remales was ~assed~ The ~reamble 
" or the act reads, ~ Whereas the number or remale 

infants is believed to be commonly committed in 

certain ~arts or.British India etc. "and this act-

the Female-Infanticide Prevention Act --. a~~lies to 

the Bombay Presidency, the United Provinces, the 

Punjab and to. certain scheduled district~. It a~~lieS 

to. certain classes or ~arsons in the AhmedabaQ and 

Kaira districts or the Bombay Presidency. The 

~enalty ror a breach or the rules under th~ act 

may be ~unis~with im~risonment u~ to six months 

or with a rine which may extend to Rs.lOOO or with 

both. Malthus writing on the checks to ~o~ulation 

in India quotes Manu and shows the ~rererence ror 

the male. " By a son a man obtains victory over 

all ~eo~le, by a son's son he enjoys immortalitf -and arterwards by a son or th•t grandson he reaches 

solar abode." 

Geogra~hically it is ~ut that a low dam~ 
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climate is favourable to females and that of dry 

uplands to malesy 

Let us now turn towards age-composition. 

The mean ratio of 919 women to 1000 men is the 

average for the whole of Bombay Presidency. We 

can see that it does not hold good for different 

age-groups. It can also be said that it does not 

hold good for different localities. It does not 

hold good for different castes. Thus in 1921 there 

were 933 Hindus and 812 ~ohamedans· females ~er 1000 

males. 

We have touched upon age-distribution .in 

relation to sex. Age-distribution is important 

apart from sex. ·There is no such thing as a 

standard age-distribution. Different communities 

are markedly contrasted with one·a~other·in respect 

to the proportion with those of school-age, those 

of working age, and those who have retired from 

active life of the whole population. Many factors 

play a part in making the age-distribution of any 

community what it is. First in importance is the 

birth-rate. An increase in the birth-rate will 

increase and a diminition in the birth-rate will 

decrease the proportion of young persons. A few 

words need here be mentioned about the high birth

rate of our country. ~erbert $pencer says • Organism 

multiply in inverse ratio~ to the dignity and worth 

of individual life~ In the humblest· plants and 
---------------~ 

lpopulation Problem of India by Wattal page 15. 
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animals there is an enormous number or seeds and 

eggs, while in the higher there are but few. It 

will ~erha~s be readily agreed that ·the dignity 

and worth of individual life is ~t its lowest among 

the aboriginal tribes which accounts for their 

~rolificness. In a~~lying the same formula to 

Mohamedans as against Hindus one naturally does so 

with great reluctance and extreme dif~idence. The 

contribution which Mohamedans have done to intelle

ctual ~regress is by no means negligible, but there 

is no dis~aragement of the community as a whole 

in the statement that intellectually they are not 

so advanced as the Hindus. (the figures for the 

educational de~artment will ~rove this). Their 

cerebral develo~ment is so much less and as a 

consequence their fecundity so much greater. The 

Census Re~ort of 1911 shows that number of Mehama

dans rose during the decade 1901-11 by s•7 as 

com~ared with only 5 ~.c. in case or the Hindus. 

Our high birth-rate is therefore an indi

cation of the ~rimitive stat~of our society, and 

an evidence of civilisation of an unso~histicated 

type. It is no sign of exuberance of vital force 

either. We know that the Animist ~o~ulation is 

the most rertile of all others in this country. Even 

among the Hindus it is noticed that the higher 

castes who are less ~rolific have a higher ~ro~ortion 

of ol~ males and a very larger ~ro~ortion of old 

remales than the lower cast~whose fecundity is so 
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much greater. This shows that • 'fecundity must 

affect longevity •. • Pandit Hari Kishan Kaul says 

• the higher or af.fluent castes have a fairly large 

proportion o.f old people while labouring classes 

engaged in occupations noxious to health have a 

comparatively smaller number of persons over 40 

years old. The castes with fewest old persons, 

the labouring classes for instance, have the lar

gest proportion of children. On the other hand 

the castes with an abundance of old people have a 

comparatively smaller number of children.• 

What holds good on a smaller scale 

within the various communities of a country holds 

good also on the much larger scale within the 

various countries of the world. As stated that in 

conntries with a high birth~rate there .must be a 

rapid succession of short-lived beings to kee~ up 

the numbers, one generation being pushed out o.f 

existence before its time to make room for the 

next. As such the mean age of this Presidency is 

low as 24•8(1921) as contrasted with the high 

average of other countries. 

Again immigration and emigration affect 

the position. The former causes an influx o.f the 

young people, because it is the young rather than 

the old who move, while the latter has· the opposite 

result. As far as Bombay Presidency is concerned 

on the whole there is a balance between immigration 

and emigration._ Signs of emigration, however, are 
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not wanting. lin 1898, the settlement orficer 

'~iting about the Jalal~ur Taluka said " I may 

note that nothing has struck me more on my return 

to the district than the extent or emigration rrom 

this Taluka to South Africa, Rangoon, Manuritius, 

and other ~laces outside India even including 

Klondyke. This emigration is not conrined to an~ 

one class or caste. Anavalas, Kanbis, Kolis,·Dheds 

and Musalmans from all ~arts or the Taluka, .in 

fact ail who cannot make both ends meet at home 
' ' 

and who can raise expenses for the journey leave the 
. . ' 

' 
homes in hope or ra~idly attaining wealth·. Although 

this emigration may be a ravourable sign, it is, I 

submit a certain indicat·iori. or the ~ressure of 

~o~uJation!P Emigratio·n to other countries outside 

India is increasing day by· _day. The number or 

~eo~le who have left Bombay Presidency rrom Bombay 

and Karachi Ports may be quoted. There might be 

~eo~le who must have left rrom other ~orts but no 

definite inrormation is available ~n the ~oint. 2In 

the year 1920-21, 55 ~eo~le lert Bombay Presidency 

(including .Sind) rrE>m Bombay and Karachi ~orts. 

The year 1923~24 shows the number being raised to 

67 and the number ror the year 19.27-28 stood at 623 • . . 

-------·----------------·---------------------------
1Rural Economy of Gujarat by Dr. Mehta ~age 35. 

2Figures from Statistical Abstract for British India 

from 1920-21 to 1929-30. ~age 417. 
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The year 1929-30 showed it at 1 ,04.3. A continuous 

increase has taken ~lace during all these years. 

Notwithstanding all these the birth-rate 

is obviously a ~ower~ul ~actor. Not only are dirr

erent communities strongly contrasted with one 

another in these res~ects, but the age distribution 

may change markedly within any country during a . 
relatively short s~ace o~ time as one or more o~ 

these ~actors charige in intensity. 

Now, according to the age-com~osition,the 

~o~ulation of a country can be divided into three 
. 
broad types. The ~o~ulation can be Progressive, 

Stationary and Regressive. Progressive is that 

where the ~ro~ortion below 15 is high and the 

~roportion above 50 low, Regressive where the 

proportions are the other way round, and Stationary 

where the ~ro~ortions are between the two extremes. 

( ~er 1000 o~ the total :po~ulation) 

Males Females 
~-------------------------- ---------------------------· 1881 1891 1901 1911 1921 1881 1891 1901 1911 192] 

39i 391 388 373 382 388 387 382 371 38~ 

508 508 516 524 513 504 500 511 518 49E 

93 101 96 103 105 108 113 107 111 lU 

Age .Percentage 
Group Males Females 

: 0 - 15 38•2 38•9 • 
only ; 15-50 51.3 49 "8 

: 50 and over 10"5 11•3 
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From the tables it is found that about one-half 

the population is between the ages 15-50. This has 

an obvious practical bearing. Generally people 

between 15-50 constitute the working population. 

The greater the number of workers the better it is 

·for a nation, for they are the wealth-producing 

people. If we regard those who are under 15 and 

those who are over 50 as the dependent section of 

the community, it is seen that this section is· 

slightly more relatively important than it was. 

In other. words a rather larger proportion of the 

population is unable to work as thus defined. 

ijowever there are now a larger number of old people 

than was formerly the case. • The workers labour 

increasingly to support the pensioners.• Among 

these those o-ver .50 have relatively increased whereas 

those under 50 bear about the same proportion to 

the total as they did 35 years ago. In fact, and 
importance 

it is a matter o:f·sreat:.Lthat the unem:Ployable 

section is increasing day by day. This accounts 

for the poverty of India. 

In India, the duration of life is much · 

shorter, and people get old sooner than in temperate 

countries. Generally persons over 50 are depend

ents and produce no economic wealth. The dependent 

population is therefore 49"5% in .this Presidency 

compared with only 34% of England and Wales. Even 

from this working population deductions must be 

made as customs and traditions forbid women of 

higher classes to work and therefore the number 
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of wealth-~roducing ~eo~le is much smaller than 

the figures show. It is upon this working ~opu

lation that the national-income depends. They 

are very important from the economic ~oint or view.

Again the quest~on or age-distribution has an obv

ious bearing u~on health and mortality because 

the hand or death falls heavily u~on infants. and . 

elderly(reasons discussed}. Also those of.50 

and over are relatively,,;:.mor~numerous i;n the country • 
. · ... 

This is partly due to the fact !tha~ country dwellers 

live longer, and partly to \the fact·that·town 

dwellers, when they re:tire, often go to live in 

the country. Moreover ~roper amount of sleep, o~~n 

air and perfect freedom from abuse or every sort . 

make country dwellers live longer. 

From the table it is also found that the 

number or children under 15 years or age in 1921 

was much the same(es~ecially females) as in 1891 

though the total ~o~ulation had increased by three 

millions during these 30 years. In other words, 

children though about the. same in number are_ 

relatively scarcer than they were,30 ye~rs ago. 

This has an obvious practical bearing. we need 

to baild houses faster than we need to build schools, 

because population is growing faster than school

population. 

Once the total population has been ascer

tained the sex ratio and age distribution suggest 

themselves as matterJ.,for immediate inquiry. But 
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the rullest 'inrormation regarding these matters 

does not get us'rar i~ the direction or constructing 

any :picture or the community. This is so because 
! I - 'I I f i 

society is not com:posed or Ul'lits thrown together by 

chance like so many grains or sand. It consists or 

grou:ps or :persons who, at least so rar as the adUlt 

~ber·s or the grou:ps are concerned, have come to

gether consciously and or set :purpose. These grou:ps 

are typically ramily grou:ps, rather, mother, and 

children with whom may be living other relations. 

The best term is :perha:ps • Household.• The household 

is im:portant, not only because it :plays so large a 

vart in emotional lire, but because within it there. 

is an ele~ent or communism, at least to the extent 

that what is im:portant is family income and not 

individual income. It is therefore clear that infer-

mation is required as·to the number, size and other 

characteristics or household in this Presidency. 

At the same time it. is obvious that to these· quest

ions no sim:ple statistical answer can be returned. 

We cannot state the :position as clearly as we could 

in discussing age-distribution and .lthe sex ratio 

ror the sim:ple reason that it is not easy to define 

a household, not is it easy to ascertain how many 

households there are, whatever may be the definition 

selected. 

In India, however, there is the :prevalence 
' of the Joint Family System amongst Hindus since olden 
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days. lThe origin or the joint family is generally 

attributed by economists to the advance of civili

sation from the ~astoral to the agricultural and 

industrial stages of economic develo~ment. The 

joint ramily ~atriarchal organisation of India 

which became ~ractically universal throughout the 

country after the Aryan occu~ation bears a close 

resemblance to that of the ancient Greeks and 

Romans, PATRIA POTESTAS having its countecyart 

in India in the su~reme authority with.which the 

eldest male member of the family is invested in 

the conduct of all the affairs of the family. Re 

2i~ called the KARTA. In his ca~acity ~s manager, 

all his acts and disbirsements to be of validity 

must be for the general good. Under such a system 

the family is, to quote the language of Sir Henry 

Maine, " a co~oration and its head was its re~re

sentative, or we might almost say its•~ublic of~icer• 

or we may add, its • managing director•.• A joint 

family: is, therefore like a co!"];loration; indivi

dual rights are all merged in the family or the 

cor~orate body. Then, again, the family grou~s are 

like, co~orations, ~e~etual and inextinguishable. 

-----·---------------------------------
1Indian Economics by Jathar and Beri ~age 124. 

2Princi~les of Comparative Economics by Radhakamal 

Mukerjee M. A. Ph. D. Vol. II ~age 22. 
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The family·aa a family never dies; its membership 

from time to time.·only changes and the death ·of 

individual members makes no difference to the 

collective existence of the aggregate·body, nor 

does it affect in any way its legal incidence, 

its faculties or liabilities. There is perpetual 

succession and no inheritance in the family. 

Succession by surviOrship is the rule with regard .. 
to joint families under the MITAKSRARA; here the 

. ' 

property belongs to the family the members of ·which 

constantly change as successi~e b~rths and deaths 

occur. Thus the joint Hindu family governed by the 

¥ITAKSKARA is, to use the very apt e~ression of 

Sir Henry Maine, "A corporation·of blood relatives.' 

~he conception·of family ownership which prevails 

in one part of lower Bengal,·under which each 

member 'of the family is the owner of hi~: share' 

is generally admitted to be a modification of the . . 

more prevalent form which is described above. 

Modern conditions on the whole being 

unfavourable to the maintenance of the joint 

family system, its defects are being forced into 

prominence and the system is gene~ally giving. 

way to the v·arious forces which are at present· 

being brought to bear upon it. In the firs~ place, 

the development of communications and transport 

have opened new opportunities for individual ini

tiative and the more enterprising members of the 

family a~e impelled to leave the family fold and 



1881 

Unmarried 478 

Married 470 

WidoweCl 52 
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carve out an inde~endent career ror themselves. 

In t~e second ~lace, the loss or decline or old 

ramily occu~ations has made it im~ossible in many 

cases ror the ramily to kee~ together and has 

rorced dis:persal on it. ·The intensirication or 

the struggle ror existence, coupled with the growth 

or the individualistic s~irit is making the joint 

ramily more or less an anachronism. The ramily 

picture or ~omesti~ bliss and contentment genera-

11.y associated with the joint ramily or old has 

ceased to re~resent the racts or the case. · 

Since .the grou~ is typically a ramily 
-grou~ the :problem may be a~~roached by asking how 

many married ~arsons there are. The rollowing 

ltable sets out what may be called the marital 

condition or the po:pulation. 

Ma.l.es Females 
----------------1891 1901 1911 1921 • 1881 1891 1901 1911 1921 

473 483 472 481 317 319 330 314 333 
480 458 473 451 504 515 486 509 484 

47 59 55 68 179 166 184 177 183 

It is noteworthy that in our census divorced ~arsons 

are to be entered as • widowed.• In the above table 

---------------------------------- ----------------
lRe~ort or Census 1921 Bombay Presidency Vol. ~· 123. 
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each :person whether in:f'ant, child.or grown u:p is 

entered as either;married, unmarried or widowed. 

A woman who has never been married must be shown 

as unmarried, even though she be a :prostitute or 

concubine. This includes cases of' women who have 

been married to.a God, or to a sword, or to a tree. 

Such marriages are not reckoned :f'or census :purposes. 

On the other hand women who have been married to men 

and are recognised by custom and civil law as 

married are to be entered as married or widow as 

the case may be, even though they have not been 

through the :f'ull ceremony,.:f'or instance widows who 

have taken a second husband by the rites known as 

• ~at • Natra • Udki' etc. The test is civil law 

and not religious authority. 

From the given table we :f'ind there always 

were more married women than ~en. The answer could 

be :round by re~eating that the married state is too 

common amongst Indian women. Perha:ps the most 

remarkable :f'act revealed by the table is that there 

were and are almost three times as many widows as 

widowers. The :f'act that Orthodox Hinduism views 

with dis:f'avour the remarriage of' widows is well-known. 

Castes who ~etition to be treated as something 

higher than they really are :f'requently boast of' the 

rigour with which they :f'orbid such marriages. Castes 

like the :f'ollowing a~solutely :f'orbid the remarriage 
. 

of' widows:- Audich Brahman, Deshasth Brahman, 

Chit:pavan Brahmans, Oaud Surasvant, Vani-Khadyata, 
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Vani-Modh, vani-Shrimali, Kanbi Kedana, Kanl;>i Leva. 

Ref'orm in this direction is badly needed. Now-a.

days not caring f'or the castes some women unite 

with men of' their own choice under the shelter 9f' 

• Purna Lagna.• Bold ste~s as these are taken 

b~: ;~w~ ~owever increase of' such would be .. 
very wel-come, f'or the conditions of' widows is 

most ~itiable. Again many girls.f'ind themselves 

widows bef'ore actually living with. the husbands. 

This is attributed to child-marriages. Many a time 

it ha~~ens that the boy dies bef'ore reaching man

hood leaving behind him a legacy in the ~erson of' 

his widow who cannot marry again. It is absolu

tely necessary to ~ut a sto~ to child-marriages. 

Formerly, the evil was existing to a very large 

estent. Even now it has not entirely disa~peared. 

It is only recently that we have • Sharda ' Act 

:prohibiting child-marriages. Still it has not ~ro-. 
duced the needed ef'f'ect. Many ~arents choose to 

~ay f'ines rather than ~ost~one marriage. Strict 

actions are needed to be taken in this direction. 

That Government should interf'ere is very advisable. 

As such Government should declare all marriages 

below a ~articular age as invalid and illegal. Marr

iages as such should not be recognised as marriages 

at all. Def'inite.legislation like this can alone 

bring about a change in this long existing ~ractice. 

The view of' a census re~ort f'or this much needed 

ref'orm is worthy to be quoted. It runs as f'ollows: 
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In the Punjab Census Report of 1911 Rai Bahadur 

Pandit Hari Kishan Kaul a. I. E. says • but in

spite of all agitation for stopping early marriage, 

the Reform Societies do not. appear to have had much 

practical effect so ar, even within their circles 

much less upon the masses. The statistics of civil 

condition relating to the Arya, Brahmo, Dev Dharm 

sects.were specially collected for the sorting 

slips. The figures "relating to the important castes 

in each sect will show that the proportion of boys 

and girls married before the age of 15 is generally 

larger for the members of each caste belonging to 

the societies than for the caste as a whole. This 

may be due to the re~tn of certain Brahmans as .. 
B~ahmos and Devi Dharmis as Dev Dharm and the com

parative accuracy of the age statistics in the cities 

and towns to whic~ the members of the Reform soci

eties are mainly confined may al~o have magnified 

their figures compared with the total castes, but 

there seems to be little doubt that·early marriage 

is still practised largely among the members o:r 

these sects. 
.e.. 

V&rily a case of faith in social 

reform but not in ~e:rormers.• How little is the 

progress the country has made in this direction 

is shown by the fact that while in 1881 the number . -

of married girls between the age 10-15 stood at 

449, it rose to 483 for 1891 and 487 for 1921. {for 

Bombay Presidency). 
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There are other reasons ror the high . 

rate or widows. men are on the average older than 

women when they marry and so tend to die earlier • 
• 

Child-marriage results in death or young mothers 

which leave men as widowers, but men may marry 

again and as such widowers disa~~ear to a great 

extent. So hasty does a man become ror remarrying 

at the death or his wire that at times settlement 

regarding another marriage is made on the way to 

runeral and cemetry. And the last but not the least 
I 

im~ortant reason is that or the girls' being sold 

for money to old men good enough to be their grand

fathers. Magistrates in courts are frequently 

called t9 ~reside over cases when disturbances 

are created for sto~ping such marriages. The old, 

so married, soon leave behind them young widows 

who can never remarry. 

Ir 1rigures which give the age-dist~ibu

tion are examined for single, married and widowed, 

it is found that while amongst men aged 10-15, 121 

are married, 328 are married between 15-20, and 

almost t are married between 20 and 40; more than 

f(831) amongst women between the ages 15-20 are 

married. or women u~to 60 hardly 1%(8) remain single. 

-------------------------------------------------
lAllrigures are per 1000 ror the year 1921. 
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For women therefore marriage is almost universal. 

The marital cond~tion of the ~o~ulation 

first attracted our attention because it throws 

some light u~on the number·of households. Let us 

now return to that ~roblem. What is a • household ·~ 

The Census defines lin villages and non-munici~al 

towns it is.::identical with the Census • house •, 

and means the·commensal family i.e. to say a number 

of ~arsons living together and eating together 

with their de~endents, resident servants and guests. 

In case of munici~al towns in which the commensal 

. family was not the unit for house-numbering, 

reliance had to be ~laced on the general rule that 
.h 

in wuch cases the se~arate families within the 

structural or other unit ado~ted as th~ • bouse • 

were to be se~arately included in the schedules. 

The following table gives the number of ~arsons 

in a family, the number of such families and the 

~ercentage. 

-------------------------------------------------
1Figures borrowed from Census Re~ort 1921 

' 

(Bombay Presidency') ~age lxxxiii. 
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Number or ~arsons Families Percentage 

in a ram.ily. (all classes combined) ·.; 

1 755 5•6 

2 1704 1.a·8 

3 2203 ' 16•6 

4 2303. 17•3 

.5 1988 ·1s·o 

6 1478 11·~ 

7 1038 7•9 

8 711· 5•4 

9 387 2•9 

10 233 1•7 

11 157. 
12 107 
13 54 11 to 15 
14 31 
15 35. .a•9 
16 27 
17 16 
18 15 
19 9 
20 . 8 
21 7 
22 2 
23 -3" 16 & over 
24 1 
25 l 0•7 
26 l 
27 1 
28 1 
29 1 
30 2 . 45 1 

Total 13280 lOO•O 
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.. There is only ·one :point~ ·in which. I am not satis

ried " says the Census Su:perintendent 1921 " that 

the result attained to the ideal laid down, and 

that. is the matter or • dwelling • house. It will 

be seen that a very high :pro:portion or ramilies 

come out with only one :person. The number is so 

high that I am inclined to believe that either one 

or two things must have h.a:p:pened. viz(i) that the 

abst~actors did not obey the instruction in this 

:particular, but took all census ramilies inde:pendent 

or the census • house,• or (ii) that the descrip

tion dwelling-house in the house lists was loosely 

used to cover buildings or tenements which do not 

really contain a genuine ramily. or-course there 

must be a rair number or adult males and remales, 

who live totally alone, according to their domestic 

economy, .and :possessing no wire or husband as the 

case may be and no children. But I am really doubt

rul whether the number or these lonely dwellers is 

really so high as the tables indicate. It is there

rore sarer to assume that.the :present study is a 
~ study or • eensus houses • rather than true ramily, 

and that a certain number or isolated individuals 
I 

g9t included, who are really :possessed or a ramily 

though that ramily was not on the census day living 

with them." 

The given table moreover shows that the 

• :private ramily • or rour is the most common type 

or ramily. Also that more :persons belong to a 
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private family of five t:Q.an any other types of 
I ' 

private family. As the number of persons increase 

the·number of families go on decr~asing. 

;Before I close this chapter it will be 

interesting to discuss whether • Bombay Presidency ' 

is over-populated or not '?we know that population 

would have been much higher than what it is, bad 

it not gone through some of the positive checks. 

For birth-rate remains constant and is high as ever. 

In the year 1911 the birth-rate for our Presidency 

stood at 36•00 per mille. It was 37•10 for 1915 

~ 35•73 for 1917. It stood, however, at 30·28 

for 1920. (This year, however, was not free from 

calamity. A year of calamity shows~ birth-rate). 

On the other hand, in other countries we find that 

birth-rate is clearly on a. decreasing point. e.g. 

in England and Wales average births per 1000 living 

in 1901-5 were 28"2, the figure was reduced to 

23"6 in 1911-15 and 17•8 in 1917. The case of 

France is still remarkable from the point of de

crease. It was 31•8 per 1000 living in 1811-20, 

23•9 for 1881-90 and was 22•2 for 1891-1900. 

Contrasted with this stands our country 

where birth-rate is constant. Nature therefore 

puts some of the positive checks on the increase of 

population. Conspicuous amongst these stand plagues 

and epidemics. They have invaded the country every 

now and then, and the havoc caused by them, the 

consequent sufferings of the people are beyond 
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description. As a matter-of-fact, ·this is a toll 

demanded by nature as a positive check upon the 

increase of population. In other words the par

ticular ~ind of' check to population was increasing 

in its intensity indicating thereby the tendency 

of' popula~ion to increase beyond the means of' 

subsistence and the consequent tendency of' nature 

to interfere to restore the balance. 

That the havoc done by these calamities 

must have been terrible could be seen ·from the 

descriptions given of' that time and the large 

number of' deaths rec~!ded at· ;lfpc;t_ time .• , It is 

impossible to examine each of' these c·aiami ties in . 

such a short space. However, looking _e-.-g. at the 

pre-British rule the great famine of' 1630-31 was 

very killing. The vivid descri~tion given by lvon 
! ' J ' ' 

Twist is very appealing, "So little.rain fell 

that the seed sown was lost, and no grass grew. 

Cattle died. In towns and villages, in fields 

and on roads men lay dead in great numbers, causing 
~ -

such a st,nch that it was. terrible to use the ways• 

For want of' grass cattle fed on the corpses, men 

took to carcasses of' beasts to eat; some in despe

ration went about searching for b-ones which had been 

-------------·------------- ---------
lpopulation Problem of' India by Randive. ~age 63, 
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gnawed by dogs. Yes, m,elf lying in. the .stre~ts 

not yet dead were cut ul> by others, and-menif'ed 

on living men, so that even in the streets, and 

still on road-journies, men ran great danger of' 

being murdered and eaten u~. etc. etc."· Another 

f'actor which might have considerably influenced 

the f'requency of' f'amines was the continuous state 

of' warf'are in these times. 

Looking at 'the ~eriod of' British rule 

we f'ind that in the early days of' British rule 

infanticide was ~ractised to a very great extent 

in some state~of' Kathiawar. A~art f'rom this two 

other checks which are generally f'ound in ~rimitive 

societies are also f'ound in India. They are ~re

~ubertY. intercourse and ~rolonged lactation. There 

is one great ~reventive check in'India namely that 

of' enf'orced widowhood •. The checks however which 

enormously control the growth of' ~o~ulation are 

the ~ositive checks of' f'amines and diseases. ~he 

f'ollowing f'igures will bear this out f'or whole 

India. Same is the case with Bombay Presidency. 

Period 

No. of' deaths 

Deaths f'rom f'amine (India). 

1800-1850 

50,09,001 

1850-75 

44,85,000 

1875 ... 1900 

2,37,40,000 

No comment is needed on these f'igures. They clearly 
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show that the check given by ramine to ~o~ulation 

in India has been increasing over the last hundred 

years. By the middle of the 19th. century it had 

already assumed large dimensions, but even these 

were dwarfed into insignificance by the death-rate 

which characterised-the last thirty years of the 

century. 

Plague worked havoc in Bombay Presidency. 

The ltotal registerd mortality from ~lague u~to 

1st. March 1901, that is, during the first five years 

of the e~idemic was three lakhs. The total regis-
. 

tared mortality from ~lague in the deca~e--1901-lt· . :·. 

reached the colossal figure 14,14,000. During some 

of the years the mortality exceeded 2,00,000. Plague 

continued its ravages even during the last decade 

• (1911-20), though with less virulence, it accounted 

for a recorded mortality of 5,63,897 during the decade, 

----------------·-------------..----------------------
!This was obviously below the truth, as the machinery 

of registration was thrown out of gear owing to the 

serious outbreak of the e~idemic. The ~!ague commi

ssioners thought that the true death-rate was greater 

at least by 35% than the re~orted one. On this 

estimate the mortality from the disease during these 

five years can be safely ~laced somewhere between 

five and six lakhs. 
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What more severe commentary do we.require 

on the dis:parity between the relative growth of' 

:population and the :production in this country. 

And yet the re:proof' given by nature is allowed to 

:pass unheeded and thousands of' lives are brought 

into existence to live in a condition of' wretched 

:poverty and rank misery. 

Still as it is, is Bombay Presidency 

• over-:po:pulated • ? Over-~o:pulated is a relative 

term. Under the :present agricultural and industr

ial conditions Bombay Presidenc_y is over-:po:pulated, 

but if' Bombay Presidency is f'urther industrialised 

it will cease to be over-po:pulated. 11he· most 

im:portant industry of' -India is agriculture, on 

which nearly three-f'ourths of' the total :population 

are de:pendent. One.might su:p:pose that with such 

a large :pro:portion of' the :population engaged in· 

agriculture, the industry must have already reached 

the :point of' maximum :production. But both f'rom 

the :point of' view of' extensive and intensive cul

tivation there is still a vast sco:pe f'or increased 

:production. Excluding the f'orest area and the area 

not available f'or cultivation, we have 27% of' the 

total area still.available f'or extending cultivation 

without any dif'f'iculty. If this entire available 

acreage were brought under cultivation we should 

--------------------------------------------------
lwealth of' India by Joshi and Wadia :page 47. 
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require a~~roximately double the number o~ agri

cultural labourers. From the ~oint o~ view o~ 

intensive cultivation there is unlimited sco~e ~or 

increased ~roduction. Intensive ·cultivation·is 

still unknown in this country. The existence o~ 
(. 

small holdings and the sub-division and ~ragmantation 

o~ land make scienti~ic ~arming very di~~icult. 

Manures are hardly used, and_ the ~armers exploit 

the gi~ts o~ the soil. There are thus vast ~oten

tialities o~ growth in ~~oduction with im~roved 

scienti~ic methods, with the hal~ o~ manures, im~r

OV§ment in seeds, and rotation o~ cro~s. With 

regard to genetic industries like ~orestry and ~ish 

culture we can s~ely assert ·that they are still 

in i~ancy and have vast ~otentiallties be~ore them. 

And much the same observation may be made with 

regard to the mining industries. The Industrial 

aommission s~eaks o~ the large su~~ly o~ ~ood which 
.... 

can be obtained ~rom dee~-sea ~isheries by tr~wling, 

netting, or li~e ~ishing. When we turn to secondary 

industries the same ~henomenon strikes us. With 

regard to ~ersonal and ~ro~essional services, whilst 

in the United States nearly 20% o~ the active 

~o~ulation is engaged in these services, in India 

the ~ro~ortion is onlr 5% o~ the total ~o~ulation. 

In view o~ the large sco~e :6orincreased ~roduction 

in every direction, and in view o~ the increased 

demand for men in the ~ersonal and ~ro~essional 

.services, it is sa~e to assert that we have not 
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...... 
yet reached, may, that we are still f'$r below 

the ideal magnitude of' ~o~ulation that tpe country 

can su~~ort. 

In :race of' ti~ese :racts ·it is amusing to 

be told that Bombay Presidency is over-~o~ulated~ 

We are inf'ormed br Harold Cox that • it may reaso

nably be. inf'erred that India is overf'ull of' human 

beings.• The of'f'icial view su~~orts the idea, and 

even Indian economists share this view. The f'iscal 

Commission of' 19~2 observes that in normal times 

there is a considerable export both o:r rice and 

wb..eat :rrom the country. It is not asserted that 

~eo~le who have money to buy :rood are·unable to . 
~rocure it. It is not really·the insuf'f'iciency of' 

the total f'ood su~~ly ~o much as the f'act that · 

certain classes of' the ~o~ulation are too ~oor to 

buy all the :rood they require which is ·urged by 

these critics. If' the ~eo~le have not money to 

buy :rood, the country cannot be said to·be over

~o~ulated. Even with a considerably reduced ~o~u

lation the same_~overty may exist if' causes like a 

continuous drain o:r wealth continue to exist. 

To bS brief' the ~roblem of' ~o~ulation 

does not depend u~on the relation-between ~o~ulation 

and :rood as Malthus thought, but between ~o~ulation 

and total wealth o:r the·country. As Seligman says, 

• it is not a question o:r mere size, but of' ef'f'icient 

~roduction and equitable distribution. In India, 

we have neither ef'f'icient ~roduction nor equitable 
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distribution --·what is worse, the wealth produced 

in the country is not all distributed within the 

country. In view or the untold natural resources 

or the country awaiting development, Bombay 

Presidency can maintain an enormously larger popu

lation than at present, and it is roolish to argue 

rrom the assumption or an over-populated Bombay· 

Presidency as cause to the prevailing poverty and 

misery as errect. 
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CHAPTER II 

Occupation. 

The occupation which a man ~allows is or more . 

immediate importance to him than the industry 

in which he is engaged. It does matter much to 

a man that he is a clerk; it matters less·to him 

whether he is a clerk in a shipping ~irm or .in a 

wholesale merchant's o~~ice. Our next task is 

there~ore to classi~y the population by the occu

pations which they ~allow. 

Who are the occupied persons 1 They are 

trrose technically known as gainrully occupied or 

in short as the ' occupied.' Now it is possible 

to .b.e unemployed yet occupied, and to be very ~ully 

employed yet unoccupied. This is so because the 

term • occupied • is used by the Census authorities 

in.a special sense. The occupied are in ~act the 

gainrully occupied. Married women there~ore, who 

are occupied but not gain~ully occupied are excluded. 

A woman who simply looks a~ter the house and cooks 

the ~ood is not a worker ~or Census purposes but 

a dependent. But a man or a woman who is a paid 

cook in some one else's house is a worker. A woman 

who collects ~irewood or oowdung and sells it regu

larly ~s thereby addimg to the ~amily income, and 

should be shown as a worker. So also a woman who 

regularly assists her husband in his work(e.g. the 

wife o~ a potter .~who ~etches t}?.e clay ~rom which he 

makes his pots) but not one who merely renders a 
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little occasional hel~. Let us attem~t to classiry 

the occu~ied by their occu~ations leaving until 

later the question as to who the occu~ied rrom the 

unoccu~ied may be. Using the Census record a 

broad classirication or occu~ations has been made 

in the rollowing ltable. It gives a summary or 

~arsons su~~orted in dirrerent occu~ational sub

classes. 

E~loitation or animals & vegetation 

" • Minerals 

Industries 

Trans:port 

Trade 

Public rorce 

Public administration 

Perc
entage 

12,408,489 64•3 

12,370 0•1 

2,350,179 12•2 

428' 355 2• 2. 

1,418,633 7•5 

156,197 0•8 

311,674: 1•6 

It VIII Proression and liberal arts 334,851 

66,053 

301,591 

1, 211,584 

291,686 

57 

II 

II 

" 

IX Persons living on their income 

X Domestic service 

XI Insurriciently described 

XII Un~roductive 

Occu~ations not returned 

----------------------------------------------------------------------
lFigures rrom Census Re:port l92l(Bombay Presidency)· 

ror British Districts only. :page 211 
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The figures show that from the occu~ational ~oint 

of view • e~loitation of minerals and vegetation • 

is ~redominant. It covers u~to 64•3% of the occu~ied 

and as such is fairly high. Two out of every three 

occu~ied ~arsons a~e occu~ied with Manufacture. 

Occu~ations connected with Industries take the 

second ~lace. The f'igures for industry as s·uch are 

very ~oar and accounts for the ~overty and backward

ness of our country. Industries arid·e~loitation 

of animals and vegetation together c~ver about t of 

the occu~ied ~o~ulation. We also find that one 

oc~u~ied ~erson in every fourteen is engaged in 

'rade. These figures are equally disa~~ointing 

when com~ared with the high ~ercenta.ge of England 

and Wales. That nation has been criticised as a 

'· nation of sho:P-kee~ers. • ·, :Sut: from: the business 

~oint of view this criticism can be turned into a 

com~liment. 
, I . . 

Percentage engaged in Public ad.minis-

tration is also remarkably low. Th.is fact and the 

~redominance of e~loitation of' animals and vege

tation com~ared with industries constitute ~erha~s 

the most remarkable features of our economic struc-

ture. 
-

Many other questions will readily suggest 

themselves, and to some of them an answer can either 

be found or deduced from the Census returns. It 

may be asked what ~ercentage of workers are occu~ied 

in Agriculture ? India is ~rimarily an agricultural 

country. It has been calculated that nearly • 
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nine-tenths or the total ~o~ulation live directly 

or indirectly on the ~reduce or the soil. An 

idea or the large number or ~eo~le su~~orted in 

agriculture can be bad rrom the rollowing. 

(ror British Districts only.) 

There is nothing in these rigures to lead us to the 

idea, commonly held now-a-days that ~eo~le are 

rorsaking land rar other things. The rigures 

given above are ror workers and de~endents combined. 

The somewhat violent rluctuations between income 

rr0m rent or agricultural land, and ordinary cul

tivators between the years 1901-11 was caused by a 

change or system in 1911. In 19ID1 cultivators who 
b 

~ay assesment were classiried as Rent Receivers • .. 
The terms used at that Census were Rent-receivers 

and Rent-~ayers. Rent-receivers included holders 

or land who ~ay revenue to Government and cultivate 
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the rields themselves. The arrangement was .obvi

ously misleading. In 1911 the princi~le was 

changed, and the ordinary ryot was classiried as a 

Rent-payer, the term • rent • being held to include 

agricultural assessment, and these Rent-payers were 

arterwards described in the tables as ' ordinary 

cultivators.• The same princi~le held good this 

time(l921), with certain further sub-division 

mentioned below. 
• 
"' The group:· ror Fruit, SP~c\es etc. growers 

(termed Market gardeners in the table above) is 

~sa~isractory in this Presidency where there is no 

separate and distinct type of' grower or special 
t 

products •. The She\kari grows grain-crops, or sugar-

cane or spices ~r anything else according to conve

nience. The distinction may hold good in some cou

ntries, but it does not hold good with us. And the 

rigures in this gruup at any Bombay Census are a 

mere chance. 

The f'igur~s appearing at any Census under. 

•· agricultural labourers • are largely inrluenced 

by the numbers appearing under • labourers and 

workmen otherwise unspeciried.• This group shows 

wide rluctuations according to the erriciency or 

inerriciency or the enumerators,. and the extent to 

which the orricers in charge or the abstraction 

orrices have been prepared to improve the rigures 

by classirying on probabilities. It is not likely 

that, when dea~ing with such large numbers, the 
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variations from Census to Census in the· schedules 

themselves will be so great. And the great reduc

tion in the figures under this grou~ in 1911 may 

with ~robability be assigned to the second of the 

above causes. However, .even after adding say 

50,000 from that grou~ to the grou~ agricultural 

labourers it is clear that the numbers su~~orted 

by that. occu~ation have much diminished in the 

decade. This is in accordance with.known economic 

tendencies. Agricultural labourers are known to 

be scarce, and to be able to command higher wages 

tnan formerly. These wages still have much to be 

desired. The ~ro~ortion of the ·sexes among the 

actual workers and the ~ro~ortion of the de~endents 

has varied much. 

Distribution of every 1000 ~ersons su~~orted by 

Agricultural labour(Bri. Dist. only.) 

Workers Males 

" Females 

De~endents 

(both sexes) 

1901 

352 

217 

431 

1911 ·. 

303 

386 

311 

1921 

294 

330 

376 

tt I do not think " says the Census su~erintendent 1921 

" there is any reason for these violent fluctuations, 

and the ca~se must lie in the methods~numeration 
and abstraction. At the same time the figures for 

the last two Censuses, which ~re more reliable than 



those or 1901, show that this is an occu~ation in 

which women predominate as workers. And this is 

in accordance with the known racts or morrusil 

lire ... Again pros~ects or labour in bi~ indus-

trial concerns such as railway workshmps and textile 

mills have or late years diverted agricultural 

labourers rrom their original pursuits. The rise in 

wages throughout the rural areas and.the possibili

ties of getting work in the industrial establishments 

of the cities have led them to abandon their old 

~rofession.. Thus on the one hand there is a great 

pressure or po~ulation on land, but on the other 

hand there is a shortage of agricultural labour. 

Let us now turn to other sub-classes 

of occu~ation. • Industry • needs best or attention. 

The following 1table gives a broad classification 

of .industry. ( Number per. 1·ooooor the total ~C?~ulation) 

P. T. O. 

---·--------------:----------· -----
lReport of Census(Bombay Presidency val.) 1921 

~age 235. 
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Textiles 

l'ersons 
su:p:ported 

414 

Actual 
workers 

229 

Hides, skins, and hard metals from 

the animal kingdom 372 

146 

63 

65 

15 

61 

25 

32 

Wood 

Metals 

Caramics 

Chemical :products :pro:perly so called 

and analogous 23 9 

30 

87 

1 

Food industries 61 

Industries of Dress and Toilet 

Furniture industries 

202 

2 

It 102 .., Building 46 • 

Construction of means of trans:port 

Production and transmission of :physical 

forces(heat,light,electricity, etc.) 

Other miscellaneous & uns:pecified 

1 

3 

99 

. - 1 

2. 

41 

From the table i.t can be seen that Textile 

industry is most common for the number em:ployed 

therein is the ~~rgest. This industry is advan

cing day by day. The country has begun.su:p:porting 

it due to creation of the feeling for ones home 

industry and the consequent backing of the same. 

Second in number comes the industry concerned 

with Hides, skins, and metals from the animal 

kingdom. That actual workers should be so few 

com:pared with the :persons su:p:ported in that 

industry is remarkable. The industry of Dress 
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and Toilet ca~tivate~our attention. There is noth~ 

ing.much noting in seeing such a large number in 

that grou~, ror in our country one generally comes 

ac~ross a tailor's sho~ at every street-end. It 

is ~leasing to see a decent number in Juilding indu

stries. India since olden days has been well-known 

ror its rine work ot architecture and some or the 

best buildings or the world are in India •. The 

ramous • dream in marble • -- the Taj is one or the 

wonders or the world.· This industry is surriciently 

develo~ed ror our country. In the end it is dis

a~~ointing to see a ~oor rigure in Furniture indus-

tries. 

On the whole, however, the number engaged 

in industry can be said to be very ~oor com~ared 

with a huge number engaged in agriculture. This 

number is much more than land c~n su~~o, rt. It is 
I I 

high time now when land should be lert' ror various 

industries. The ~roblem or over-~o~ulation; is 
• ! 

telling hard u~on us. As such Industrialisation 

should be ado~ted as a solvent o:f the Agrarian 

~roblem. Thererore, 1it is argued that the ~resent 

chaotic condition or agriculture in India, as cha

racterised by an extreme sub-division_ o:f hol.dings. 

and a low yield ~er acre, can be easily remedied 

by transrerring the surplus ~o~ulation rrom land to 

urban centres, by means or. a ra~id ~recess or . indus

trialisation. This lifting of the agricultural 

~ressure, it is-stated, will make r&r more efricient 

fpo~ulati~~-P~~b~~r-r~dt~-b~-R~ndi;;-;~~;-1?~-
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cultivation, and will easily solv~the food-~roblem 

of India. It is further believed that such an in-

.dustrial transition or revolution can be easily 

achieved, for, it is argued, did not Germany become 

industrialised within a short ~eriod of 40 years "? 

was not the transformation achieved with amazing 

quickness in England ? What can then hinder India 

from following in the footste~s of Germany or England i 

Besides, have we not got the treasures of raw mate

rials at our door, which advantage neither Germany 

or England ~os~essed "? Have we not got in abundance 

coal and iron, and other requisites of an industrial 

develo~ment, commensurate with our needs and desires 1 

Why allow the foreigner to use our raw materials 

instead of utilising them ourselves ? In short, it 

is believed that like Midas, we have only to touch 

our resources· actuai• a""S well. as ~otential' and they 

will be immediately converted into gold. 

Let us see, therefore, the sco~e for 

industrialisation. The Cotton industry is by far 

the most im~ortant industry not only because of its 

extent and out~ut,. but also because it is mainly 

carried on by indigenous ca~ital, and indigenous 

organisation, and because it was the first Indian 

venture in modern methods of large scale.~roduction. 

If there is any industry which can t~ify the 

~regress that industrialisation has made in India, 

and also testify to the ability of Indians for orga

nisation, and to some extent of their resources, it 
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is the cotton industry. Though three-rourths or 

the total number or cotton mills in India are 

situated in the Bombay Presidency, and a majority 

or these· in Bombay i tselr, the rirst cotton mill 

in India was started near Calcutta in 1838. The 

slow, though steady nature or the :progress or th.is 

industry is appreciable. This industry, now-a-days 

due to the non-co-operation moveme~t is :patronised 

more and more. People have realised the importance 

or keeping Indian money in India. The industry 

however has not been able to capture the home market 

co~pletely. Imports still rorm a considerable :pro

portion or the total quantity consumed, but there 

has been a tendency ror the imports to be displaced 

by home :products. There is considerable sco:pe ror 

this industry. to advance, and encouragement rrom the 

:people is badly required. 

There are many handicaps ror this indus

try. Removal or , them wou~d :promo.te the ·growth and 

welrare or same. Conspicuous amongst these are the 

Japanese competition and the abuse or Agency system. 

Let us examine them one by one. 

The chier cause or the depression that is 

:peculiar in India is the increased competition rrom 

Ja:pan. And although the volume or competitive 

imports is relatively small, their :price undoubtedly 

arrects the :price or Indian goods and has advanced 

depression. Japanese competition is the ·Chier basis 

rqr the demand r6r :protection. The reason is that 
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Japan bas an advantage as regards cost or production 

owing to climatic, dietetic and other elements or 

superiority. Again Japan at present is • dumping • 

cloth at a very low price. The textile industry 

at present as such stands in a very critical position. 

Only recently in the Council or State Mr. H.M.Mebta 

(tbe·ramous industrial magnate) rererred to the 

plight e~erienced by Bombay's principal industry. 

He said • the textile industry which at one time 

was a very prosperous industry is now in a ruinous 

condition. It is a tale or woe and nothing else. 

There are no prorits and no dividends ror the share

holders. These Japanese are sending to this country 

millions and millions or rupees worth or cotton goods 

and at what price ? At the price or cotton itselr. 

I am a cotton man, but I cannot make out how they 

can do it, unless there is a magic wand which can 

turn cotton into cloth by taking it by the one band 

and passing it on to the other e~etc. • 

we now come to the raults or organisation 

and finance which have contributed to the depression . 

of the industr;. luere it is dirricult to distinguish 

between criticisms that rarer to Bombay Presidency 

as a whole and criticisms aimed specially at Bombay 

mill-ow.ners.(Bombay Mill-owners have been particularly 

blamed ot' mismanagement and want of discipline in 

their mills.) The Tarifr Board bas obvdously tried 

·--------------------·----------------------------------------------------
1Economic DeveloDment of India by Vera Anstey page 273 
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to avoid giving offence to Bombay mill-owners, 

and has as far as ~ossible whittled down its 

criticisms, which in many cases it ~uts forward 

with an unnecessarily a~ologetic air. These 

criticisms suggest not so much that the Indian 

cotton industry is badly organised and managed. · 

as a whole, as that a strong indictment could be 
. . 

brought against the ~ractices of a considerable 

I.>ro~ortion of Bombay mill-owners. 

The Managing agent system is o~en to a 

number of criticisms. AI.>art from the faults in-

.herent in the system in general, many accusations 

of inefficiency and even carru~tion have been 

directed against the working of the·system in 

Bombay. The system of ~ commission on ~reduction " . 
which tends to stimulate out~ut rather than to 

insist on quality, is still in force in some 

Bombay and Ahmedabad mills, and is quite common 

in UI.>-country centres. In many cases, es~ecially 

in Ahmedabad, the agency tends. to be regarded as a 

• family ~ossession • and normally I.>asses from 

father to son.irres~ective of efficiency. 

One glaring fault is that the members of 

the Board of Directors of. the mills, as a rule, 

fail to take any close interest in their mills, 

and very few pave technical qualifications. Out 

of the 175 directors of mills in Bombay, only 

11 had received ~ractical training. The actual 

managing agents·seldom have the requisite technical 
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qualirications and, indeed the directors or the 

Bombay mills are very largely composed or members 

or rirms or managing agents. Possibly this tends 

to explain why the training or the technical and 

supervising starr also tends to be dericient. 

Mal-practices and short-comings alleged 

to be prevalent include the rollowing: 

(i) SPeculative purchases or cotton by the managing 

agents are passed on to the mill tr uns~ccessrul, 

(ii) secret commissions received by the managing agents 

on purchases and other transactions conducted on 

behalr or the mill, 

(iii) The surplus runds or the mills may be invested 

not with banka but with r1rms or Shrofrs, who may 

be identical with the managing agents, 

(IV) the auditors are rrequen~ly relatives or the 

managing agents, 

(V) brokers are employed who operate on their own account 

or who are themselves in ~ossession of cotton 

and the managing agents themselves sometimes act 

as guarantee brokers ror the mills they control. 

These raults in organisation account ror 

many or the actual derects in production and managey 

ment. Much greater atten~ion should be paid to 

diversirication or production, combined action 

should be taken to ensure that the quality or the 

products is maintained, and ruller records or all 

sorts should be ke~t. 

Another common derect is that many mills 
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de~end for working ca~ital mainly on short term 

de~osits, cash credits and loans, all of which are 

a~t to be drastically curtailed in difficult times. 

If the use of trade bills could be extended in the 

internal market, trade would be greatly facilitated 

during a de~ression. 

The recommendations of the Industrial 

Commission 1916-18 for industrialisation are worth 

being quoted. lindian'indUstries must be largely 

based on agricultural ~roducts and the agricultural 

services require strengthening to undertake the 

n~cessary research work. Attention is s~ecially 

directed to the ~roblems ~resented by cotton cul

tivation , by sugar cultivation and manufacture, 

and the necessity for scientific work on oil seeds 

is brought to notice. 

The trade in Hides and Skins and the 

Tanning industry are of great im~ortance., The 

solution of the existing ~roblem lies in stimulating 

the ~reduction of leather and of lightly tanned hides 

and skins. The ~ossession of an abundance and great 

variety of natural tan-stuffs lends s~ecial im~or

tance to this industry in India. 

The Mineral resources. of India offer 

o~~ortunities for im~ortant develo~ments. 

--------- -----------
lrndian Industrial Commission Re~ort 1916-18. 
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SPecial measures are required to bring 

Timbers or the less-known ~ecies to the notice of 

the consumers. 

Plantations should be established to 

secure a concentrated and therefore cheap supply 

or suitable wood for speciai industries and for 

fuel. 

Indian risheries(especia~ly deep-sea 

fisheries) have been neglected, except in the case 

of Madras, and their possibilities should be deve

loped by properly equipped Fisheries Departments. 

Scienti.f'ic ichthyologists should be added t·o the 

zoological survey. 

lThere is no doubt that, owing to a long 
... 

coast line, abundance of fish in the home waters, 

and a race of fisherme~ who have brought the fishing 

industry to a high level, large quantities of fish 

are daily consumed in the coastal regions of India. 

Until very recently, however, there were no means 

or going a-fishing into the high seas; but owing 

to the interest taken in dee~-sea fishing by the 

Madras Department of Fisheries, and to some extent 

by the :Bombay Department or Industries, a system 

or sending out steam trawlers was inaugurated some 

time back •. The reault has been a failure both in 

lwealth and Taxable Capacity of India by Shah and 

Khambata page 158. 



Madras and in Bombay, because although very large 

pauls have been obtained, many·varieties were of' 

an in:f'erior·quality and they wouldn•t even ~ay 

the cost of' trans~ort. Indeed, a:f'ter a six months' 

ex:periment in Bombay with a steam trawler " William 

Carrick ", it was even said tha:t .. trawling was not 

yet a commercial ~ro~osition in the Bombay waters. " 

In this ~articular·case t}fe ex:periment was condu

cted under bad conditions.; the trawler itself' was. 

not a good one a~d post very much by way of' re~airs 

and renewals at every one of' its 36 voyages; the 

~Fice of' coal was then exce~tionally high an~ very 

~oor arrangements f'or cold storage existed. The 

e~eriment in Madras had better results •. 

But in both cases, success was limited 

by the :f'act that some kinds of' :f'ish, quite good 

and edible, like the Karel or the Skate, are not 

at all ~o~ular, and these constituted nearly 40 to 

50 :per cent of' the catch •. On several occa·sions, 

Skate was not sold at all, and when sold brought 

only Re.l :f'or 100 lbs! 

It is ~ossible that with better conditions 

in the market and less cost on coal trawling in 

the Indian water~, with a small :f'lotilla of' trawlers 

or small fishing vessals driven by ~ower, may be 

commercially ~rof'itable. This has been the e~e

rience of' every other country; like England, Canada;, 

Denmark, Norway etc. 

The :pearl and chank fisheries are · 
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insignif'icant ; they·are hardly worth a lakh of' 

. ru~ees. They are carried on in the extreme south 

of' the Peninsula(and in the Margui Archi~elago). 

There is hardly any extraction in mother of' ~earl 

or mussel shells in India. 

From the above we f'ind that need f'or 

industrialisation is a necessity. That there is 

am~le sco~e f'or same is clear as daylight. 

Let us now direct our attention towards 

other matters of' im~ortance. A question may be 

raised, how f'ar occu~ied ~arsons a~e Skilled and 

Upskilled. This question, however, has.no a~~li

cation to certain occu~ations. It is not usual· 

to think of' those occu~ied in retail dealing as 

divided into skilled, semi-skilled and unskilled. 

In any case, if' we do a~~ly these adjectives, they 

bear no signif'icance to that usually associated with 

them. It is, in f'act, to those engaged in extra

ctive and manuf'acturing occu~ation that these terms 

are usually a~~lied. O~inions dif'f'er so much as 

to whow agricultural occu~ations should be graded 

that it is best ro avoid them f'rom consideration. 

Taking into account e.g. Mining and 

Quarrying among extractive occu~ations, we f'ind 

that those included in the Census are divided into 

three chief' grou~s. There is f'irst the grou~ of' 

direction, su~ervision and clerical~ Secondly 

there is the grou~ of' skilled workers, and lastly 

there is the grou~ of' unskilled labourers-. Thes·e 
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unskilled labourers do not follow_any skilled 

calling, and we may regard them as unskilled. 

The distinction between skilled and unskilled is 

a difficult distinction to be drawn. The Census 

recognises no semi-skilled cla~s. But the distin

ction has been made with great care after consul

tation with trade union officials and other ~ersons 

with expert knowledge. Therefore the figures have 

considerable wei~ht, and it a~~ears from the follow-
i 

ing table that about 27% are skilled and the remin-

der more or less unskilled. 1'he .~ro~6I;"tion of un'7 : 
' ' ' 

s~illed is higher in quarrying than in mining 

occu~ations. Number of adult females em~loyed 

~er 1000 adult males is 455•2 in mining and 199.•7 

in quarrying occu~ations. The number of children 

em~loyed ~er 1000 adults is 158'8 in mi~ing and 

94•2 in quarrying occupations. 

The following table gives the number 

em~loyed in each. 

P. T. o. 



. • • . 
• . Direction Supervision . • . • • . . Total • and Clerical. . • . . . ' & . . EUropeans and . . • . . Males Females Anglo-Indians . Indians . • . • F. 

. 
M. F. . . M • ... • 

: : • . 
: . • . • 
• • . . . • . : . 

£'.) . . 
Mine!' • 325 153 : • 25 . • . .. • . . . . . • . . • 
Quarries : 1315 275 . 1 • 145 . • . . • . • . 

: • . 
• . 

. • - -• Skilled • - ~ 

• • - • . Workmen . . • 
: : 
: • • . M. F. • • • 
• • • • 
: : 
• . • • 
• • . . . 
: • • 
/0 135 5 • . • . • • • 
• • . • . 245 2 . . • 
: . • 
• . . . 

Unskilled 

Labourers 

Adult . Children 
M~ F. M. F • 

129 125 35 31. 

849 240 74 33 • 

()) 
c.n 
• 
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. Now we may next inquire ~hat ~ro~ortion 

or those occu~ied work indoors and what ~ro~ortion 

are outdoor workers. It is also or int.erest to 

ask how rar male and remale occu~ations dirrer in 

this res~ect. To this questions the Census ~ro

vides no direct answers. But it can be ~ossible 

to. go through the occu~ational classes given in 

. the Census and to attem~t to allocate th.em in every 

case ·either .to the indoor or outdoor grou~s. This 

~rocedure meets with dirriculties. Some occu~ations 

such a·s ~ainting and coal and shade mining are 

~ar·tly indoor and ~artly outdoor or inderini te. It . 
is sure to ~rove very tedious and without much or 

material gain ir actual rigures ror each are atte

m~ted. Taking it however ror what it is worth, 

two racts stand out. First a smaller number work 

indoors com~aring with the number or other a<fvanced 

and civilised countrie~• In England and Wal.es 

e. g. about 3 out or every 4 occu~ied ~ersons 

rollow an indoor calling. To work mainly indoors 

is a distinctive mark or modern civilisation. It 

:m.ight be ~ossible to advance the theory that the 
' . 

a~~roach to modern conditions caul~ be measured by 

the d~creasing ~ercentage which outdoor workers 

:form on the whole. Secondly, the occu~ations 

:followed by women are ~o a great extent indoor. It 

does not mean that women's occu~ations have gene

rally been indoor. In this country women were ror~ 

merly occu~1ed in considerable numbers with . 
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agriculture and are still so occu~ied. In this 

Presidency male occu~ations are not so ~re~onde

rantly indoor, and so far they are indoor they are 

not necessarily light. The work of blast furnace

men is indoor and counts amongst the heaviest type 

of work. Whether the work is light or heavy the 

fact that factories are not so good from the ~oint 

of sanitation shows the great im~ortance of the 

attem~ts now being made to mitigate the accom~any

ing loss of ventilation and sun-light. 

There is another as~ect of occu~ations 

u~on which attention is needed to be ~aid. We 

now-a-days often hear of • hordes of officials • 

engaged and extravagantly ~aid. Persons like 

Mahatma Gandhi in India raised a voice of ~rotest 

against the maintenance of officials at such high 
' 

salaries, and recommended the somewhat exaggerated 

reduction of fixing the Viceroy's ~ay at Rs.500 P.M. 

One thing is certain that the officers are most 

extravagantly ~aid when com~ared with other nations. ' . 

At)d secondly for the higher ~osts in India foreigners 

are ~referred. In our country what is badly re

quired is the increasing association of Indians 

in all branches of administration. In Railway e.g. 

there are 122 officers that are Euro~eans or Anglo

Indians(including 1 Armenian) while.there are only 

52 Indians as officers. The ~osition in the 

Telegra~h ~e:partment is much the same. The number 

of' su_pervising off'icers consisting of Euro:peans 
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and Anglo-Indians is 56 while those of Indians 

is 22 only. The following table makes an analysis 

of Public force, Railways·etc. 

Number :per .100000 of total :po:pulatio 

Public force Persons supported Actual workers 

Army 23 18 

Navy • • .· .. . 
Air force • • •• 

Police 58 24 .. 
Public admi-

nistration 162 66 

Total :persons employed 

Europeans and. Indians 

Anglo-Indians 

Railways 2619 129958 

Irrigation 31 44629 

Post. 16 16222 

·Telegraphs 309 2555 

From the table it a:p:pears that nearly thrice as. 

many :persons are employed in Public administration 

as are employed in Public force. Nearly 0•? of 
·-

the total :population is engaged in Railways, · 
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Irrigation, Post and Telegra~hs, that is engaged 

directly or indirectly in Government service. 

Looking. to the higher number of' Euro~eans and Anglo

Indians com~ared with their small ~o~ulation there 

is no need to re~eat that ~ref'erence is given to 

the • f'air • skin. From the given f'igures it is 

f'or others to decide about the number of' orf'icials 

whether it is an excessive number in com~arison 

with the work that is to be done. 

Again the salaries of' of'f'icials are alar

mingly high. Those of' other countries are much 

below these. e. g~ lin Canada the highest ~ost to 

which a civil servant can rise is that of' the de~uty 

ministe~. All de~uty Ministers exce~t those f'or 

f'inance, railway and justice were in 1924 in recei~t 

of' a salary of' ~6000 ~· a. Only the. three latter 

received a salary or SlO,OOO ~. a. Of'f'icials of' 

·the type of' director of' Forestry, controller of' 

Currency, director of' Fisheries etc. received sala

ries varying f'rom ~4,500 to S4,800; The senior 

Clerk's ~ay was f'rom S 1,500 to S 2,000 etc. etc. 

For ~a~an the same is the case. For ~a~an 

the f'igures su~~lied by the latest Year Book are as 
-

f'ollows. The scale of' the second grade 

----------------
lsalaries of' Public Of'f'icials in India by 

D. R. Gadgil, ~age 27: 
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is f'rom 40 to 160 lyens :per month and of' the f'irst 

grade of'_the civil service-f'rom 12oo to 4500 yens 

:per annum. Among .·the high 19ff'icers Parliamentary 

councillors receive yens 5200 :p.a •• 
2.. Perf'ectural 

governors, yens 5200 to 6000, heads of' de:p~rtments 

generally and Privy councillors, yens 6500 :p~a. 

eto etc. 

The case of' India :presents a striking 

contrast. The salaries of' the~e countries :pale into 

insignificance when com:pared with salaries in our 

c'ountry. ·- The ~vernor is :paid Rs .10, 000 :p.m., 

Commissioners of' divisions are :paid Rs.3000 to 
~ . 

. 3500, Secretaries of' de:partments 3000, Collectors 

and Magistrates 1150 to 2500, Assistant Collectors 

and Magistrates 450 to 1600, De:pu,ty Collectors and 

Magistrates 300 to 1200, head clerks 200 to 250 

etc. etc.· The above is f'or general administration. 

Same is the case in other de:partments. In the 

Police de:partment, Ins:pector-general receives a 

salary of' Rs.3000 :p.m., Ins:pectors are :paid 180 to 

400, sub-ins:pectors 75 to 160 etc. etc. In the 

Education de:partment the Director or. Public Instru

ction is :paid Rs.3000 :p.m., Ins:pectors are :paid 

Rs.l300 to l500, Princi:pals and Prof'essors 1350 to 

1750 etc. etc. 

From the above it gets clear that .. 

the salaries of' our country are higher than those 

1 . 
Yen is equal to Rs.l-6-0 a:prox. 
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or other countries. 

lTbe future or India is intimately bound 

u~ with the extension on a very large scale of 

national social services in every direction and a 
(. 

radical salary reform is a condition ~recedent to 

such an extension. It is·, however, not only on 

fiscal grounds that a salary reform may be ~ressed 

ror. It is believed that it will have highly 

beneficial and far-reaching effects on many a~ects 

of our national life. It will remove very largely 

the existing fa~se em~hasis1 on Government emplo

yme~t, it will bel~ to correct the many wrong 

notions regarding the standard of living current 

among our educated classes; it may induce in the 
.,.,. 

mind of the official class a saier outlook towards 

the ~eo~le at large; it will narrow considerably 

the gulf between the educated middle classes who 

are.tbe natural leaders or our society and the 

large mass or ~griculturists .and labourers and last 

but not least, it will considerably reduce the 

volume or middle class unem~lo~ent. 

Before ~assing on to ask who are the 

Un~roductive, let us briefly show the number 

engaged in ~roressions requiring intellictual 

1 salaries of Public Officials in India by 

D. R. Gadgil, ~age II. 
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qualirications. These are persons who possess 

what may be called second grade qualirications. 

There are certain ractors in the world ~or which 
.t. 

intell~ctual qualirications are required. Making 

an analysis or such persons we rind that perons 

living on Medicine are 35,958, on Law 25,254 and 

on Instruction 84,366. These are persons who are 

judged 'to be following occu:p'ations demanding what 
! i ' ' • ' 

might be called second grade intellectual a;ttain-

ments;,:::A very small number comparatively f'cillow 

it and the three co~bined rorm hardly 1% or the 

o·ccupi.ed. • It will be also interesting to show 

that the number or persons having no such quali

rications e.g. agricultural labourers is high as 

2,287,220, and as such occu:py'about 15%or the 

occupied. The same mentioned ror what it is worth 

points to 'the one ract.that a very small percen

tage occupy the groups requiring intellectual 

qualirications. It is possib+e that persons men

tioned as intellectually qualiried may actually 

not have possessed these required attainments or 

they m~y have possessed greater attainments than 

required. 

Who are now Unproductive ? In ract a 

large number is occupied in the technical sense. 

There are some persons who are idleJ and some rich. 

There can be little doubt that the number or idle 

rich is smaller than orten supposed, though this 

is orcourse no derence or their existence. There 
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is then the battalion or widows in our country, 

most or whom ca~ot marry again. Ir it is con

sidered that married women should not be • occupied 

then this group represents the largest reservoir 

or labour power. Among this grou~ there are pro

bably relatively rew idle rich women, but we are 

rurther rrom giving any idea how many exactly 

they may be than we are in discussing the same 

question with regard to the males. Those women 

who may be most justly numbered among the idle 

rich, are married women with a retinue or servants 

and no children. There are however no dataupon 

which even a guess to their number can be made.-

Then next there are·other persons who are 

totally unproductive. Total number or beggars in 

the Presidency is :-

workers 

Religious Mendicants 

Beggars 

Males 
40,822 

111,577 

Female.s 
10,837' 

54,405 

Dependents 
74,279 

145,218 

Total number supported by religious Mendicancy • • • • • •• 125,938 

•• 311,200 

437,138 

" It II II Beggary • • • • • • • 
Grand total supported ••••• 

It is most disap:p·ointing to see su.ch a large number 

supported as religious Mendicants. This number is 
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is much higher than desirable. India since days 

~mmemorial has been notorious ror its misguided 

charity. The religious mendicants are the Hindu 

Yogis and the Muslim Fakirs. We rind hale, healthy 

and alert people maintaining themselves by begging. 

Ir the hand or charity is abstained rrom them these 

people would be compelled to work. Thereby.they 

would creat.. so much or economic wealth that is 

now being wasted. Thereby the national income 

would also be increased to a considerable extent 

(since the number is so very high). It is high 

time now when the people should know these people 

in their true colours and should abstain rrom giving 

and th~reby encouraging these idlers. Thls sort 

or tax collected by these dullards under the name 

or charity. should vanish absolutely. 

lThe number or Prostitutes and Procurers 

would have been interesting ir we could have got 

at it. But a glance at the territorial distribu

tion, which rollows very closely that or 1901 

( the year when this occupation was separately 

tabulated ), will reveal that we have only got the 

true rigures ror certain regions where the occupation 

is not concealed. · It is evident that in Gujarat 

prostitutes do not record t~emselves as such. 

Where they get to is uncertain. A glance at -the 

number or remale workers will show that they have 

-------------------------------
lReport or Census 1921, page 233. 
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got into the tables as • singers, actors and 

dancers.• It may therefore be assumed that they 

record themselves as de~endents of some real or 

imaginary male connection. Certainly none could -acce~t the stement sho'~ by the figures that 1n 

the whole of the five British Districts of Gujarat 

there are only 75 working ~rostitutes, 1n Kathia~ar 

only 85, 1n Palan~ur Agency 92, and 1n llabi :Kantba 

none at all. The only regions ~here correct 

rigures seem to be returned are the Karnatic and 
Y~ra with the adjacen~ states. 

Xt may cause some surprise ~ ~earn ~nG~ 

352 male ~orkers, 98 female workers and 178 de~en

dents returned themselves, or at any _rate found 

t~eir way into the tables, under the designation 

or Witches, Wizards and Cattle-~oisoners. Who 

these are i~ uncertain; but they are almost all 

from Surat and West-Y.hanQesh with a raw rrom 

Shola~ur, Broach and Belgaum. The territorial 

distribution seems at rirst sight to imply that 
. 

they are by caste numbers or jungle tribes 1n the 

rorest country but their entire absence rrom Surat 

agency and Reva YUUltha u~sets this. The corres

ponding grou~ in 1901 was returned almost entirely 

1"rom Mahi Kantha and Kathiawar, which makes the 

obscurity even greater. 

'Inmates or rerugee camps, settlements 

etc.• is a small subordinate group accommodating 

these P.e:fugees, who are not beg~::ers, yet have no 
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livelihood at the mement. Territorially the rigures 

came out as under :-

West Khandesh 

Belgaum 

• • 

•• 

529 

128 

Poona •• 

Kolaba. • 

72 

55 

The Belgarim and Kolaba rigures were War refugees. 

Who the West Kharidesh and ~oona ~ersons are is 

uncertain. 
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C H A P T E R III. 

Occu~ational Associations. 

Introduction. 

· At one ~eriod in the history or England and 

Wales occu~ational Associations in the rorm or 

guilds or corporations were an im~ortant reature 

or social organisation. They ceased. to ~lay a 

~art or any im~ortance in the eighteenth centu~ry. 

During the last centuary they again emerged, though 

in a new sha~e, and are coming to assume a ~osition 

or great signiricance. There can now hardly be any 

clearly derined occu~ation among the rollowers of: 

which there is not some rorm or association, though 

~t may include only a small minority or those 

eligible ror membershi~. Wherever we look, whether 

among wage-earners, higher civil servants, journa

lists, ractory welrare workers, or midwives, we 

rind occu~ational associations. 

I~ our country reverse in the case. The 

trade unions are or recent origin. The indust

rial unrest which commenced in. 1917 brought into 

existence a number or labour organisations, 

chierly rormed by ~oliticia~s, lawyers and ~ersons 

unconnected with industry. All types or associa

tions were started, e.g. •unions• or motor-car 

drivers, or oil workers, or gas workers etc; but 
• 

they were, ror t~e most ~art, •tem~orary organi-

sations " which existed so long as the grievances 

or their members were not remedied. U~on the 
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achievement or their object, viz. the increase 

or wages and rr.equE?ntly, other demands, the 

interest or the members, and even ~romoters dimi

nished, and in a short s~ace or time the unions 

ceased to exist. The majority or these organisa

tions had no constitution, no rules, no membershi~ 

rorms etc. and were little more than strike comm-
\ 

ittees consisting or a rew orricers and ~erha~s 

a rew ~aying members. However amongst those that 

are reviving the most identical are the G .• I.P. Rly. 

workmen's union, tlle B.B. & c. I. Rly. workmen's 

union etc. The main·objects or these·are stated 

as rallows:-

1: Promotion or rriendly reeling and a s~irit 

or brotherhood with a co-o~eration among the work-

·men. 

2. Promotion or rriendly and harmonious rela-

tions between the workmen and their su~erior 

orricials.l 

3. Maintenance or runds ror the relier or 

members when sick or.in distress. 

4. Or in general, amelioration or the social, 

educational and economic conditions or the work

men and their de~endents. 

Let us. now turn towards the origi_n and develo~

ments or these and a study or the same. 
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(Early History) 

Em~loyer's Associations. 

lcollective bargaining in India is a develo~ment 

or recent years. Associations or merchants in 

the rorm or Chambers or Commerce· had ·been in 

existence to deal with matters or common interest 

in the rield or trade and commerce. During the 

second halr or the last century the introduction 

or organised industry led to the rormation or 

associations to secure united action ror the 

encouragement or dirrerent andustries. With a 

view to the ~remotion and ~rotection or the 

interest or members, these associations-took an 

active ~art in the discussion 6r legislative 

~ro~osals and other matters or common ~olicy 

.arrecting industry. They were thus able to make 

re~resentations and to take common action conce~

ning the interests or members as a whole, inclu

ding social and labour legislation, but they bad 

no ~ower to interrere in matters ~ertaining to the 

-------------------------------------------------
·l For this cha~ter I mostly rely on Re~ort or the 

Royal Commission on Labour in India.(cha~.on 

Trade Unions ~age 316.) 
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internal working o~ individual concerns. In 

this ~eriod the only exce~tion to this general 

rule was in the Jute industry where ~or nearly 

50 years, it has been the ~ractice ~or the asso

ciation to regulate working hours in· the ~actories 

~or its members with a view to meeting variations 

in the su~~ly and demand or the ~reduct. With 

the introduction o~ new and the expansion o~ 

the existing·industries, com~etition ror trained 

labour increased • The er~orts o~ individual 

em~loyers to attract new workers took di~~er~nt 

· ~orms, ~or exam~le, higher wages, im~roved· housing 

accomodation, ~revision o~ water su~~lies and 

similar amenities. These im~rovements, however, 

were almost wholly·due to the initiative o~ in

dividual em~loyers, and it was not until the · 

~eriod o~ unrest created by war conditions that . 

em~loyers ~ounde&. advisable to act together in 

labour matters. In 1920 the committee o~ the 

Bombay Millowners Association made a recommenda

tion, which also was ado~ted by its members, ~or 

the introduction or a 10 hour working day be~ore 

it was enac_ted by legislation. Since then asso

ciations or em~loyers have been com~elled to· 

devote considerable attention to the demands 

o~ em~loyees ~or im~roved working conditions. 

This ~eriod coincides with the beginnings o~ 

trade unions in India, and the growth o~ trade 

unionism may be said to have been one o~ the 

ractors in bringing home to associations or 
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em~loyers the ~eed for common action, not only 

as regards working time and out~ut, but also in 

res~ect of wages and other matters arfecting 

the lives of their workers. Meanwhile the 

influence of em~loyers' associations on the 

legislatures grew, as in course of time repre

sen~atives were first nominated and then mainly 

elected to them. There are now 8 re~resentatives 

of commercial and industrial chambers or associa

tions in the central legislature and over 50 in 

the ~rovincial councils. It would be well if 

every organisation set u~ a s~ecial committee for 

the ~~ose of giving continuous consideration 

to the im~rovement of the well-being·and the 

efficiency of the workers in the establishments 

controlled by its members. 

Bigginnings of Labour Unions. 

On the labour side, trade unions in India have 

a short history. Attem~ts were made as early 

as the • eighties • to organise the mill~hands 

of Bombay in su~~ort of ~ro~osals for labour 

legislation, and a Mill-hands Association was 

formed. But this did not survive and ~rior, to 

the war, organisation scarcely extended beyond 

the better ~aid railway em~loyees and some class 

of Government servants. The two or three years 

following the close of the war saw the formation 

of a large number of organisations, owing their 

origin mainly to the grave economic difficulties 

of industrial· labour. The world-wide u~rising 



of labour consciousness exten~ed to India where 

for the first time the mass of ~ndustrial workers 

awoke to their disabilities, ~articularly in the 

matter of wages arid hours and to the ~ossibilities 

of combination. The effect of this surge was 

enhanced by ~olitical turmoil which added to 

. the ~revailing feeling of unrest and assisted to 

~rovide willing leaders of a trade union movement. 

This, in its turn, tended to obscure the.justice 

of many.of the demands made and the fact that 

the mo•ement was based on genuine and ~ressing 

needs. 

Legal Position. 

lt an early stage,- the movement was threatened 

with the ~enalties to which in the absence of 

a ~rotecting statute, certain trade union acti

vities ar~ exposed under·English common law. 

Following a suit against the leaders of the.Madr~s 

Labour Union in 1920, the Legislative Assembly 

in 1921 ado~ted a resolution in favour of regis

tration and ~rotection of trade unions. Five 

years were 'to ela~se before a law was ~assed. 

Cohesion. 

This ~eriod was one of gr~th and consolidation. 

With the ~assing of the economic stress and of 

tbe acute ~olitical turmoil of 1918-21, many 

ad hoc unions disa~~eared and some leaders lost 

interest; but there remained a numb~r of genuine 

organisations, and these grew steadily in numbers 

and quality ins~ite of local checks and universal 
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handica~)s. The strengthening of individual 

unions was accom~anied by an increasing cohesion 

in the movement as a whole. The foundation in 

1920 of the All India Trade Union Congress marked 

the first recognition of the common interests of 

labour throughout·the country. It has held 

annual sessions in various. centres, and has served 

as a meeting ~lace for those most engaged in 

trade unionism. as a ~latform for the enunciation . ' ' 

of labour ~olicy and as a link between trade 

unionism in India and.· in Euro~e •. · · :.The 1 :Partici- · 

~ation of trade union leaders in International 

Labour Conferences and other international meetings 

gave the movement encouragement, while the in

clusion in the Assembly and Councils after the 

reforms of a few nominated labour re~resentatives 

assisted by giving it further cohesion. 

The Trade Unions Act. 

An im~ortant stage was reached with the ~assing 

of the Indian Trade Unions Act in 1926. This 

act differs from British and Dominian legisla

tion on the subject mainly in the fact that the 

a~~lication of its ~revisions is confined to 

those unions which seek registration under it. 

Registered unions incur certain·Qbligations; the 

most im~ortant of these are the requirements 

to furnish audited accounts and the necessity of 

including in the executive a majority of actual 

workers. At the same time registration confers 

on trade unions _and their members • Jme.asur.e~· of 
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imm~~ity from civil suits and criminal ~rosecutions • .. 
Begistered unions in ~articular have gained in the 

eyes of &he ~ublic and of em~loyers, and even un

registered unions have benefited from the greater 

confidence given to the movement as a whole. U~to 

the end of 1929, 87 unions were registered, with 

183,000 members; these are a minority of existing 
·~ . 

unions, but include a majority of the vigorous orga-

nisations. 

T~es of Unions. 

A fair assessment of the strength of the movement 

at the ~resent time is difficult, mainly beca-qse 
.-.. 

unions vary so greatly in form and character. This 

will be best realised from a brief review of the 

main tn>es. At the bottom of the scale.come those 

~ions • which re~resent little or nothing more 

than the one or two men(generally drawn from the 

~rofessional classes who fill the leading offices}. 

A few such unions can f'airly be describe'd as having 

their main evidence of.reality innote~a~er.headirigs. 

The tn>e of valueless growth, which is more chara

cteristic of' Bengal than of other ~rovinces is be

coming rare even there. On.a high level come what 

may be described as the ad hoc unions i.e. organi

sations described to secure some definite and.imme

diate object. These, though they may·be organised 

by inde~endent ~ersons have their origin in the 

genuine need of' the workers. The most common form 

is the strike committee, f'ormed to carry on a strike, 
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anQ sometimes charged with the responsibility 

o~ ~ormulating demands a~ter the strike had 

begun. With the end o~ the dispute particularly 

i~ the workers are unsucc·essful, the .. union .. 

either disappears or enters a state o~ suspended 

animation, ~rom which it may be revived by a sub

sequent dispute. unions o~ this ty:pe are ~requently 

able to claim a very large.membership ~or the time 

being, and they can be o~ distinct service to their 

members. But they do little in the way o~ educa-
. 

ting their membership in trade unionism and may 

even create obstacles in the way o~ genuine trade 

unions. 
. . ~ 

xransport is perhaps the most or~l section o~ 
industry, and the railway workers and sea men support 

a number o~ live unions, and dock workers have -

generally some. organisation. Combination is ~airly 

general among government employees; the stronger, 

unions here are mainly those constituted o~ persons 

out·side the ranks o~ labour, but there are unions 
' 

o~ some strength within these ranks. Printers with 

their educational advantages and more settled con

ditions, ~ind the ~ormation o~ unions easy, but 

hitherto these have not proved very e~~ective, being 

strongest in Government p~esses and weakest were 

the need is greatest. Upto 1926 there was no 

e~~ective organisation o~ the cotton mill workers 

in Bombay• In Ahmedabad, the workers, excluding 

the Musalman·weavers, are organised in a group o~ 
..... 
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craft unions which participating in a common central 

rederation, have a strength and cohesion probably 

greater than those or any other labour unions. ThiS

may have some connection with the survival, until 

a comparatively late date, or a strong guild.tra~i

tion in Ab.me~abad. This lateral metho~ or organisa

tion is comparatively ra:te in India~ where the 

tendency has been to organise vertically i.e. by 

in~ustrial establishments. Even where more than one 

union is rorme~ in the same industry and the same 

centre, the division is generally by ractories and 

not by occupations. Mining workers are poorly orga

nise~ in every riel~, and in the plantations genuine 

erganisation on the labour si~e is quite unknown • 

. Measured geographically, trade unionism is strongest 

in Bombay Presidency, ~weakest ( havin~ regard to 

the potentialities) in Bengal. 

Numer4,cal Strength~ 

In Bombay the labour, orrice recorded the existence 

or 93 unions claiming 12,000 members in September 

1930, but this includes some unions which do not 

cater ror industrial workers. 38 unions with 90,000 

members were registered in Bombay Presidency at the 

end or 1929. Memberships is everywhere loosely de

rined, and many unions retain on their books members 
-

who have long ceased. to pay subscriptions. At least 

one union has been rorme~ which claime~ no subscrip

.tion rrom its members • ... 

Let us now after this discussion, br.~erly put dow~ 

the main point~regarding the ruture policy ann ' 
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develo~ement in this matter. 

To a large extent the obstacles to develo~ement are 

Internal rather than External -- they come from 

labour itself. 

{i) · In the first ~lace the migratory character of 

the bulk of Indian labour ~resents a serious obstacle 

{ii) Another serious handica~ is the ~overty of the 

average worker, to whom even a small subscri~tion 

can be an a~~reciable burden, ~articularly·when he 

is already encumbered by debt. 

(iii) An additional obstacle arises from the divisi

ons which run ac~ross the lines on which trade union

ism m~st develo~e. Difference of language and race 

are se~erating factors, and to these is frequently 

added the active o~~osi tion of the . .robbers, ·, · or 

their equivalent, to anything resembling a horizontal 

organisation. 

Fundamental Deficiencies. 

Trade unionism ~ to be fully effective, demands two 

things: a democratic s~irit·and education. The demo

cratic ideal is still to be develo~ed in the Indian 

worker, and the. lack of education is the most serious 

of all. Where the lack of education makes itself 

most strongly felt is in the reluctance to take a 

long view. Even if he is better off than he is, ·the 
. -

Indian workman would.not be easily ~ursuaded to s~end 

i 
~ . 

money wh ch ~remised no obvious an. immediate return. 
"' 

~ecessity of Encouragement. 

Government and a great majority of em~loyers have 

shown indication towards encouragement of trade union 
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movement. Some em~loyers are genuinely ~uzzled 
i4 

as the methods by which they can attain the view. 
~ 

But in many cases ut is round difricult to ascer

tain what active ste~s had been taken to encourage 

the growth or trade unionism, whilst the attitude 

or some e.m~loyers in their dealings with trade 

unions was singularly ill-calculated to secure 

that,end. It could be urged that the re~ression 

or trade unions because of unhealthy tendencies 

is unlikely to ~roduce healthy g~owth •. A movement 

which ·is racing so many difriculties cannot be 

expected to begin at a stage achieved in other 

countries through long experience and arter many 

vicissitudes. Progress in this direction could be 

made by successive stages only. 

Recognition or Weak Unions. 

The vigorous union with a genuine grievance can 

insist on being heard, and!even reqognition "rules 
' • I 

carerully rramed by ofricial 'secretaries may ~rove 

futile when a big railway strike is threatened. But 

it is desirable to see recognition based on reason 

and not on force, and the ract that a union con

sists or only a minority or em~loyees is no adequa

te reason ror withholding recognition. Similarly 

the existence or two or more rival unions is not 

in itselr a sufricient ground ror rerusing to re

cognise any or all of them. The combination or all 

em~loyees with.common interest in a single union 

is eminently desirable in their own interests, but 

this is a matter ror them and not the em~loyer. 
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Multiplica~ion of Activities. 

Most unions are at present hampered by having 

too limited a scope and too few activities. There 

is a disposition to regard a union as a mere ag~ncy 

for securing benefits from employers and-to over

look the valuable work that can be done in the 

way of mutual help. A widening of the ·sphere of 

ac-tivity is most desirable both because much is 

left undone that trade unions can do and because 

it will strengthen the movement to find, and even 

create activities in which members can participate. 

A few suggestions to illustrate the meaning is as 

follows. The ~revision of co-operative credit and 

-the maintenance of co-operative stores, if~roperly 

managed, would advance"the economic ~osition of the 

members. The need of education is-universal, and 

the ~revision of adult education in small circles 

would be valuable in itself and would br~ng•strength, 

to the movement. Benefit funds are rare, C).nd --
0'"-

th~h recognised is -the difficulty attendant on 

the raising of any appreciable-sums from Indian. 

workmen, it is felt that many could be pursuaded 

to subscribe to a fund designed to furnish death 

benefits. The Ahmedabad Textile.Association is 

reported to maintain two dispensaries and a hospital 

equipped for surgical work, with accomodation for 

thirty indoor patien~s. The e~enditure on this 

work is nearly Rs. 1,00,000 annually. 

Present Leaders. 

At present the unions depend for their leaders 
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mainly on social workers, lawyers and other professional 

men~ey are handicapped by more than one way. They . 
have seldom a complete knowledge of the technical 

details of industry to which their work is related, 

and cannot hope to meet the employer on equal terms 

in this respect. Their training make it difficult 

for them to feel that complete sympathy with labour 

which is the inspir~tion of those who have ~·gone 

through the mill "· Again no man can take an eff• 

ective share in the organisation of half a dozen 

unions simultaneously; in existing conditions the 

fostering_of one good union is a hard task and 

more than enough for a man who can generally devote 

only part of his day to such a work. Finally the 

fact that work is gratuitous tends to weaken its 

intensity, and in some cases to diminish the sense 

of responsibility. 

Training of Officials. 

The training should commence before the selected 

man leaves his employment; his readiness to under

take the necessary toil will afford a good test . . . 

of hi"s capacity for ultimate success. He should 

be assisted to jmprove his general education by 

directed reading particularly in economics and 

social questions, including labour legislation 

and trade union history. The universities in the 

leading industrial .centres could strengthen their . 
contact with the industrial life of the country 

by assisting in this work with evening classes, 

and the larger trade unions should endeavour to 
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assist. Simultaneously the ~ros~ective official 

shoulQ take as active a ~art in the work of the 

union as his ordinary work allo~s, his activity 

here will afford a good indication of his quali

fications for a ra~id a~~ointment. 

Outside Assistance. 

It has been suggested that during his training 

the futur~ official should be su~~orted by his own 

industrial work. But his value in many cases could 

be greatly enhanced by a wider training, with fre

edom for a ~eriod from other work. This would 

involve the ~rovis fon of \unds tor the su~~ort of 

such men during tkB ~art of their training. In 

tiie case of state-servants ---- and ~articularly 

on the railways ---- ~eriod of leave and other 

assistance could be given. As a further ~ossibility 

it is good to suggest .the grant of studentshi~ at 

universities or colleges which are ready to co-o~erate. 

Annual Audit • 

. It is not ~ossible for the smaller unions to meet 

the cost of ~ro~erly qualified auditors, and, as a 

resul·t, Government had had to ~ermi t their accounts 

to be audited by ~arsons with no qualifications in 

accountancy. It is considerable that all unions 

should be able to secure free of ~harge the conduct 

of their audit by officials of Government. Govern- · 

ment has already acce~ted res~onsibili~y for the 

audit of the accounts of co-o~erative societies in 

some ~rovinces. The ~revision of auditors for trade 

unions should cost little to government, while it 
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will relieve registered trade unions or a considera

ble charge·on their funds. 

Other Amendments. 

( 1) Section 22 requires that ordinarily not less 

than half the officers or a registered trade union 

shall be actually engaged or em~loyed in an indus

try to which the union relates. • Officers • here 

includes the executive. In view or the desirability 

or securing that the members of an union take an 

active ~art in its work, it is considered that two

thirds would be.a more suitable mtntmum. 
(ii) It a~~ears to be the case that registered trade 

unions are ~recluded rrom initiating and-carrying-.. 

co-o~erative s_ocieties. It is recommended that the 

obstacles be removed. 

Conclusion. 

It is ho~ed that in legislation and-administration, 

the state and its orricers will recognise the 

essential im~ortance or these organisations'as 'an 

integral part of the industrial structure or the 

country. They can ma~e a big contribution to indus

trial development, and the value or that contribu

tion will be enhanced by a ~olicy or trust in them 

and co-o~eration with them. ·At the same time, at 
~ 

the risk or re~itiRn one is tem~ted to em~hasise the 

fact that trade unionists must rely mainly on their 

own efforts. It is on them, rather than on employers 

or Government or ~ublic, that the ruture or trade 

unionism ultimately de~ends. 
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state Provision against Misfortune. 

In cha~ter II we analyseQ the various occupations 

of our Presidency and discussed how the po~ulation 

lives. But it is clear we have not reached our 

goal. we have now to ask how workers in industry 

fare ?. This line of inquiry might lead us to 

discuss the whole subject of industrial relations. 

We set out however, to concentrate our attention 

upon the social rather than the industrial struc

ture of Bombay Presidency, and_, in consequence many 

topics which fall under the heading of industrial 

relations are outside our scope. Workers are menaced 

by ill-health and unem~loyment, and are faced by 

old-age and accidents •. What ~revision we may ask, 

is made against these dangers. 

It is well-known that in foreign countries 

like England and Wales schemes are in existence 

for the above mentioned items. In India till quite 

recently reverse was the case and to a great extent 

it is even now backward. There is no good relation 

between the workman and the em~loyer. On the one 

hand in England and Wales State or Commun~l schemes 

exist and on the other hand loluntary provision 

is made on a large scale i~ more ways than one. 

Public concern there in fact begins with the bab~ 

unbo!Q. As such there are Maternity and Childwalfare 

schemes. Notwithstanding these there are other 

services like National Health Insurance scheme and 
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Old Age Pension scheme. It is useless to attempt 

narrating the latter as no such thing exis~over 

here. Let the former occupy our attention first. 

lin India, as elsewhere, attention began 

to be Qirected towards, the condition of industrial , 
workers as ~oon as modern large-scale industries 

appeared, and resulted in factory legislation and 

latter in wel-rare work. In 1923 a great adminis~ 

trative improvement was effected by the co-ordina

tion of the.work under the various separate funds 

which have been founded from time to time to pro

mote the physical welfare of Indian women. The 

All-India Maternity and Child Welfare League, foun

ded in ~920, co-ordinates isolated attempts which 
• 

were made in various centres during the war. Branches 

of this association carry on work in all the .great 

centres of population and in the face of conside-

rable opposition ~ue to ignorance, superstition, 

prejudice, distrust, anQ • dastur • -- are grad.ua-
..... 

lly beginni''3g to earn the confidence of the women 

of India. MiQwives and. health visitors are trained, 

maternity .homes have been founded, baby centres 

and creches(in connection with the factories) have 

been established. ·Mothers are instructed in the 

care of' infants at these centres and in their homes, 

and a number of vernacular leaflets giving informa

tion as to the proper methods of feeding and 

caring for children, and as to where medical and 

nursing assistance and advice can be obtained, are 

lE~;;;;i~-n;;;lop;;~t-;r-!~di~-;~-;;;~~;;t;;-~~-88. 
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issued and distributed broadcast. The movement 

was initiated by Euro~ean, but Indian ladies(~ro

ressional and un~roressional) have begun to ~lay 
. ,._ 

an~ increasing ~art in the movement. Their inte~st 

has undoub~edly been roused and directed towards 

matters or health by the various women•s societies 

and organisations which have recently been rormed 

ror more general social ~urposes • At the Inter

national Labour conrerence at Washington in 1919 

it was suggested that the countries re~resented shoul 

carry out inquiries into the question or maternity 

benerits ror women workers. Two such inquiries 

were held in India,one by Dr. Barnes in Bombay city 

and one by Dr. CU.rjel in Bengal. A maternity 

benerit Bill was subsequently introduced into the 

Legislative Assembly by Mr. N. M. Joshi, but has 

not yet been proceedaiwith. Dr. Barnes concluded 

that home conditions were worse than conditions 

in ractories, and that the cessation or work ror 

one month berore and after delivery(on full pay) 

would normally sufrice. Dr. Barnes suggested 

that creches under the care or trained nurses 

should be instituted at every ractory, that 

hospitals with maternity wards under the charge 

or a woman doctor, should be built ror the exclu

sive use of industri~l workers, and that canteens 

should be provided at the ractories and attempts 

be made to induce women workers to patronise them. 

Maternity benerits have been voluntarily introduced 
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in two groups of ~ombay cotton mills, em~loying 

1n all nearly 4000 women, but the ~rol)ortion ot 

women claiming' the benefit is not high in rela~ion 

to the number of women at child-bearing age, and 

does not involve the mills in any very heavy ex

penditure. 

Thera is·another l)r~vision ~rovided by 

Government and which though not vary old is the 
~ Indian Workm&n's Coml)ansation Act. ot 1923, and 

through this the workman gat l)rovision against 

one thing only and that is ' accident.• The items 

of the act are in short the provisions afforded 

by _Government to the individuals. Since there is 

nothing elsa provided against misfortune to workmen 

except provision against accident, this cha~ter 

is bound to be comparatively shorter. 

lowing to the increase in the number of 

large-sized industrial establist~ents and the 

growing complexity of machinery the question ot -compensating work..n against industrial accidents 

has become an im~ortant item ot labour legislatio~. 

The aim of com~ensation is to ~rov1de the workzen 

with a substitute ior the personal car~ ot the 

em~loyer which h~a ~iaa~~eared under the codern 

conditions, which to some extent are inavitable, 

by ensuring to the workers pecuniary co~ensation 

tor the loss of actual wages and. earning ca_pacity. 

The humanitarian as:pect ot CO!!l~ensation is not its 

only basis. Economically, it is justified, because 

~Indian Economics by Jathar and Eeri page 118. 
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the knowledge that they are insured makes the 

labourers better and the more contented workers. 

The right or the worker to.be insured at ~he 

e~ense or the industry ror all accidents. in the 

course of. th;e worker's regular employment has 

received legal recognition in most modern centres. 

Legislation in this connection has the ~m~e~~aB66 

errect or increasing the importance in the eyes 

or the employers or providing adequate sarety 

devices and reducing the· number or ~ accidents 

in a manner that cannot be achieved by orricial 

inspection. It also encourages the employers to 

provide adequate medical treatment ror their workmen • . 
The benerit so conrerred.on the workmen added to 

the increased sense or security which they reel, 

renders industrial lire less unattractive and this 

increases ~he available supply or labour and its 

erriciency. 

l~While the act rollows the British 

model in its main principle and a number or its 

provisions are directly borrowed rrom British 

legislation, it possesses important distinctive 

reatures. The main dirrerenqe lies in the extreme 

rigidity or the Indian law. The attempt to leave 

as rew openings ror disputes as ~ossible has resul

ted in a code which is necessarily arbitrary in its 

operation in particular cases, but we are satisried 

that, so rar as working men are concerned the 

advantages gained greatly outweigh the disadvantages. 
------- ----------

lRe:port or the Royal Commission on Labo'ur in India 
p. 295. 
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The inelastic character of the India Act is ~~e

cially marked in respect of the scales of compen

sation, and while we consider that these scales 

should now be modified, we regard it as important 

tr~t the existing precision of the scales should 

be conserved. Another rea ture or great importance 

is the reservation or the settlement disputes to 

specially appointed commissioners who are entrusted 

with wider powers than those granted to civil courts, 

and whose procedure is specially prescribed~ From 

their decisions an appeal is possible ·only in par

ticular cases, and to the High Court alon~.· 

Ist us briefly look over the main 

items or the act. The contents or the items are 

in short the provisions arrorded by the state to 

the individual!-

lrr personal injury is caused to a 

workman by acciQent arising out or and in the 

course or his employment, his employer shall be 

liable to pay compensation in accordance with the 

provisions or this chapter; 

(a) Provided that the employer shall not be so.liable 

in res~ect or any injury which does not result in 

the total or partial disablement or the wo~n 
ror a period exceeding ten days. 

(b) in respect or any injury to a workman resulting 

!The Indian Workmen's Compensation Act or 1923 

by A. G. Clow. page 139. 
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from an accident which is directly attributable to 

(i) 
rJ.. . 

· the workmsn having been at the time under the in-

fluence of drink or drugs, or 

(ii) the wilful disobedience of the workman to an order 

(iii) 

expressly given, or to a.rule expressly framed, 

for the ~ur~ose of securing the safety of workmen or 

the wilful removal or disregard by the workman of 

any safety guard or other device which he knew to 

have been·~rovided for the ~u~ose of securing the 

safety of workmen or 

(c) exce~t .in the case of death or ~ermanent total 

disa~ement, in res~ect of any workman em~loyed 
in the construction, re~air or demolition of a 

building or bridge. 

If a workman em~loyed in .any em~loyment 

involving the .handling of wool, hair, bristles, 

hides or skins contracts the disease of anthrax, 

or if a workman whilst in the service of an em~loyer 

in whose service he has been em~loyed for a con

tinuous ~eriod of not less than six months in any 

em~loyment (s~ecified in Schedule III) contracts.any 

~ disease s~ecified therein as an occu~ational 

disease ~eculiar to that em~loyment, the contract

ing of the disease shall be deemed to be an injury 

by accident within the meaning of this section and, 

unless the em~loyer ~roves the contrary, the acci

dents shall be deemed to have arisen out of em~.: 

in the course of his em~loyment~ 
~ 

Explanation: For the ~ur~oses of this sub-section 

·a ~eriod of service shall be deemed to be conti-
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nuous which has not included a ~eriod of service 

under any other em~loyer. 

Nothing herein contained shall be deemed 

to confer any right to com~ensation an a workman 

in res~ect of any injury if he has instituted in a 

civil court a suit for damages in res~ect of the 

injury against the em~loyer for any other ~erson 

and no.suit for damages. shall be maintainable by 

a workman in any civil court of.law in respect of 

any injury, 

(a) if he has instituted a claim to com~ensation in 

res~ect of the injury before a commissioner; or 

(b) if an agreement has been come to between the workman 

and his emp~oyer ~roviding for the ~ayment of com

~ensation in respect of the injury in accordance 

with the·provisions of this act. 

Subject to the provisions of this act the 

amount of. com~ensation shall be as follows, ~amely:. 

(A) Where death results from the injury-~ 

(i) in the case of an adult, a sum equal to thirty 

month's wages or two thousand five hundred ru~ees: 

whichever is less, and 

( ii) in the case of a minor, two· hundred ru~ees. 

(B) Where permanent total disablement results from the 

injury __ ... 

(i) in the case of an adult, a sum equal to .forty-two 

months' wages or three thousand five hundred ru~ees, 

whichever is less and, 

(ii) in the case of a minor, a sum equal to eighty-four 

months' wages o~ three thousand five hundred ru~ees 
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whichever is less; 

(C) Where ~ermanent ~artial disablement results from the 

injury--

(i) in the case of an injury s~ecified in schedule I, 

such ~ercentage of the com~ensation which would 

have been ~ayable in the case of ~ermanent total 

disablement as is s~ecified therein as being the 

~ercentage or the loss or earning ca~icity Gaused 

by that injury and, 

(ii) in the case· or an injury not s~ecified in schedule!, 

such percentage or the com~emsation ~ayable in the. 

case or ~ermanent total disablement as is ~ro~or

tienate to the loss or earning ca~acity ~ermanently 
A_ 

caused by.th~ injury. 

Explanation: Where more injuries than one are 

caused by the same accident, the amount or· com~en

sation ~ayable under, this, head shall be aggregated 

but.not so in any case-as to exceed the·amount 

which would have been ~ayable ir ~ermanent total 

disablement had resulted rrom the injurtes. 

(D) Where tem~orary disablement, whether total or ~artial 

results rrom the ~njury, a half monthly ~ayment . 

~ayable on the sixteenth day arter the expiry of 

waiting ~eriod or ten days rrom the date or the 

disablement, and there-ar·ter half-monthly during 

the disablement or during a ~eriod or five years, 
~~ whichever is.~-- · .. 

(i) in the case or an adult or fifteen ru~ees or a sum 

equal to one fourth or his monthly wages whichever· 
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is less, and 

(ii) in the case df a minor, of a sum equal to one

third or, af'ter he has attained the age of fifteen 

yesrs, to one-half of his monthly wages, but not 

exceeding in any case fifteen ru~ees: 

Provided that there shall be deducted from 

any lum~ sum or halfTmonthly ~ayments to which the 

workman is entitled the amount of any ~ayment or 

allowance which the workman has received from the 

em~loyer by way of com~ensation during the ~eriod 

of disablement ~rior to the recei~t of such lum~ sum 

or of the first half-monthly ~ayment as the case may 

be, and no half-monthly ~ayment shall in any case 

exceed .the amount if an~ by which half the amount 

~f-the monthly wages of' the workman before the acci

dent exceeds half the amount of' such wages which he ~

is earning after the accident. 

On the ceasing of the disablement bef'ore 

the date on which any half-monthly ~ayment f'alls 

due, these shall be ~ayable in.res~ect of' that half' 

month a sum ~ro~ortionate to the duration of' this 

disablement in that half'-month. ,. 

lThe·most striking f'eature of these scales 

is the ~reference shown for lum~ sums as against 

recurring ~ayments. Lum~ sums are invariably due 

from em~loyers f'or death and ~ermanent •••••••• · •• , • 

----------------------------------------------------· 
1Re~ort of' the Royal Commission on Labour in India 

~age 302. 
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disablement, although in the . case o·r sums due to 
. -. 

women and _persons•'·under legal disability, the ... ,.. 
commissioner can invest the sums de_posited with 

him or deal with them otherwise ro~ the advantage. 

of the reci_pients. Recurring _payments are made 

only for tem_porary disablement; and these can be 

commuted at any time to a single _payment b·y 

agreement between the parties, while either _party 

has a right to commutation arter payments have 

been ma·de for six months. The continuance or this 

system is favoured by em_ployers generally, and 

workmen who ~rerer lum_p sums payments~ The opi

nion or the trade unions is divided and it is 

~ossible that some or those who advocate a greater 

use or recurring payments do so in the hope that 

larger amounts would thereby be payable. The 

o_pinion or those who are concerned with the admin

istration of the act, is an the whole, strongly 

op_posed to any substantial change or the present 

system, though some would give power to the commi

ssioners to disburse compensation by instalments, 

without altering the character or the employer's 

liability • 

The two main considerations are the use 

which is likely to be made or the money and the 

question or administration. Experience in other 

countries generally tends to the conclusion that 

recurring payments are more benericial to workmen 

and their dependents, as a large sum disbursed to 

them is a_pt to be_squandered. And some or the 
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witness(including some em:ployers) thought that 

the lum:p sums now :paid were generally squandered. 

But more evidence to the contrary effect has been 

received. That the sums are dissi:pated in a 

number of cases is :p~obable, but the ordinary 
~ 

Indian workmsn and his de:pendents in a village 

have a very acute realisation of the value of 

money, and are in most cases in a :position to 

derive substantial advantage from a capital sum. 

Many are enabled to liquidate debts on which they 

are :paying, as interest, charges far exceeding 

any recurring :payments that could be regarded as 

equivalent to the ca:pital sum involved. The :pur

chase of a :plot of land is a method commonly ado

:pted in other cases, with beneficial results, and 

many have come ac1ross other sound methods of in

vestment. And while substantial sums are doubtless 

s:pent on marriages, expenditure of this kind is 

usually un,ertaken out of no love of extravagance, 

but because, of the :pressure of social customs; 

some such expenditure is obligatory even u:pon the 

man who has no ca:pital, and'the :possession of 

readymoney saves ruinous charges on account of 

interest. While the evidence is hardly sufficient 

to justify an em:phatic view, one is inclined to 

the conclusion that the benefit generally.derived 

from the sums is greater than that which would 

acrue from recurring :payments on an equivalent 

scale. 

Next about the :procedure of the claim and 

demand for com:pensation something is needed to be 
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said. No com:pensation is to be :paid on account 

or the rirst ten days or disablement. The 

general administration or the act and the settle

ment or dis:putes thereunder are matters entrusted 

to sp~cial commissioners with wide :powers. The 

:procedure is very sim:ple:and o:p:portunities ror 

ap:peals restricted. For the success or the measure 
• 
ra:pid inquiry made by medical men ca:pable or rorm

ing estimates or the inquiries received, along 

with the en~istment by the state or impartial 

judges to see that the worker gets the benerit 

that is due to him are necessary. There are se

veral ractors which render the o:peration or a 

measure or this kind dirficult in India. One is 

tne migratory habits or the industrial labourer. 

Secondly, the ordinary workman is not in a :position 

to enter into expensive lit~ation, nor is there 
~ 

any organisation to assist him in securing a protra-' 

cted case through. 
.... 

Generally also, the workm~n 

is not aware or the rinancial relief to which he 

is entitled under the act. There is • rurther a 

greater lack or qualified men to :put up the work

man's case properly ror com:pensation. 

The fol~owing is the flist or injuries 

deemed to result in :permanent :partial disablement. 

-------------------------------------------------
1Borrowed rrom the Indian Workm1n•s Com:pensation 

Act or 1923 by A. G. Glow. Page 175. · 
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Percentage or 

loss or 

Injury 
earning ca:pacity. 

Loss or right arm above or at the elbow 

Loss or lert arm above or at the elbow 

Loss or right arm below the elbow 

70 

60 

60 

Loss or leg at or above the knee 
60 

Loss or lert a~ below the elbow 
50 

Loss or leg below the knee 
50 

Permanent total loss or hearing 
50 

30 
U>ss or an eye 

rcss or thumb 25' 

LosS or all toes or one root 

Loss or one :phalanx or thumb 

Loss or index finger 

20 

10 

10 

Loss or great toe 
10 

Loss or any ringer other than index ringer ' 5 

Note: Com:plete and :permanent loss or the use or 

any limb or member rererred to in this schedule 

shall be deemed to be the equivalent or the loss: 

or that limb or member. 
lThe Governor-general in council may, by 

notirication in the Gazatte or India, direct that 

every person employing workmen, or that any spe

ciried class or such :persons, shall send at such ~ 

and in such rorm and to such authority, as may 

be speciried in the notirication, a correct 

ret~rn specirying the number or injuries in ~ 
or which compensation has been paid by the employer 

during the previous year and the amount or such 

compensation together with other :particulars as 
II~i~~-w;;k~~;-comp~~tio~~t-or 1923:;:161. 



Year 

Proceedings 

A:p:plications 
f'or 

Registration 

Total 

No.of' claims 

Ru:pees 

107. 

to the com:pensation as the Governor-general in 

council may direct. 

The f'ollowing 1table gives the number 

of' cases f'iled bef'ore commissioner~ f'rom the 

ince:ption of' the act to the end of' 1929, and 

also shows the.number of' claims returned as :paid 

by em:ployers. The latter f'igures re:present only 

the :princi:pal branches of' industry af'f'ected ~Y 

the act and they are :probably incom:plete in other 

minor res:pects; but they af'f'ord a suf'f'iciently 

accurate indication of' the rate at which claims 

have increased. 

- 1925 

629 

427 

1056 

11371 

644120 

1926 

874 

610 

1484 

14096 

821476 

1927 1928 

l23~· 129~; 

711 906 

1950' 2205 

15216 14827 

1111254 1095370 

1929 
l.418 . . . 

l-:067 

2~85 

18865 

1260164 

It is evident f'rom the f'igures that Indian workmen 

·and their de:pendents are only gradually coming to a 

realiasation of' their rights under the Act, and this 

:process is still f'ar f'rom com:plete. That there are 

large numbers of' workmen who do not receive com:pen

sation when it is due to them would be clear, even 

----------------------------------------------------
1
Re:port of' the Royal Commission on Labour in India 

:page 309 
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if other evidence were not available, rrom the 

low proportion or claims made on account or dis

ablement. The ratio or claims ~aid ror permanent 

and temporary disablement to claims on account or 

death is much smaller than the ratio or non-rata! 

to rata! accidents even when due allowance is made 

ror the efrect or~aiting period in excluding claims. • • 

It is possible that a number or claims are not 

pressed because the amounts are trifliing, or 

because the workman has received other benefits, such 

as hospital care or medical treatment, or because 

of the Qifficulty in the way or securing payment; 

bu~ there must be a considerable number of cmaims 

which are not put forward because of ignorance of 

the law. 

Attention has been drawn to the fact that 

the provisions relating to the payment or runeral 

expenses or deseased workmen are unsatisfactory. 

Until 1929 the commissioner had discretion to 

deduct rrom the compensation payable to the depen

dents the actual funeral expenses of the workman 

upto a maximum of Rs.50/-. During the passage 

through the legislature of the amending bill of 

1928, a change was introduced with the result that 

the employer can now make to any person by whom 

the funeral expanses are to be or have bean incurred 

a payment of not mora than Rs.50. for such expenses 

and deduct that payment from the compensation. It 

is understood that the object of the alteration was 

to encourage the· employer to make allowances for 
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runeral expenses by giving him the certainty that 

such advances would be deducted rrom the compen

sation. But·the commissioner cannot question 

the suitability or the amount paid, nor is he 

entitled to satisry himselr that the whole amount 

has been spent on the runeral. This is capable 

or abuse. The aim or the amendment should be 
' attained by preventing the runeral expenses rrom 

being deducted rrom the compens.ation which has to 

be ·deposi~ed and providing instead that, on the 

deposit or the compensation the commissioner s~all 

deduct the actual cost or the workman's runeral 

-expenses up to the prescribed limit and pay them. 

to the person who has incurred them. For such 

expenses Rs.50. is too high a limit, and substi

tution or Rs.25. is recommended. 

In the end it may be concluded that· accor. 

ding to the annual report or the Government or 

India ror 1926-27 it(the act) has been working 

smoothly, and there has been a marked increase in 

the number or claims made under the act and in 

the amount or compensation paid by the employers. 

Some labour organisers also, as in Bombay are 

assisting workmen to put ro~ward their claims under 
-

the act, though matters are capable or much impro-

vement in this and other respects. 
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CHAPTER. V. 

Industrial · Hous.ing. 

our analysis or the population has led us to visu

alize groups or persons in the rorm or households 

rather than individuals as the true component units 

or the community. We are led to ask how these · 

·,households live. ' This chapter attempts to answer 

this question. We are, thererore, here chiefly 

concerned with the housing.problem of' the industr

. ial labourers. 

The Engl isbman • s ideal in this matter,. is 

• Every household its own house '• He draws a 

sharp distinction between a ho~se and a rlat, and 

has shown, in any case until recently, a marked 

repugnance ror living in a flat. In this he is 

not peculiar. The inbabitants or the Dominions, 

or the United ?tates of America, and of some Euro

pean countries, though not many, share his prefer

ence for houses. This horizontal rather than 

vertical distribution of' the population involves 

the sprawling or towns over considerable areas. But 

the houses in English towns have until recently 

been built so close together and with so few open 

spaces that relatively speaking no vast areas are 

covered. The newer American cities, however, such 
II. 

as Detroit and Los Angles, have not adopted this 
" 

close packing system, because almost every house

hold in the community is able to $Q afford a car 

and garage and can thus disregard distances, with 
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the result that the sprawling tendency rapidly leads 
~ . . 

to the huge exten~ion or the city area. 

ltn every industrialised country the pro

blems associated with the housing or the working 

classes have increased as industry has developed 

and India has been no expeption to that rule. During 

the past 50 years, cities such as Bombay, Calcutta 

and Rangoon have doubled and trebled their population; 

other industrial centres such as Madras, Madura, 

Lahore, JUbbulpore, Nagpur and Caw.npore have incre

ased with great rapidity, whilst new towns like 

Bha tp!U"a and Jamshedpur have sprung up in hitherto 

undevelope~ areas. In each or these places the hou

sing or the workers-presents a problem, sometimes

showing distinct ~haracteristics requiring its own 

solution, but ror the most part arising from similar 

causes. Limitation or space and high land values 

are responsible ror much or the congestion in the 
Q. 

large cities but these factors hav~had less influ-

ence in the smaller towns and centres. Probably the 

most important common feature has been the lack or 

control over the selection or sites intended ror 
.,;;. 

industrial development and consequent additional 
"' over-crowding, caused by the presence or large num-

bers or immigrant workers seeking accommodation in 

the heart or to~~s already surrering from a shortage. 

1 Report or the Royal Commission on Labour 1n India 

Page 270. 
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of houses. The combination of these circumstances 

has led to the unsatisfactory conditions existing 

in nearly every industrial area. Thus the esta

blisr~ent of an industry in the average Indian 

town has, in certain res~ects not always been an 

unmixed blessing. Whilst stimulating trade and 

increasing the rateable value, it has added to the 

~o~ulation large numbers which are a constant menace 

to the health of the community and frequently 

necessitate heavy expenditure owing to outbreaks 

of e~idemic disease. 

Owing to the lack of necessary surveys, 

th~re is today an absence of information regarding 

either the relative or the actual shortage of 

houses in urban and industxial centres. Moreover, 

few statistics relating to density of ~o~ulation 

are available, although a certain amount of indirect 

information on these ~oints can be obtained from 

other sources. From the Census Re~ort 1921, it 

a~~ears that 70% of the houses in Bombay city are 

one-roomed, and the Labour Office Family Budget 

investigation of 1921-22 showed that 97% of the 

working classes were accommodated in one-roomed 

tenements with as many as 6 to 9 ~arsons living in 

a room, whilst in Ahmedabad 73% of the working 

classes live in one-roomed tenements. 

• Housing in Urban and Industrial Areas.• 

The agricultural ~o~ulation of India live in buts, 

which in different ~arts of the country vary in 
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design and material. In the villages the houses 

may be dark and unventilated and their surroundings 

unhealthy, out most or them have some sort or enclo

sure or courtyard which provides light, air and a 

certain degree or privacy. There is plenty or. 

sunshine and air and people are not living on top 

or one another: In the urban and industrial areas 

on the other hand, cramped sites, the high value or 

·land and the necessity, for the worker to live in 

the vicinity or his work have all tended to inten

siry congestion and overcrowding. In the busiest 

centres the ho'Q.ses are built close together, eave 

t~uching eave, and rrequently back to'back in order 

to make use or all the available ·space. Indeed, 

space is so valuable that, in place or streets and 

roads, narrow winding lanes provide the only appro

ach to the houses. Neglect or sanitation is orten 

evidenced by heaps or rotting garbage and pools or 

sewage, whilst the absence or latrines enhances the 

general pollution or air and so'il. ·. Rouses, many 

without plinths, windows and adequate ventilation 

usually consist or a single small room, the only 

opening being a doorway orten too low to enter wi~ 

thout stooping. In order to secure some privacy old 

kerosine tins and gunny bags are used to rorm screens 

which rurther restrict the entrance or light and air. 

In dwelling&such as these, human beings are born, 

sleep and eat, live and die. The one bright reature 

in a number or centres is the errort made by the 

more advanced employers to provide housing. I will 
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come to this later on, first let the actual condi

tions of the.industrial cities occupy our attention. 

The main centres where the problem of the housing 

of the industrial labourers is to be solved are 

Bombay in particular and Ahmedabad only so far as 

our Presidency is concerned. As such let Bombay · 

occupy our attention first. 

lThe dwellings in which the wage-earning 

classes of Bombay are housed are of three main . 

types: {a) • Chawls • or buildings l~t in separate 

tenements; (b) • Sheds • built of corrugated iron, 

empty kerosine tins, wood, etc; and (c) 'Zavli' 

sfl.eds~huts ·constructed of dry leav·es :from the date 

or cocoa-nut palms. 

The majority of the working classes are 

housed in chawls. The second class of dwelling is 

often tenanted by municipal employees or by tenants 

evicted from insanitary dwellings by the Improve

ment Trust. The corrugated iron sheds erected by 

the trust are of a semi-permanent character. Each 

line of sheds comprises about a dozen rooms of 

standard size, {lOft. by 10 ft.) with a 3 .. _ft~ :veran

dah. The rooms become. very hot during the day when 

the sun's rays strike the iron roof, but otherwise 

the sheds are comfortable and satisfactory as such 

buildings can be. The same cannot be said of many 

sheds built by private enterprise. Not a ray of 

light penetrates them and this at noon on a bright, 

sunny day. Persons of the • depressed' and 'backward 

lr.abour and Housing in Bombay by B~rnett-Hurst p.l;:-
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classes ( i.e. Mahars, Chambhars, and Dheds) 

frequently find great difficulty in obtaining acco-. 

mmodation, as no other community will live near them. 

When they cannot find room in the chawls· set a~art 

for them, they live in sheds or huts~ There are no 
l 

windows; holes in the rusty tin walls and roof ~ro-

vide the interior with a sufficienc·y of light and 

air. The floor is about 3 inches from the ground. 

The • zavli • sheds are occu~ied chiefly by 

Ghati carters, who not infrequently share them with 

their domestic animals, cows and calves. As sani

tary conveniences are absent, the ground in the 

yicinity of these structures is generally defaecated. 

The • Chawls • or tenements, consist usually 

' of single rooms, sometimes of double rooms or • gallas, 

but never of more than two rooms, These chawls, . 

which differ considerably in a~~earance, construction 

and size, all have for their object the housing --

one is almost tem~ted to use the expression " ware

housing " -- of large numbers of the labouring classes 

in as chea~ a manner as ~·ossible. 

The • chawls • may again be sub-divided into 

three main grou~s. 

(A) ~hey are, first, the dwelling-houses which were 

originally built for one family; but which, owing to 

the increased demand for accommodation, have from 

time to time been extended and converted into tene

ments. They are chiefly to be found in .the most 

densely ~o~ulated sections of the city -- the 

Kumbharwada, Kamati~ura and second Na~ada -- all 
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of which had in 192~ a density of over 700 persons 

per acre. The owners of the property have by 

frequent extensions occupied every available inch 
~ . 

of space to the si\es and rear of the houses, and 
• L. 

have then com~eted with one another 1n recting 
. ~ 

additional floors, until the buildings have reached 

a height of four or five stories -- a policy of 

• sweating" building sites, as a result. What makes 
. 

the condition of these buildings worse is tha~ large 

numbers of them are fitted with basket privies. 

About the horrible condition of these buildings the 

personal experience of Mr. Burnett-Hurst may be 

quoted. " Freque~tly, on rounds of inspection,. 

premises have been entered bu~ the filth and smell 

have been so repulsive as to compel a hurried exit. 

On the occasion of a visit to a slum area in the 

company of the late chairman of the I~rovement Trust, 

entrance was gained to a private dwelling-house which 

had been converted into a set of one-room tenements. 

Here was a room with a floor space of 6 f't .• by 9 ft. 

part of the space being occupied by the ' chula • 

(fireplace). The sole window of the room over-

looked a gully reeking with filth into which we had 

previously witnessed a basket of human excreta 

being emptied by a sweeper woman. The room was 

occupied by two adults, a boy of three years and an 

infant. The tenants had been paying Rs.2/- per 

month for the room, but in 1918 the landlprd demanded 

double the amount, finally agreeing to Rs.3/8/- an 

increase of ?5 per cent. It is these converted 
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dwelling houses that are among the most insanitary 

buildings in the city •. • Pestilential :plague-s:pots, • 

by no means too strong an expression for them. ~ 

Little better are the tenement blocks built 

by :private enterprise for commercial :profit. The 

two storied cha:tl is the type most frequently found. 

Access to the rooms on the u:p:per' floors ia gained 
~ 

by a central or side staircase leading: to verandaas 

or central corridors running the length of the bui

lding. Where there is a verandah, rooms are back-to

back and'through ventilation• cannot be secured. 

These rooms, however, have more light and air than 

those which o:pen on to a central corridor, which is 

almost always dark. Frequently the chawls are situ

a ted :parall-el to one another, and when they are in 

close :proximity, as is generally the case, the rooms 

on the ground floor receive insufficient light and 

air. Rooms vary in size, but are usually 10 ft. by 

10 ft. Many chawls are in a dila:pidated condition 

and the floors· in such a- bad state of re:pair that 

they are a source of danger to the occu:pants. The 

chawls have common bathing :places used by both sexes. 

Not only do the tenants bathe here, but they also 

wash thetr clothes and utensils and collect water 
. 

for drinking and cooking :pur:poses. Shortage of 

water and an insufficiency of ta:ps is a constant 

source of com:plaint, as it leads to considerable 

inconvenience and occasional scuffles during •rush' 

hours in the early morning. The municipal rules 

require one w.c. for every five tenements, but this 
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by-law is by no means universally observed. 

{C) The third type is the tenement building o:t' modern 

structure erected by the Improvement Trust, Muni

cipality, Port Trust, and other public bodies, :t'or 

their employees or ~the working classes generally. 

They have been constructed on sanitary lines and, 

as a rule, are well lighted and ventilated. They 

are mostly buildings or three, :t'our and :t'ive stories. 

The ugly sun-shades or matting or iron have given , 
place to as~estos ones(as in the Grant Road B.B.& 

Ci.I. Ry. chawls), which are neater and lighter 

and keep the verandahs and rooms cooler. The Mahar 

chawls are so constructed that they can be easily 

converted at small cost into tenements consisting 

or two rooms and two verandahs. On each :floor also 

there are separate washing places ror men and women. 

Some or the chawls are provided with terrace roo:t's 

with ·a staircase leading up to them; the occupants 

can use them as drying areas or ror -sleeping out on 

rine nights. It will be seen that the modern chawl 

built rrom public :t'unds is a great advance upon the 

tenement buildings erected by ·private enterprise. 

There is the other side to the problem ~r 

housing labour in sanitary dwellings viz; the extent 

to which the tenants or the chawls crea~their own 

environment. An inspection or an improved sanitary 

dwelling berore and arter occupation clearly shows 

that the customs and habits o:t' the people are largely 

responsible ror the insanitary surroundings. The 
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external a~~earance or the chawl may be neat and 

attractive, but an examination or the interior · 

startles one. SPitting or ~an and betalnut juice 

and other nuisances are committed everywhere, es~e

cial~y on the staircases, in the ~assages and corri

dors. Goat, rowls and other animals belonging to 

the tenants are to be round in the corridors. The 

interiors or the rooms are little better than the 

rest or the buildings. The verandahs are ritted 

with cooking ~laces, but tenants ~rerer to cook in 

their living room, es~ecially on a· windy day. It 

is no exaggeration to say that the masses are utterly 

u~acquainted with even.elimentary ideas or hygine 

and sanitation, and little ~~rovement can take ~lace 

until they have been educated to a dirrerent standard 

or living. 

It was round in 1917-18 that a~~roximately 

97% or the working class households·in Parel were 

living in single rooms -- a rigure conrirmed by the 

Budget Inquiry conducted by the Bombay Labour ·orrice 

in 1921 -- and over 60% or the households were over

crowded according to the English orricial standard. 

Measured by the stricter test em~loyed by Dr. Goring 

in " Livelihood and Poverty " the ~ercentage rises 

to 94%. The average number or ~ersons ~er room in 

Parel was ~-s. .It should be noted that a single 

room is orten occu~ied by several ramilies. Acco

rding to the Census or 1921, there were in Bombay 

no less than 135 instances in which a sin.gle room 

was occu~ied by six ramilies or more. Housing . 
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statistics were specially collected by the Census 
. . 

authorities in 1921 ~or Bombay, Ahmedabad and Karac~. 

They throw a certain amount o~ light on housing 

_conditions generally, but, as the ~igures a:p:ply to 

the whole :population and not to the working-classes 

alone they are indicat-ive and not conclusive. 

• • :Persons livi... : Occupants 
• ing in rooms • o~ single-
: each occupied • room :Average nu-

:No. o~ single
roomed tene

:ments con-
• by 6 :persons • tenements. :mber o~ :per-
: and over. • :sons :per 

i taining. 

: ----------------------------1-------------- . room in 
:No. :Perce- : No. : Perce-!single-roomed. 
: (ooo•s). ntage • (OOO•s):ntage : tenezp.ents. £2 to 5:6 ~ami-
•• • o.p • • o~ • • • • • • .~ami- "lies & 
• • 

:total • • total : "1· s • over • 
• :po:pul- : • :po:pul-: : l.e • • 

: • ation. . : ation.: : : 
-----------~---~-~=~-------·-------- . -+-----------

• • 
Bombay • • 
Ahmedabad • • 

Karachi • • 
• 

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 384 • 36 706 • 66 4·0 2991 • 135 • • • 
• .. • • • • 

40 • 15 133 • 52 3•4 Not av~ilable • • • • • • 
87t • • • 48 107 • 58 3·5 6q9 • • • • • • • • • • 

From the table it is.clear that out o~· the three 

cities Bombay contains the highest number o~ 

:persons in single-room tenements. Bombay is·much 

crowded is a:p:parent ~rom the table. It would 

· be interesting at this :point to show in brie~ .the 

housing o~ Bombay by castes. The ~allowing 

table gives the figures ~or t~e main castes and 

their occ~pying the number o~ rooms in Bombay 

per hundred o~ the total population. (These 
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lrigures again are for whole or Bombay and not 

for industrial labourers alone) and as such 

are indicative-and not conclusive. 

1 room· 2 rooms 4 ro.oms 

Hindus 

Mohamedans 

Christians 

.Parsis 

71 

67 

41 

21 

13 

12 

20 

30 

4 

5 

10 

13 

From the above table it is clear that Parsis are 

better housed. than the rest •. Christians take the 

second ~lace. This is because they are fond of 

show and imitation or Euro~eans. Moreover.they 

carry a sense or decency and as such are better 

housed than Hindus and Mohamedans. 

Before closing discussion about Bombay 

I ~ro~ose to give a short history or the origin 

and develo~ments of these dwellings in Bombay. 

~or decade~, constant references have been 

made to the overcrowded and unhealthy conditions 

of ~arts of the city. It needed something mo~e 

~owerfu1 than the warnings of medical men and others 
.. 

to stir the ~eo~le and the administration. It was 

1Taken and translated from a Gujarati ~a~er Jame
Jamshed dated 4-2-1933. 

2Ia.bour and Housing in BolT}.bay by :Burnett-Hurst ~. ~ b, 
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~rovided by the terrible outbreak or bubonic 

~lague in 1896. The Bombay city Im~rovement Trust 

was created in 1898 ror the work or making new 

streets etc. The Trust soon became an un~o~ular 

body. The com~ulsory acquisition or ~ro~erty an~ 

the demolition or buildings were resented both by 

landlords and tenants. The trust had limited 

~ewers and limited runds. Consequently it was 

com~elled to resort to· "' slum-~atching, .. the deve-. 

lo~ment or a rew building sites, the constructi.on 

or a few chawls and the develo~ment or main thoro

ugbrares. The ~olicy or .. slum-~atching~ generally 

~roves unsuccessrul and Bombay was no exce~tion to 

the rule. Still the trust ~errormed userul work. 

By 1920 it had ~rovided 21,387 new tenements as 

'against 24,428 demolished. By 1920, the Munici-

~ality had also ~rovided 2,900 tenements· ror its 

starr and had sanctioned the construction or.ano-

ther. 2,200. The work both or the Trust and Munici

~ality railed to kee~ ~ace with the requirements 

or the city(the ~o~ulation or ~ombay increased from 

776,000 inhabitants in 1901 to 1,176,000 in 1921) 

and des~ite the·a~~eal of Government and Press to 

millowners and other em~loyers or labour to assist 
-

in ~roviding better housing ror their work~eo~le, 

little was done. It was lert to H. E. Sir George 
.Q. 

Lloy~ and his government 'to draw u~ a .bold and 

com~rehensive scheme for dealing with the ~roblem. 

His Excellency in 1920 secured the su~~ort and 
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active co-operation of the Munici~ality, the Im~ro

vement Trust, the Port Trust and the ~ublic. Fifty 
I 

six chawls or 2,720 tenements, were com~leted by 

March 31, 1923: 2300 of these tenements had been 

let by the end of the same year which varied from 

Rs.9/8 to Rs.ll/8 ~er room(rents considerably lower 

than the economic.rent), and about 85% of the rooms 

were tenanted b·y the working classes. 

While the new chawls meet with the fairly 
.,.. . 

general a~~roval of the occu~ants, there has been 

mmch criticism of detail. -The Director of Develo~

ment, ~e~lying to his critics in a letter to the 

Times of India May 15,1923, stated that it was . 
decided to throw the room and verandah into one, 

so as to give as much floor-s~ace as ~ossible{viz. 

10 ft. by 16 ft. 6 in.,), rather than follow the 

~ractice of the ordinary chawl tenement in Bombay 

by ~roviding a room about 10 ft. by 12 ft. with a 

verandah 10 ft. by 4 ft. 6 in. etc. etc. 

The six years ~rogramme which the Im~rovement 

Trust laid do¥m in 1920 ~rovides for the filling u~ 

and laying ·.out as building sites of about 1,500 acres 

of land in the northern ~art of the island, and the 

construction of 5,000 tenements. 

It must not be expected that with the ~re

vision of these dwellings the evils associated with 

Bombay Housing and sanitation have entirely disa~~ea

ared• Tenants had the· benefit of sanitary structures 

and more light and air, but families are still hou'sed 
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1n one-room tenements. Moreover it is toomuch 

to ho~e that the habits or the ~eo~le could be 

changed in their new surroundings. Nevertheless, 

tfie measures ado~ted by the government or Bombay 

are a ste~ in the right direction and should lead 

to a reduction or disease and mortality. 

Arter. this much or discussion about Bombay 

let us examine'the conditions or other im~ortant 

cities in brier. Ahmedabad ca~tivates our atten

tion rirst. It is a big industrial city and is 

called the • Manchester or India.• 

The condition or industrial labourers is 

sim~ly ~itiable. 1The areas occu~ied by the work

ing classes 'in.Abmedabad ~resent ~ictures or terri

ble squalor. Nearly 92% or the houses are one

roomed, they are badly built, insanitary, ill

ventilated, and over-crowded, whilst water su~~lies 

are altogether inadequate and latrine accommodation 

is almost entirely wanting. Resulting evils are 

~hysical deterioration, high inrant mortality and 

a high general death-rate. Thirtr-rive or the 

textile mills have ~rovided chawls ror about 16% 

or their em~loyees, but only in one or two cases 

is the accommodation or a reasonable" standard and 

sanitary arrangements are rrequ·ently inadequate. 

The quarters built by the Asoka and Calico mills 

------------------·-----------·-------------------
lne~ort or the Royal Commission on Labour in India 

P. 277. 
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are :perha:ps the best. ;In the f'ormer case, a se

ttlement adjacent to the mill :provides accommoda

tion in the f'orm of' chawls f'or about 1,100 out of' 

2,500 workers. Some years ago the latter com:pany 

built a colony of' 48 tenements,in ·which each house 

contains a room, a kitchen, a bath-room and a common 

verandah. In several cases the mill o:peratives 

will not use the accommodation :provided f'or them 

and the houses of' one mill are regularly occu:pied 

by o:peratives of' other mill. 

The same tale of' squalor could be told of' 

other industrial towns and industrial centres; but 

~vidence of' neglect and lack of' su:pervision was no

where more obvious than in Karachi. In Karachi 

the Port Trust has :provided 816 houses of' dif'f'erent 

types at Manora and Kaemari, but the majority of' 

its em:ployees live in th~ city where housing is 

both bad and ex:pensive. Few of' the industrial 

em:ployers have :provided any quarters, although 

some su:p:ply materials and leave the workers to 

build huts f'or themselves. The :problem is urgent 

f'or congestion is very severe and sub-letting is 

a :prevailing evil. 

The :picture of' the industrial housing of' 
? . 

our Jresidency cannot be called com:plete unless 

something is mentioned also about the comf'ort and 

relief' :provided by the em:ployers. The res:ponsibi

lity of' employers var-ies· to some extent with 

conditions and localities. The foundation of' an 

industry in a new and hitherto undevelo:ped area 



gives rise to circumstances under which this 

res:ponsibility must necessarily lie, in the first 

instance with the em:ployers. This :position has 

been largely acce:pted by such firms as the Tata 

Iron and Steel Com:pany and the Tin:plate Com:pany 

in Jamshe~:pur. The former has erected nearly 

5,000 houses which are rented to its em:ployees, 

and the latter has built 326 quarters which acco

mmodate over 41% of the labouring force. As it 

will be some time before housing-accommodation 

for·all the workers can be su:p:plied, other schemes 

have been introduced in order to encourage the 

workers to build their own houses. Many of the 

streets are lit with electric light and in a few 

years the com:pany ho:pes to have a complete S¥stem 

of street and road lighting. The Tinplate company 

also advances loans to its workers to enable them 

.to build houses for themselves. 

The :policy of the Railway, on the other 

hand, differs in some respects from the rest. 

The Railway ~oard has laid down that its general 

:policy is to :provide quarters where, for special 

reasons, it is necessary to do so, and where con

ditions are such that :private enterprise does not 

adequately meet housing demands. Railway adminis

trations can acquire land for building schemes 

under the Land Acquisition Act. Expenditure u:pto 

1 st.A:pril 1929.was Rs.24•81 crores, while the 

expenditure during' the four years ending 
~· 
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1 st. APril 1929, was 4•85 crores. Rent is charged 

except in the case o~ the lowest grades who are 

normally given ~ree quarters. On some railways, 

however, a proportion or the work-shop starr is 

provided with houses owned or leased by the rail

ways. On the Bombay Baroda &: Central India Ry. 

92 quarters have been provided 1n Bombay tor the 

lower paid work-shop start. Provision also exists 

for housing a large-percentage or the work-shop 

employees at Kharg:pur by the Bengal Nagpur Railway, 

and at Golden Rock, Trichinopoly, by the South 

Indian Railway,. The Bengal and North Wes~ern 

Railway have a colony at Gorakh:pur ror men employed 

1n the work-shops. 

No sub-letting is allowed, but where there 

is a shortage of quarters, the tenant sometimes 

shares his quarters with another railway employee. 
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CHAPTER VI. 

Poverty. 

In the course or the ~receding cha~ters we have 
..J. 

incidently touched u~on certain derects ~n the ,. 
social structure or this country (e. g. absence of 

Poor Relief, Old Age Pension funds etc. etc.). 

It is now time to study some of the more obvious 

signs of failure. If we confine ourselves to two 

subjects, ~overty and crime, it is not because we 

forget or underestimate ·the im~ortance of aesthetic 

and other defects, but becaus~ ~overty and crime 

alone of the major failures can be described and 

measured with some a~~roach to accuracy. 

In the last cha~ter we will discuss the 

National income. The analysis will show that even 

if all families shared equally in this income we 

should all be ~oor as judged by any absolute scale. 

But income is not equally distributed, some are rich 

while others are ~oor, and among the latter, as we 

are all aware there are many whose income does no~ 

~ermit them to attain a decent standard of life. 

The question arises whether we can distinguish this 

~oorest section and estimate the number of those 

who fall within it.. It is evident that any distin

ction must be more or less arbitrary, because in

comes are graded continuously. Nevertheless, in 

drawing a ~overty line across society we can find 

a more substantial basis than our own casual 
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im~ressions as to what constitutes ~overty in the 

sense mentioned above. We can attem~,t to de:f'ine a 

minimum standard of' living and draw the line in 

such a :f'ashion as to leave below it those whose 

income does not enable them to reach this standard. 

This was the method :f'ollowed by the best ~nown 

workers in this :f'ield in England e.g. men like 

Booth, Rowntree and Bowley. 

It is su~er:f'luous to go into detail and 

narrate all the three of' the above mentionea,.. ~t 

us :f'or our discussion take, say the :f'irst. The 

~ioneer investigation was that of' Charles Booth. 

The rich not only may, but do live alongside the 

~oor and :f'ail altogether to realise the im~lica

tions of' ~overty unless their imaginative sym~athy 

is aroused~ Booth's work resulted in bringing the 

:f'acts and im~lications of' ~overty into the social 

consciousness of' the nation, and the :f'urther in

vestigations of' Rowntree and Bowley have ke~t them 

in :f'ull view. Booth's " Li:f'e and Labour of' the 

~eo~le of' London n· is the most elaborate inquiry 

ever ~ublished by a ~rivate ~erson. Beginning in 

1886 in East London,. he made, largely with the hel~ 

of' School Board visitors a classification of' the 

~eo~le both by districts and by 'trades. These 

visitors, most of' whom had been working in the same 

districts :f'or years, were thoroughly acquainted 

with the ~eo~le and the conditions under which they 

lived. From information gained in this way con-

cernin~ :f'amilies in which there were children of' 

school age, he deduced the condition of' the whole 
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~o~ulation on the assum~tion that the untested 

~ortion would be at least no worse otr, and would 

~robably be better orr, than the sam~le tested. In 

our country unluckily no man like Booth has come 

rorward. we have to seek help at the Re~orts or 

Census. The route rollowed ror the inrormation on 

the ~oint was a general one~ Corres~ondents were 

invited to su~~ly inf'ormation on this· ~oint. tt
1 None. 

or the honourary corres~ondents received a single 

~ie either as remuneration or ror expenses. or 

the gentlemen who at rirst expressed their willing

pass to act as honourar~ corres~ondents ror the 

census a good many withdrew when they saw the work 

they were asked to ~errorm. tt •t2The corres~ondents 

were ~articularly warned not to select their rami

lies, since any kind or selection would vitiate the 

results. They were asked to take either a whole 
cJ. 

village or derinite quarter or a town, and. then give 
" 

~articulars ror every ramily in the area chosen. 

For the most ~art this direction seems to have been 

well rollowed. And no case has been noticed or 

obvious selection or such a kind as to clearly 

vitiate the results e. g. deliberate selection of 

------------------------
lRe~ort or Census, 1921, Bombay Presidency vol.~.xcvi 

2Re~ort It II It .. II ~. 
xcviii. 
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:poor familie·s, or s:pecialised occu:pations." 
~ 

Again the Census Re:por.t" (1921) says " one thing 

I should like to em:phasis.e and that is that the 

:picture :presented in this study is likely to have 

erred in the difection of giving a gloomy view of 

economic conditions rather than a ~osy one. When 

any~one is asked for :particulars of his financial 

:position human nature will almost invariably in

duce him, sometimes unconsciously to make it out 
' ' - ' ' . ' 

worse than it is.•t. Booth divided the :po:pulation 

into different classes which he defined as follows:-

A The lowest class -- occasional labourers, loafers 

·and semi-criminals. 

B The very :poor --.casual labour, hand to mouth ex

istence, chronic want. 

C and D 

E and F 

G and H 

The :poor -- including alike those whose earnings 

are small because of irregularity of em:ployment, 

and those whose work though regular is ill-:paid. 

The regularly em:ployed and fairly :paid working 

class of all grades. 
~~ 

Lqwer and u:p:per Jabevr class and all above this 

level. 

The classes C and D, E and F, G and H can 

only be se:parated with difficulty, and they are 

:placed togehter here since a classification into 

five grades ~eems adequate 

As given above, tlle definit:ations of the 
'-' . classes are -.omewhat vague. Booth am:plifies his 

definition of the im:portant classes B and .c .... D . in 

the follow~ng words. " By the word • Poor • I 
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mean to describe those who have a sufriciently 

regu~ar though bear income such as 18s. to 2ls. · 
/ 

:per week ror a moderate ramily and by ,. Very Poor 
Q~ those who rrom any OQ~Foe rall much below this 

standard. The 'Poor• are those whose means may be 

surricient but bearly surricient ror decent inde

:pendent lire; the • Very Poor • those whose means 

are insurricient ror this according to the usual 

standard or lire in this country. My 'Poor• may be 

described as living under a struggle to obtain nece

ssaries or lire and make both ends meet, while the 

'Very Poor • live ip.,a state or chronic ~want.· It 
. 
may be their own rault that they do so; that is 

another question, my rirst business is sim:ply with 

the numbers who, rrom whatever cause, do live under 

conditions or :poverty or destitution. ~ This am

:plirication does make the derinition more :precise. 

Later investigations have reached, as we shall see, 

greater degrees or :precision. It is a:p:parent a~ 

the same time that whether the line drawn is shar:p 

or not, the se:paration into classes' is arbitrary. 

Poverty is a matter or degree and not or kind • 

. Now; berore we ccbnc.lude and assign classes, 

it is necessary to assign value ~o them. we cannot 

arrord to follow the English standard as there is 

neither any such currency in India, nor can we take 

an equivalent or same due to the much higher value 

or money in our country. The value or a shilling 

in England is much lower than that or a ru:pee or 

its equivalent in India, We thererore should take 
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by way of common sense in place of income of 18s. 

to 21s. per week Rs.50/- per month as its equivalent. 

This way we reducell our standard to almost one half. 

This done, if we divide the same by two we reach 

that which is known as • Very Poor• and an income 

of Rs.~5/- make ·them so indeed. The doubling of 

the original (Rs.50/-) will roughly. lead us on to 

classes E and F. All incomes within Rs.125/- should 
I ' . 

fall under classes E and F. For the class A we 

haveno other go but combine. it withB as ;i.t cannot 

stand separate by itself with accuracy. The infor

mation again regarding it is not obtainable anywhere. 

The conclusions are given in the following\able. 

The line drawn across the table is the Pov~ll-~!g~. 

All those who fall above that are at least 'oor in 

Booth's sense of the word •. 

(The unit is the family and income means net per 

capita income of family. Net means after deducting 

business ~~enses. Per capita means total income 

divided by the number of persons in the family 

without distinction of age and sex). 

!Figures borrowed from Census Report of Bombay 

Presidency, 19·21 cha:p. on • Family Budgets. • 
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Natural Divisions 

Class of' :per Ca:pita income. Guj- Kon- Dec- Karn- Sind • :per • 

Class 

A 

B 

C and D 

E and F 

G and H 

arat kan can atac • cent. • • 
Total f'amilies • • 

• examined. 1387 728 1309 1320 1267 • 
• • 
• • 
• Rs. • . • 
• • 

40 • 0-25 12 99 32 8 . . • 
• • 20•5 . • in 

213 172 99 • :poverty, 25-50 159 235 • . 
• 

311 
. 

50-75 327 129 329 175 . . 
• 
• 75-125 441 111 329 377 321 . . 19•5 . 

611 
. 

co~¥ort. 125-525 431 142 373 374 . . 
• 

525-775 17 12 41 37 53 
and over. 

1The Konkan f'igures are of' quite a dif'f'erent cha

racter f'rom others. Out of' 728 no less than 99 

are shown as having :per ca:pita incomes of' less than 
' Rs.25/- :per annum. There were only 7 Konkan and 

of' the 99 f'amilies in question 62 oc~ur in one 

return f'rom Sai in the Kolaba district and 29 in 

another return f'rom villages near Chi:plin. An 

analysis of' the 62 in the f'irst case gives the 

f'ollowing by castes and by a more detailed classi

f'ication. · 

1census Re:port 1921 ( Bombay Presidency) :p. xcix. 



castes 

Agri 

Maratha 

Nhavi 

Khambhar 

Katri 

Mahar 
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Per cal) ita income :per annum 

Below Rs. 10 Rs.l0-15 Rs.l5-20 Rs.20-25 

... 4 26 10 

.. . •• 1 2 

• • •• 1 • • 

• • 1 1 1. 

2. 6 2 1 

• • •• 2 2 

The " Katris •t are of'-course exceedingly :poor and, 

they su:p:plement their food su:p:plies by wild fruits 

and roots, it is :possible that the :per.ca:pita in

come· is really as low as this. Even so some of ·:. 

Mr. Raja's Katkari families· are shown as living on 

income that is almost incredible e.g. 1 adult .male, 

2 adult females, 4 children total 7 :per.sons, net 

income (total) i'er annum Rs.60 or Rs.5_, :per month, 

giving from 10 to 11 annas :per month for each member. 

The village as a whole is mainly com:posed of Agris, 

and these are shown as receiving incomes varying 

from Rs.12t to nearly Rs.200 l)er annum. Mr. Karan

dikar•s return shows 29 families with :per ca:pita 

incomes below Rs.25. These are from villages in 

Chil)lin.Taluka, and the families are mainly Mahars, 

and :poor Musalmans with a few Kahbis. Generally 

sl)eaking the Konkan returns are more from Rural and 

less from Urban localities than the returns from 

other natural divisions. And this·largely causes the 



Division 

Gujarat 

Konkan 
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lower level or net income ror the table. In all 

the ·natural divisions there is a tendency ror the 

Rural ramilies to show a lower level or income. 

Nevertheless, even arter making allowances ror this, 

there were no cases in which returns rrom the other 

three natural divisions showed such·rudiments or 

:poverty in one locality as those or Messrs. Raje 

and Karandikar.. This is best showed by the rollow-

ing. 

Number with ca:pita 
_ . 'nn>e '9r Total number or IncQmes below_~~~gQ 
locality Returns---Families Returns Families 

Rural .11 1,029 6 10 

Urban 4 358 • 1 2 

Urban 1 100 1 2 

Rural 5 601 5 99 

Mixed 1 27 1 1 

---- ----
Urban 9 565 3 5 

• • Deccan Ru;t:"al • I 544 4 23 • 
0 • Mixed • 2 • 200 2 4 • 

-- . 
• 

Urban t 8 645 • 3 8 • • • .. • Karnatac Rural • 3 326 • 2 15 • • 
• • • • • • Mixed • 4 349 • 2 • 7 • • • 
• • 

The condition or our country is :pitiable. That it 

is :poverty-stricken is beyond any doubt. What more 
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solid examples do we require about their helpless

ness than those or Katris who supplement their rood 

supplies by wild rruits and roots. The condition 

in other villages is little better. Conspicuous 

amongst these are Deccan villages which are very poor. 

They are called ' nry• villages. By a dry village 

is meant one where irrigation is very limited in 
' . 

amount and where the prqsperity or the village depends 

almo'st entirely on the aimual monsoon rain. The 

study of a village twenty-five miles from Poona 

called Jategaon Budruk will be interesting for our 

ppint. In words of the writer ~lwe have assumed' 

that a landholder who rents his land to a cultivator 

receives Rs.2/12/0 per acre, and that a cultivator 

gets, on the other hand, Rs.3/- :Per acre. These are 

the average figures after many inquiries. The 

average wages ot a labourer at the time. of our in

~iry in 1917 was .six annas, and of a woman three 

annas. In the case of small cultivators who are not 

able to maintain themselves on their lan~ alone, and 

who hence go out to labour, we have calculated the 

available time in the year for this labour at four 

months. Where carting is done, we have considered 

that four months per annum is available ror this 

purpose rgr both bullocks and men, and that eight 

annas a day is then received by the man after pro

viding for the bullocks. '' 

-------------------
ltand and Labour in a Deccan Village by Harold H. 

Mann D.Sc. Study No.2. page 115. 
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There are several items of income which have not 

been credited to individual householah, but have 

been counted for the village as a whole. These are 

returns from Babul trees, and from Mango and Tamarind 

trees. These sources, without going into details, 

would it is claculated bring in Rs.615/- ~er annum. 

No cowdung cakes are ~rovided for sale in this village 

With these assum~tions and with the figures 

got from house to house inquiry, it was found as 

follows:-

Total income :ror 147 families ••••.••••••• Rs. 24,348 
' l ' 

Income from Babul and f'ruit trees ••••••• Rs. 615 
-------------Total Rs. 24,963 

This works out at Rs.l67-13•0 ~er :family per annum; 

or an annual income ~er head of Rs.33-12-0. The 

~ro~ortion of the income of the 147 families derived 

:rrom land and other sources is as :follows:-

From land ••••••••••••••••••• Rs. 15,802 

From other sources ••••••••• Rs. 8,546 

Proportion f'rom land ••••••• 64 9 ~er cent. 

It is dif'f'icult to gras~ :rrom above how 

a human being can manage to. live f'or a whole year 

with Rs.33-12-0. A city gentleman sometimes requi-

res that sum per·month for his smoking ~urposes only. 
R. 

The condition of the villages throws ~ight u~on the 

poverty of our country. Money(currency) is held in 

high esteem, :tor barter goes on too," and a silver coin 

as that of' a ru~ee which cannot go very :rar in a city 

is looked upon with considerable importance in a 
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village. Bank-notes are seldom used and are at 

times unacce:ptable to the ignorant. And many un

rortunates do not hold one in their hands during 

the whole course or their lives. As such, it orten 

ha:p:pens that they are not able to recognise :paper

money or its true amount either by the col9ur or 
it or by a :pee:p at the numerical rigure~ (reading 

fUll contents being out or question with the village 

labourer) 

Berore rinishing this cha:pter let us 

turn to :percentages or expenditure under the dirreren~ 
.., 

heads and thereby try to bring out some general la.a. 

The rollowing seem to be normal limits ror :percent

ages or ex~enditure under the dirrerent heads taking 

town and country together. 

,. .. ~ ~t 

1 Food 68•0 36•5 

2 Clothing 15•0 12•0 

3 Rental a·,g 4.0 

4 Ceremonies charity etc. 4•0 11•5 

5 Other com:pulsory 3•0 1o·o 

----------~---------94.0 '14•0 

6 Education 0•'1 3•0 

7 Doctor's rees o•3 2.0 

8 Other voluntary 5•0 21•o 

----------------------
6•0 26•0 
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The general laws which emerge rrom the percentage 

distribution in the table seem to be as rollows:-

1 The percentage or total expenditure under Food 

and clothing rall steadily rrom poorest to richest 

classes. 

2 The percentage under all other head~ rise steadily 

rrom poorest to richest,_with the exception that 

the percentage under Education is orten as high as 

or higher ~ the third combined class ( per capita 

income Rs.l75-375) than in the ·rourth combined 

class (per capita income Rs.375 and over.) 



CHAPTER VII. 

Crime. 

criminal offences are infractions of the rul~s and 

regulations made by the state. As citizens we 
e. . 

must therefore regard· the existance of crime as 

evidence of failure in the functioning of our 

society. If the state cannot get its rules enfor

ced, the basis of orderly life is threatened. But 

criminal offences are not necessarily offences 

against morals~ The state may make bad rules, and 

it is nearly universaly admitted that it may be 

meritorious to break such rules in extreme cases. 

More im~ortant is the fact that many of the rules 

concern matters so trivial that the breaking of 

them, however undesirable, cannot be regarded as 

immoral. It is undesirable that a bicyclist should 

ride after sunset without a light, and trivial 

offences of this kind are included among the less 

serious class of criminal offences known as non

indictable offences. When we come to the more se

rious class of indictable offences it is generally 

found that they are more than merely undesirable. 

Violence and fraud are cases in ~oint. The ques

tion of morals or of res~onsibility does not, hOWY 

ever, directly concern us. That crime is evidence 

of social failure is enough to make its ~revalence. 

relevant to our discussion. 

Let us begin with a general survey 

of all of"fences tried in various courts in various 
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years. In the rollowing 1table is the statement 

showing the ge~eral results or trials or criminal 

cases in the tribunals or various classes in the 

Presidency or Bombay. 

P. T. O. 

--------------------------
1Figures bo;rowed rrom Re:ports on the Administra

tion or Civil and Criminal Justice in the Bombay 

Presidency,ror the years 1927, 1928 and 1929. 



Number ot I 'disposed: Remarks. Number • 1Peraans whose cases were et 
Year otfences persons : Disehargedi : convicted 

reported under trial• or I Committed : or ----------------------------
acquitted I 

1 referred Died Escaped Transferred 

1927 2,1:5,:550 2,68,827 8:5,880 1, 70,:506 1,186 58 007 :59 

1928 2,11,910 2' 7:5,594 87,116 1, 70,417 991 91 :529 114 

1929 2,1:5,:550 275,:522 89,914 1,66,642 1,428 175 6:56 46 
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Taking the offences as a whole and leaving for 

the moment any consideration for the ~ype of 

offence committed, it is evident that 'the number 

of ~ersons under trial is increasing. In 1929 

the figures did not show as great a rise as did 

that of 1928, but rose it did. T~e number of off

ences re~orted show not any material change on the 

whole. It would be interesting to com~are these 

figures with those of about ten years before. Let 

us take e.g. the 1year 1920-21. The number of 

offences re~orted then was 168, 388. That crime 

should go on increasing day by day is a matter of 
• . . 

regret. Again the increasing of the • number of 

offences re~orted • by 106934 between the years 

1920 to 1929 is very surprising and regrettable. . (\ 
. . ~ 

In the table the number is only lower a little for .. 
1928, but again attains its former level(as that of 

1927) in 1929, and for that we must not be too 

ready to congratulate ourselves. 

This continuous increase in the 

number of offences re~orted with no sign of de

crease at all even within last 3 years mentioned 

is a matter for great anxiety. It a~~ears that 

criminal s&de of our. nature wi~~ advancement of 

------------------------------------- ------
1Figure from Re~ort on the Administration 'of 

Civil and Criminal Justice in Bombay Presidenc¥ 

1920-21 ~age 31. 
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civilisation has not disappeared. Education 

seems to be doing little in this direction. It 

is an evidence of the social failure of our society. 

The number or persons under trial 

is greater than the number of offences reported. 

As such it may first be noticed that the whole 

extent or the gap between the number of offences 

tried and the number reported is not due to fai

lure to detect the crimes. For in many cases one 
. 

crime is committed by more than one person. 
~ The column of • Acquited • or 'Dis-
~ 

charged • is not of great importance. The column 

shows throughout a continuous increase. Years do 

seem to be doing much with this column. In l92D 

the figures stood at 81,443 while in 1929 it stood 

at 89,914. A continuous rise can be seen from the 

table between the years 1927-29. 

It is surprising to see that a 

large number should have escaped from tbe prisons. 

In 1921, 223 prisoners escaped, 1927 shows its 

having risen to 607 and 1929 puts the figure at 

639. It is somewhat difficult to conclude the. 

real cause of this. The common suggestion is 
~ that it must be due to lack or good control, dici-
"' pline and officering. With the adoption or latest 

methods in this department it is high time now when 

this column if it does not totally disappear should 

show considerable decrease. 

Let us now turn to some particular 
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groups·or orrences. ·The rollowing table gives 

the number or orrences reported ror Thert, 

Cheating, Robbery and Dacoity ror the years 1921, 

.1927,_ 1928 and 1929. 

---------
orrences Reported 

Year Thert Cheating Robbery and Dacoity 
• 

1921 • 10,434 1,022 445 • 
• • 

1927 • 7,514 1,680 430 • 
• • 

1928 • • 7,006 1,569 418 • 
• • • 

1929 • 7,195 • 1,556 • 414 • • • 
• • • • • • 
• • • ___ .,!.. ___ 

• ----- • 

The analys.is or the table show:;; that crimes or · 

~hert have very nicely decreased. The big gu1r· 

between·the number in 1921 and in 1929 is worth 

. being complimented. A well-organised police system 

can be at the root or this. Good times and the 

consequent less or dirriculty in maintaining the 

standard or living can also be the cause or same. 

It 'shows advancement and progress in the direction, 

or not·stooping to base and unlawrul things-- in 

not trying to obtain that which is not one's own 

but belongs to others. Progress in tbis direction 

is ~~rthy to be noticed. 

Contrasted with this stands the 

increase in the crimes or Cheating. It is very 
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de:plorable that crimes' of' this nature should 

have increased f'rom' 1,022 in 1921 to 1,680 in· 

1927 i.e. by 658 and that too during the c9urse· 

of' 7 years only, and remain constant after that. 

We now-a-days hear of' educated servants of' big 

f'irms committing f'raud ~f'rauds that are many 

t1mes inven~ed ~ carried. out with great skill 

and energy. News:pa:pers ~f' our country ·are seldom 

f'ree f'rom cases of' such ty:pes. These cheatings 

are carried on by qualif'ied men on systematic basis. 

It is very regrettable to see education b'eing mis

used. It is an instance of' energy being consumed 

and wasted in an entirely wrong direction. It 

seems lust f'or gold is at the bottom of' it. It is 

not satiated -- nay it is increasing day by day. 

Of' the methods of' obtaining money 

and goods by swindling, f'raud, misre:presentation, 

India of'f'ers innumerable exam:ples-; and while many 

of' the cases dif'f'er little in character.f'rom simi-

lar of'f'ences in Euro:pe, a certain number de:pend 

f'or their success u:pon the ignorance and su:per

stition of' the :peasantry, and are on that account 

less common among more educated and civilised 

:peoples. .During the :prevalence of' the rumours 

disseminated by agitators that Mr. Gandhi's gove

rnment had su:perseded British rule, a man in Assam, 

who :pretended to be an agent of' the Mahatma, made 

a good :prof'it by selling white :pills to the coolies 

of' a tea-garden as an antidote to the :poison, which 

he declared the English manager of' the garden 
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had mixed with the water or the garden wells. 

The last column is the table is 

the only one that shows slow but sure decrease.· 

Robbery and Dacoity are decreasing is universally 

known. Good government and well-organised ~olice 

·system can be given credit ror these. India, since 

the beginning has been notorious ror its highway 

robbery and existence or criminal tribes. In the 

rormer days roads were untres~assable. Ir the 

Britishers have rendered a solid service to India, 

it is almost the entire destruction or these. 

lnacoity is the legal term used in 

British India ror a system or robbery by gangs, 

and is derived rrom daka ~arna, meaning •to ~lunder•. 

The dacoits or rormer days were robbers by ~roression, 

and brought u~ their children to the same occu~ation. 

Whitworth(anglo-Indian Dictionary) describes them 

as banditti with strongholds to retire to, who 

committed raids on a lar~e scale, their gangs orten 
' 

com~osed or several hundred men; and Balrour(Cyclo-

~aedia or India) mentions among the rormer ~reda

tory races, who lived largely by dacoity, the Badak. 

or the Ne~al Terai, the Dasadh or Behar, the Nath, 

Ahir, Boria, Kurmi and Gujar. Tha Minas were 

-----------------------
lcrime in India by S.M. Edwardes, C.S.I., C.V.O. 

~age 41. 
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concerned in most dacoities in Northern India, 

while in the south-west the Santa~, with his club, 

long bamboo s~ear, and battle-axe, often swe~t 

down u~on Birbhum, Hazaribagb and the adjacent 

districts. Nowadays the s~ecial significance 

of the term bas become obsolete, and dacoity is 

used to mean any robbery carried out by a gang or 

not less than five ~arsons, animated by a common 

intent. As a general rule, dacoity of the kind 

common in the districts or all ~rovinces occurs but 

rarely in the large cities. The teeming ~o~ula

tion, the street-lighting, and the concentration 

or a ~olice force in a com~aratively limited area, 

militate against the success or the o~eration. 

A quite unusual series or daring dacoities was 

carried out in Bombay and its suburbs in 1921 by 

a gang or Baluchis, armed with fire-arms and other 

deadly wea~ons, who ~erpetrated two murders and 

injured several people with knives, and the police 

conriscated from the thirty-five persons composing 

it, rour double-barrel guns, one smooth-bore, one 

revolver, three pistols, various other weapons, 

and much ammunition. The gang or dacoits ap~ears 
~ 

sud~nly without warning, locks up or disables the 

police, then loots the premises or a rich Bania, 

sometimes committing murder in the ~rocess. 

Bombay suffers, from the ~resence 

or a large number of predatory jungle tribes, 

among the most troublesome and the most impervious 

to civilising influences being the Bedars(Berads} 
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' 
of' the Southern Maratha country. The Bedars, 

.who are identical with the Boyars of' the Madras 

Presidency and have af'f'inities with the Ramosis 

of' the Deccan, have a long history of' f'ighting and 

lawlessness. Many of' them were em~loyed in the 

army of' Ti~u Sultan, ·and some of' their leaders 

were ~etty chief'tains and ~olygars in the ~eriod 

~reced'ing the establishment of' British rule. Atte

m~ts have been made of' recent years to grou~ them 

in settlements and wean them gradually f'rom their 

criminal habits; but the bulk of' the tribe still 

~Fef'ers to live by robbery under arms. 

lBombay is again visited by Chhoras 

and Baurias f'rom Gujarat,by Mang Garudis, Phanse 

Pardhis and Kanjars f'rom the Deccan, by Pathans 

and Waddars f'rom Khandesh, b~ Uchlias, Bham~tas, 

Ramosis and Mangs f'rom the Deccan, and.by Wagris, 

Phadgadis, and many others. 2It is not ~ossible 

to narrate the lives, habits, and customs of' such 

---------------- ----------------
lcrime in India by s. M. Edwardes• Page 99. 

2For f'urther ~articulars the following may be seen. 

(a) Criminal Tribes of' India by Pa~a Rau Nayudu. 

(b) Criminal Tribes of' Bombay by Major Guntho~e. 

(c) Criminal Tribes of' the Bombay Presidency by 

M. Kennedy. 
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tribes in such a short s:pace. In short there is 

-little doubt that the ruture welrare or India and 

her.claim to be regarded as a civilised country 

de~end very largely u:pon her success in weaning 
T 

these large bodies or nomads rrom their hereditary 

and traditional anti-social occu:pations. 

In some or the settlements or the 

Bombay Presidency, including Sind, the troublesome 

Hur tribe ~s now under control. Attem:pts are now 

being made to settle other criminal tribes or Sirid, 

such as the Jagiranis, Khushks, Jokhias~ and Kirias, 

who have long bee~ a source or trouble to the :public 
. 

and the :police. .In the Presidency :pro:per, the Deccan 

and the Carnatac, or Southern Maratha country, are 

the home or a large :pro:portion or the wild tribes or 

western India, and it is ror them that settlements 

have been established in Shola:pur; Hotgi, Barsi, 
-

and other :places in the Southern districts. 

Handica:ps or Instead or the slow :progress that 

Police in· has been made in this direction which can be seen 

our country. rrom the table, dirrerent would have been the tale 

to~d had the :police not been handica:ped in a variety 

or ways. Every :province makes the same com:plaint, 

namely, that the :police receive ~ittle or no assis

tance rrom the general body or citizens, while or 

recent years their a:pathy has been in many :places 

exchanged ror an attitude or uncom:prQmising hosti

lity. To this obtacle has now to be added non

co-o:peration, in its acute or sub-conscious rorm, 

which throws the :police more than ·ever on their own 
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resources. Under the circumstances the wonder is 

not that the number of' undetected cases: i,s .so high, 

but that it is not higher. The explanation lies 

in the f'act that detective ability is inherlnt. in a 

large number of' the Indians serving in the ~olice. 

The ~olice are f'riends to none, and by many are 

actively dislik~or o~~osed~ They have to carry 

out their heavy task of' ~reventing and detecting 

crime under dif'f'iculties which the ~olice of' western 

countries can hardly conceive. 

Let us now turn towards of'f'ences of' 

other type, as dacoity has engaged us·enough. Crimes 

of' violence have increased whereas those of' thef't 

have decreased. And this ins~ite of' the f'act that 

there is a much better of' cpance of' bringing to 

trial a man who has committed a crime of' violence th~ 

a burglar or a man who has committed thef't. The 

f'ormer seldom takes elaborate ~ains to su~~ress 

evidence. Exce~t in the·case of' murders the ~erson 

to whom violence was done will be available to give 

evidence. The burglar on the other hand may be an 

expert at covering u~ traces. He may take ~recau

tions f'or marks being not lef't behind. His crime 

in any case is ~remeditated, and is as such likely 

to be ~erf'ormed in such a manner that the detection 

is of' s~t ~urpose made dif'f'icult. ·Why crimes of' 

violence.should have increased, it is dif'f'icult to 

say. Propbeoies were made that with the advancement 

of' civilisation su?h things would. be on a declining 

stage. In such a vast country where many are illiter.t 
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• and rew are learned, no prophecy seemed on the 

race or it more unreasonable, but no prohecy has 

been more comple~ely ralsiried by the eveif. Pro-
" phecy in the realm or social science is indeed a 

dirricult art. We may account ror the racts as we 

will. ·we may say that lust ror violence has not 

been satiated, or we may adopt other explanations • 

. The racts are beyond doubt. 754 cases were brought 

to trial during the yaar 1927. In the year 1928 

the cases arrecting human lire were 796 and in 

1929 they were 805.. Thus a continuous and regular 

increase has taken place during these years. 

Of all crimes or violence murder 

is that which attracts most attention, ··and or all 

social phenomena murder is that which has shown 

a continuous increase. Ac~ording to a popular 

saying in India, the three most potent causes or 

trouble and unhappiness in daily lire are. zan, zar 

and Zamin, or woman, gold, and land. This is par

ticularly true or the cr_ime or murder; ror, ir we 

exclude.murders committed in the course or dacoity 

or rioting, the majority or the cases investig~ted 

by the police are directly traceable to relations 

between the sexes, disputes about ~and and village 

ractions, and desire ror gain. A more subtle rorm 

o~ revenge, which is not uncommon in India, is the 

commission or murder with the object or implicating 

and throwing the blame upon another. Superstition, 

and the rear bred thereby, orrer a powerful incen

tive to take lire among the lower and less civilised 
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• 
castes or tribes. The Witch and the Wizard, with 

their ~otions, their.s~ells, and their evil eye, 

are regarded with luite as much dread and abhorr-· 

ence as they were in England in earlier days. 

Another reason is the ~ractice or human sacririce 

that has ~revailed wide in India in ~ast centuries, 

and ~ossibly was borrowed by the Hindus rrom the 

aboriginal tribes, whose ~rimeval earth-Gods and 

jungle Goddesses could only renew their divine 

energy through the two-rold rites or the sacred 

marriage and blood· sacririce. Mr. Rajendra La.J. 

Mitra has shown that the custom of human sacririce 

~revailed among the early Aryans, and India cannot 

claim rreedom in later e~ochs rrom the strain or a 

~ractice which has been widely dif'rused.throughout 

the world. Every student or customs and rolklore 

in India is acquinted with terrible Meriah sacri

rices or the Khonds, which were su~~ressed by the 

British orricers between 1837 and 1854; and there 

is little doubt that the shee~, goats and rowls 

orrered in these days to Kali,- Durgavati, Chamunda, 

and other savage Goddesses or rertility, have taken 

the ~lace or the human victims. But although the 

sacrif'ice of' human beings on the terrible scale 

~revalent in old days has long ceased , the ~ra

ctice is by no means wholly extinct in India. 

Another common reason f'or the cause 

of' murder is ~ Inf'anticide • discussed much in the 

f'irst cha~ter and known more throughout. "Enough 
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has been said and surficient·known on this matter 

and I have no mind to carry coal to Newcastle. 

The following 1table gives the 

number or murders committed in various years and 

their causes. 

1921 1927 1928 1929 

from motives connected with women so 72 83 54 

of children for the sake of ornaments 3 4 6 s 

Other murders for the sake of gain . 26 2B 30 24 

Murders arising out of other causes 106 132 150 121 

Total 185 236 269 204 

• 

Of all kinds of violence murder is that which 

attracts most attention, and of all social »henomena 

murder is that which has shown· a continuous increase 

for the years 1921, 1927, and 1928 which can be 

seen from the table. During the years 1926-29 

murders have never been nelow 200 a year. The pity 

is that for 1921 they were below that margin. From 

an analysis of murders taking place in 1921, 1926, 

1927, 1928, and 1929 we have the following parti

culars. There is a regular increase during all the 

years except the year 1929. There is a slight 

decrease, but when compared with the number of the 

year 1921 it is even greater than that number and 

for that we need not congratulate ourselves. Out 

of 617 cases affecting human life brought to trial 
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1921 

1927 
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during the year 1921, 185 were murders. The co

rresponding figures tor the previous year were. 

566 and 200 respectively. Out of 697 cases affe

cting human life. brought to trial during the year 

.1926, 221 were murders of which 221 ended in con

viction. The correspondi~g figures for l927 were 

754, 236 and 158 respectively, and for 1928 they 

were 796, 269. and 173 respectively. The figure 

tor 1929 were 805, 204 and 127 respectively. 

Let us now turn towards offences of 

a milder type. The followingltable gives the 

number of offences of a petty type commit~ed.during 

the years 1921, 1927, 1928 and 1929. 

Motor Vehicles Contempt of lawful Offences affecting th 
authority or public public health, safe-

Act o:r 1914 servants. Chap.X.of ty, convenience,de-
Indian Penal Code. caney and morals. 

Cha~. XIV of Indian 
Penal Code. 

829 238 1,083 

5627 468 678 

7295 385 794 

8332 426 732 

From the table it is apparent that the~e is a distinY 

ct increase in highway offences. Highway offences 

!Figures borrowed from Reports on the Administra

tion of Civil and Criminal JUstice in the Bombay 

Presidency for the years 1921,1927,1928,1929. 
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are chiefly in connection with motor-oars, and 

such offences rose from 829 to 5627 in 8 years 

only. The oa~se is apparent. The increase in 

the number of motorToars is tremendous. In Bombay 

e.g. the number of motor oars increased by 30,000 

and that too during the course of a few years only. 

The number of accidents seem to travel in the same 

direction and in the same proportion. Motor-oar 

accidents are too common now-a-days. Daily news

papers are seldom exempted from information re

garding such oases. Magistrates in cities are 

sometimes called upon to try some of the leading 

members of society for such guilts. It has been 

estimated that, 1t all offences in connection with 

motor-oars were taken into account a part of minor 

offences occupying the attention of the police are 

committed by the motorists. If we abide strictly 

by the official definition of crime than motorists 

appear to be the most criminal section or the po

pulation. 

There is nothing remarkable in the 

second column of the table. It shows fluctuations. 

That progress in this direction is needed is cer

tain. 

The last column relating to the 

offences affecting the public health, safety, con

venience, decency and morals shows on the whole 

a good decrease. From 1093 in the year 1921 the 

figure was low as 732 in 1929. · It shows that 
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principles or sanitation are better understood. 

Education seems to have done much in this dire

ction. • Cleanliness is next to Godliness • but 

uptil now was not properly unde~stood. The err

orts or government are also worth being praised 

ror progress in this line. 

It will be interesting to discuss 

• sex • in the section or criminals. or those 

coming up ror trials at courts the majority was 

or males. In large part the higher incidence or 
crime among males is clearly due to greater expo

sure or males to risk, ir we may apply a phrase 

usually employed in connection with disease. Ken 

are out and out more than women in most countries and 

are thererore more liable to come 1n conrlict with 

the law. It may be, however, that this is not by 

any means the whole explanation or the dirrerence 

between the sexes in this respect. It ias been 

suggested that the inborn temperamental character

istcs or the male are likely to lead him into 

trouble, whereas the temperament or the remale may 

tend to keep her out or trouble. The male is more 

restless, pugnacious, adventurous and quick to 

action. These qualities have their value but they 

lead to conrlicts with the police. In a ~ublic 

place or a town there is the rollowing notice, 
• 

• Boys damaging shrubs or rlowers will be prosecu

ted.• It is apparently supposed that girls will 

never commit such orrences. 
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we rind at this point approaching 

a problem that we cannot discuss namely the cause 

or crime; but we may perhaps explore a little rur

ther the suggestion contained in the preceding 

paragraphs that ~ome persons are more innately 

disposed to crime than others. The criminal tribes 

or India e.g. are born ror crime and it is taken 

by them as a proression which is centuries old 

with them. However, no one is born a criminal, 

just as no one is born diseased( 1r we accept those 

born syphilitic). But some persons are born with 

a ~redisposition to catch diseases more quickly 

than others when they come in contact with inrection. 

May not some types be more predisposed than others 

to commit crime when temptation orrers the chance 1• 

We rind some reason to suspect all the poor are not 

poor merely because or ill-luck in their surroun

dings, but some· or them are ill-equipped by nature 

to succeed in the struggle ror.a livelihood. May 

not something similar be the-case in regard to the 

struggle against temptations1 
• 

Persons in Europe have tried their 

hands in solving this problem namely in rinding 

out the characteristics or a criminal. It is in

teresting to know the methods and results or some 

or them. What are the peculiarities or a criminal ~ • 

. 1The most obvious method whereby an answer may be · 

------------------------------- ----------------
lsocial Structure or England and Wales by Carr~ 

Saunders and Jones page 203. 
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found to this question is to institute a com~arison 

between offender&and the ~o~ulation in general, 

and to attem~t to·ascertain whether-offenders differ 

in res~ect of their mental and ~hysical endowment . 

from the average member of society. Such cem~ari

sons are not easily made. Care m~st be taken 

that the offenders are com~ared ··wi tb the average 

member of that section of society from which they 

are drawn. This ~recaution is necessary because 

different sections of society may not have tbe same 

endowments. The-results of· two ~areful investiga

tions may be quoted. Professor Cyril Burt bas ma~e 

an exhaustive analysis of numerous cases of juvenile 

delinquency. He obtained full details about these 

young offenders and their families and at the same 

time obtained similar information for normal child

ren of the same section of society. All instances 

of congenital o~ inborn mental qr ~hysical ~eculia

rities were noted. He found that congenital factors 

were • recorded among delinquents ra.tber more than 

three times as often as among non-deli~uents.• .. 
When the major congenital factors alone were consi

dered, they were found ~resent among 36% of all 

the boy and among 41% of all the girl delinquents. 

It follows that in well over on~-tbird of all the 

cases, but in rather less than one-half, some dee~ 

constitutional failing ~roves the ~rimary source 

of misconduct. 

Dr. Goring made an elaborate inves

tigation into three thousand convicts, anQ among 
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other matters he investigated their ~hysica~ 

characteristics. Let us consider his findings in 

relation to stature. He divided the convicts into 

eight grou~s according to the occu~ational class 

f'rom which they were drawn, and then com~ared the 

criminals. in each grou:p with the average of' the 

occu:pational class f'rom which they came. Re found 

that the stature of" the criminals in each case was 

about two inches less than the average or their 

class. Turning, to his findings regarding the 

mental chracteristics of" criminals, we discover 

that here again criminals seem on the average to 

diff'er f'rom the general ~o~ulation. 

It would thus a~~ear·that of"reDders 

are on the average somewhat less well equi~~ed 

mentally and ~hysically than the rest of' the :po:pula

tion. It is im:portant not to misunderst~ this 

statement. It does not mean that all mental ~ 

~hysical defectives are criminals. That is obvious 

nonsense. Nor does it mean that all criminals are 

defectives of' one kind or another. That is almost 

equally obviously untrue, and it is aell brought 

out by a f'urther analysis which Dr. Goring made or 
his figures concerning the ~hysique of' criminals. 

He f'ound that • of'f'enders convicted of" violence to 

the ~erson are characterised by an average degree or 

strength and of' constitutional soundness considera

bly above the average of' other criminals and of' the 

law-abiding community.• There is also reason to 
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think that persons convicted or certain kinds or 

rraud are not inrerior in mental capacity to the 

rest or the community. The statement made above, 

merely means that. those who are less well equipped 

mentally or physically than the average are more 

predisposed to catch the inrection or crime than 

are normal persons. • Heredity appears to operate • 

says Proressor Burt,' not dir~ctly through the 

operation or a criminal disposition as such, but 

rather indirectly, through such constitutional 

conditions as a dull or derective .intelligence, an 

excitable and unbalanced temperament, or an over

development or some single primitive inst.inct. • 

To physical derects he attributes considerably less 

importance than to mental peculiarities. Persons 

constituted as described by Proressor Burt are more 

likely to become c~iminals. That is all; but it 

is enough to make the inborn equipment or our po

pulation a matter or interest and importance becau

se or its bearing upon social structure. 



CHAPTER VIII. 

Education. 

u_pto this point· we have been engaged in describing 

where the inhabitants or this country live, how 

they are occu»ied, and what incomes they receive. 

Nothing has yet been said as to how men ~ get 

sorted out into di:rf'erent occtlllations. It is 1n 

general clear that a man's walk in li:re is deter

mined partly by opportunity and. partly by natural. 

girts. It is difficult to say something about 

the natural girts in this country. Can an:rthing 

be ~aid as to the distribution or • ~:portunities •? 

The forms in which op:portuni ty pre

a ants itselr are exceedingly various. They vary 

according to the locality in which a boy is brou

ght up. mhey vary even more rlth the social co

nnections he is able to establish. It is obviously 

~ossible to obtain any statistical measurement 

or such matters as these. There is, however, one 

rorm or opportunity that we can study statisti

ca.lly, and that is Education. The im,portance or 
education in determining a man's place in lti"e is 

obvious. A boy who has not been to college must 
. "--

either possess very unusual gti"ts of meet with 

some very uncommon opening ir he is to become a 

proressional man. 
1 

It is dirricult to summarise the 

educational system 1n the country and not to be 
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misleading. But it may be said that ror scholars 

and children or the wealthy there are roreign 

e~ensive universities. The cost or such an edu

cation, lasting ror at least a cou~le or years 

is so high that it is out or reach or all but 

~ small section or the ~o~ulation. It should 

however be remembered that a number or scholar• 

shi~s are awarded every year which cover the whole 

or ~art or the e~enditure. For the rest or the 

~o~ulation there are schools and colleges. 
1The total number or institutions 

2increased by 80.to 17,212. Recognised institu

tions increased by 64 to 15,976 and unrecognised 

institutions increased by 16 to 1,236. or the 

15,976 recognised institutions, 16 were Arts 

Colleges; 654 Secondary schools, 14,877 Primary 

schools and 418 s~ecial schools. or a total or 

lReport on Public Instruction in the Bombay Preside· 

ncy 1930-31. 

2In the Re~orts on Public Instruction in the Bompay 

Presidency the terms'increased by' or • decreased 

by : • rose by • or • rell by • accom~anied by 

minor dirrerences oc·cur, which im~ly dirrerence 

with the ~revious year only. However, whenever 

some other distant year is meant by me that ~ar

ticular year is duly quoted, which may ~lease be 

noticed. 
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26,813 towns and villages, 10,852 ~assessed 

schools as against 10,831 in the ~receding year, 

the area served by each town and village with a 

school being 11•4 square miles. The number of 

~u~ils under instruction in recognised institu

tions increased by 23,937 to 1,252,991 i.e. by 

1•9 ·~er cent, com~ared with ~he increase of 2•9 

~er cent in the ~receding year.- The number in 

unrecognised institutions also increased by 

1,065 to 34,247. The total n~ber of ~u~ils under 
... 

instruction sho~ an~ increase of 25,002 or 2•0 

~er cent, the number at the end of·the year being 

1 1287,246. Of the number, 1,009,668 were boys 

and 277,818 were girls com~ared with 1,000,818 

boys and 261,428 girls in the ~receding year. The 

increase in the number of girls is ~articularly 

noticeable. 

The total direct expenditure on 

Public instruction rose by Rs.5,94,432 to Rs.3~52,65,~'H 

while the total -indirect expenditure decreased by 

Rs.6,95,015 to Rs.49,36,862. The fall in the latter 

is due to the decrease in expenditure on buildings. 

Thus the total expenditure on Public Instruction 

was Rs.4;02.,02,555. This was met from the following 

sources. 
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.Amount Percentage 
Rs. 

Government runds 2,03,81,802 50•7 

Board 

Fees 

Other 

funds 70,90,039 17"6 

74,89,576 i~·6 

sources 52,41,138 13•1 

------ -------
4,02,02,555 100•0 

From the above only, we rind that the numb~r in 

every item is greater than that or the ~receding 

year. It is, ·however, regretrul to note t~at 

e~ucation is losing its rormer ~rice and its value 

is melting away day by day. On the other hand 

~regress in this direction is worthy to be ad

mired ror it shows the growing inclination towards 

literacy. ·To make this ~oint more clear let us 

examine the rigures or this branch, or a year 

say or about ten years• ~revious. As such let 

the ')rear be 1920-21. We· will rind a gulr or di

rrerence between these two years, and that will 

~rove that advancement in education is astonishing 

to some extent. 

In the year 1920-21 the total 

number or institutions was 15,214, and in the year 

1930-31 it increased to 17,212 i.e. by 1998. The 

number or ~u~ils ror the rormer year was 9,49,827 

and for the latter year was 1,287,246~ and as such 
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shows an increase of 3,37,419. It follows, there

fore, that at an average of 168 students a new 

institution was demanded. However, of the above 

numbers 760,013 were male and 169,814 .female ~u

~ils in the year 1920-21. The corres~onding 

figures for the year 1930-31 were 1,009,668 and 

277,578 respectively. The tendency of the females 

towards education is getting a~parent. In the 

~ast years they have shown a good inclination and 

bent of mind towards education. Between the years 

l~.20-~.J. and 1930-31 the number of females increased 

by 87,764, in no way a bad number when com~ared 

Wlth the total number of females for the year 1920-21 

-which. was low as 189,814. This is ~articularly 

noticeable. 

As r~gards e~enditure, considerable' 

increase is bound to.take place in that department 

too, as the number of ~u~ils and institutions increase. 

Due to that the expenditure increased between the 

years 1920-21 and 1930-31 from 263i lakhs to 

4,02~02,555. As it stands it is considerable, 

but with the consequent increase in the number of 

~u~ils and institutions it can be tolerable. These 
. 

two must go ~arallel and pand in hand. 

Now before classifying the modern 

institutions it is necessary to show the number 

of male and female literates in the Bombay Presi

dency. They stand as follows:-
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Literate ~r mille in the·. :Bombay Presidency. 

Year 

1911 

1921 

Males 

120 

138 

Females 

14 

23 

Now classirying the modern institutions we rind 

in the rollowing ltable the total number or 

scholars in various recognised and unrecognised 

institutions in the :British districts or the 

:Bombay Presidency(excluding Sind) on 31st March 1931. 

Primary Schools 

:Boys Girls. 

llJ:pper primary 79,482 904 
For boys . 

LJwer primary· 669,287 76,662 

tper primary 19 7,787 

ror girls LJwer primary 2.,856 130,750 

lll:P:Per :Primary 79,501 8,691 
Total 

LJwer primary 672,143 207,412 

Total 751 ,644 216,103 

P.T.O. 

------------------- ----------------
lFigures rrom Report on Public Instruction in the 

:Bombay Presidency 1930-31 page 137, 
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Secondary SChools. 

Boys 

High SChool :for boys 65,395 

High SChools for girls 1,169 

Jliddle schools :for boys 16,986 

1liddle schools :for girls ?2.9 

Total 84,2.69 

Colleges :for Men 

University Education 

Arts and Science 

Law 

Jl.edicine 

Education 

Engineering 

Agricu1 ture 

Commerce 

Total 

Boys 

11 

5,?93 

1,062 

641 

50 

170 

2.56 

308 

8,363 

~ecial Education. 

Art schools :for men 

Jl.edical schools :for men 

No~l and training l men 

school :for women 

Engineering school :for bays 

Boys 

625 

389 

623 

•• 

2'75 

Girls 

1,966 

11,659 

963 

2,44? 

rr ,035 

Girls 

1 

42.5 

7 

'73 

10 

..... 
•• 
4 

566 

Girls 

41 

41 

1 

739 

•• 
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All thes~ various institutions constitute the E_du

cational ladder. We will consider each group separat. 

ely. The primary step is that or the consideration 

or Primary schools and matters relating to it. 

Attempts have been made to make Primary schools 

rree as .far as possible. lupto 31st March •. 1930, 

25 schemes or expansion on a compulsory basis were 

received rrom Local Authority, District Local Boards 

and Municipalities, the number received dmring the 

year under report(l929-30) being six. None or 

these could be sanctioned owing to lack or runds. 

During the year, however, government sanctioned 

three schemes which were received in the previous 

years at a cost or Rs.50,362 bringing the total 

number or schemes sanctioned up to the end or the 

year to eleven. It is clear that local Authorities 

are generally willing to embark on schemes or ei•'"' 

pansion and only the unrortunate rinancial situation 

has slowed progress down. Most or the schemes 

sanctioned and in operation are comparatively recent 

and it is not yet possible to compute their errect. 
2In this 'residency, Primary education 

is derined as education given wholly throug~ the 

.vernacular in any or the prescribed vernacular 

standards. In other words, all purely vernacular 

--------~---------------------------------- -------
lReport on Public ·Instruction in ·the Bombay Presi

dency 1929-30 page 43 

~eport on Public Instruction in the Bompay Presi

dency 1930-31 page 40. 
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schools are classed as Primary. This classirication 

does not agree with that in the government of' Ind.ia 

tables, in which education in Ull:Per Primary standards 

viz. vernacular standards V to VII is treate<i as 

secondary. In the Primary Education Act. the term. 

• Elementary Education • is defined as education 

im:parted in in:f'ant classes and vernacular standards 

I to IV inclusive. Thus elementary standards 

in this Presidency corres:pond with Pri.mary stancla.rd.s 

in the government of" India tables. 

The total number or Primary schools 

f"or boys and gilrs f"or the year 1930-31 increased 

by 58(0•4 :per cent) to 14,877 and the number or 
::pu:pils in them by 26,734(2•4 per cent} to 1 1105 1 628. 

The average number of" IlUIJilS in a Primacy school 

was 74. The average number 1n a Government, District 

Local Board, Munici:pal, Aided, and Unaided school 

was 125,63,174, 56 and ~7 res::pectively. The total 

number of" Primacy schools ror boys and girls ror 

the year 1920-21 was 13 1 018 and the number or 
pupils in them 807,036. This clearly shows an 

increasing inclination towards literary. During 

this :period or about ten years the number or schools 

rose by 1859 and the number of" :pupils 1n them. by 

298,59 2. The increase in the number or :PUll US 

is considerable and as such corroborates the above 

statement. 

The total expenditure on Primary 

schools f"or boys and girls increased by Bs.2,84,256 

to Rs.2,04,36,563 and the Provincial expenditure 

by Rs.l53,425 to Rs.l,27,64,836. This increase 



was mainly due to the application or the revised 

scales or pay to teachers appointed by the·!Ocal 
' . 

Authorities. But this rigure appears still more 

gigantic when the amount as a whole is compared with 

the expenditure or the year 1920-21. It was low 

as Bs.l,27,21,451 ror that year. That the increase 

in the number of pupils and institutions has 

increased the amount or expenditure is clear as 

daylight. 

The rollowing table gives the 

percentages or children who enter Primary schools 

and pass the IV standard. 

P.T.O. 



Year 

1922-23 

1926-27 : 
• • 
• • 

1923-24 : 
• • 

1927-28 : 
• • 
• 

1924-25 : 

1928-29 

1925-26 

1929-30 

1926-27 

1930-31 

• 

• 
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Pupils in 
Inf'ant class 

:Pupils pass-:Percentage of : percentage of 
:ing std IV :pupils in std IV: pupils passing 
:rive years •to pupils in : std IV to pupils 

287,930 

• • • • 

287,714 

. . . . .. 
281,419 

••••• 

308,229 

• • • • • 

)52,281. 

• • • • 

: later inrant class : in infant class 
• • . 
• 
• • 

• • • • 

: 48,596 
: 48 per cent 
• • • • ••••• 
• • : 56,871 •· 
: 57 per ~ant: 
• • 
• • 

f 
• • • • • • 

: . 
• 56,368 : 
:·52 per cent: 
• • 
• • 
• • 

• • • • • • 
• • 

• • 55,519 : 
: 53 per cent: 
• • 
• • 
• • 

• •• 
• • 
• • 
• • 

• • 63,774 : 
: 60 per cent: 

• • 
• • 
• • 

• • • • • 

34•6. 

• • 
• • 
• • 
• • 
• • 
• • 
• • 
• • 
• • 
• • 
: 
: 
: 
• • 
• • 
• • 
• • 
• • 

• • 
• • 
• • 
• • 
• • .. 
• 
• • 

• ••••• 

The passing or standard IV is generally accepted 

as the test of literacy. The above table reveals 

(i) that during the years 1926-29 there was not 

only an increase in the number of literates but 

also a yearly increase in the percentage-or pupils 

in standard IV to pupils in inrant class five 

years earlier, 

( ii} That where as since 1929, _the a.c~ual increase 

has beep maintained, the proportionate increase 
- . 

has fallen. This drop may be partly due to the 

admission of a greater number of pupils from the 

backward communities who tend to stagnate in the 
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lower :r.orms, and whom it· is dif'f'.icul t to retain 

in school as they grow older. It is, however, 
) 

necessary f'or the local Authorities concerned 

to investigate the causes underlying the decrease • 
.,.... 

The causes underlying this • wastage 'ha~ been 

stated repeatedly in reports on Public Instruction. 

They are largely econbmic. Parents of'ten require 

their children to help in the f'ields and to do 

other manual work, and therefore remove them f'rom 

school bef'ore they have passed standard IV. The 

introduction of' compulsion and an increase in the 

number of' trained teachers appear to be the chief' 

.remedies. For this, however, money is required, 

and the present situation renders :rurther f'inan

cial .commitments· out of' the question. 

With the object of' adapting education 

to the needs of' the agricultural classes, a special 

alternative course with an agricultural bias has 

been introduced in standards V to VII in some 

selected Primary schools in rural areas. The 

number of schools f'ollowing the ag~icul\ural bias 

course rose :rrom 78 to 80 during the year 1929-30. 

There was also an increase of' 117 in the number of' 

pupils attending these classes. The f'ollowing 

table gives details of' ·the classes and the number 

or pupils attanding them. 



Division 

Bombay Divisfon 

Central • 
Northern • 
Southern • 

Sind 

Total 
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Number Number or ~u~ils 
or 

Tota1 classes Std.V Std VI Std. VII 

10 151 89 39 2.79 

26 493 355 279 1,127 

12 142 139 103 384 

23 291 183 132. 606 

7 69 43 26 138 

78 1,146 809 579 2,534 

The object or these classes is to ~rovide the 

child. with a tne or education which wtil equi~ 

him '!"or an agricultural life. This :POint or vieT 

is however scarcely as yet a:P~reciated by the maJo

rity or :Parents who are a:Pt to regarQ all forms or 
higher education as an avenue or employment in 

Government service. It is ho:Ped, however, that in 

course or time these ~rejudices will disa:P:Pear and 

the :Practical value or the training wil1 be more 

and more fully realised. During the year 19 29-30 

a rural Training school was started at Narayangaon 

(Dist. Poona). 

Let us now go one ste:P higher and 

we come across the ' Secondary schools.• 

lr.he term secondary is a:P~lied in 

this Presidency to those schools in which English 

is taught, whereas in other :Provinces the figures 

'!"or secondary education include ~upils studying 

lne~ort on Public Instruction in the Bombay Presi
dency 1930-31. ~age 24. 
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in vernacular middle schools. The number of' 

Anglo- vernacular schools f'or boys increased rrom 

482 to 513 and. the number or :PUllilS in them. decrea

sed. by 2,460 to 89,040 or by 2•7 ~er cent. T.hilst 

the number of' schools in other diTisions shows 

an increase, the number of' schools in the Central 

division decreased by 3 to 60. The largest decrease 

in the· number of' :pupils occurred in the Northern 

division. With regarQ to this the Educational 

In~ector N.D. states that the f'alli.ng-oiT was 

not marked. in the Ahmed.abad. abd SUrat <listricts. 

In the Ahmed.abad. district the decrease in nnnbers, 

which amounted to a tota1 of' 1,667, was :principall:J 

accounted f'or by the withdrawal or recognition rrom 

the Proprietary High School, .Ahmedabad, which had 

1,095 :pup~ls on its rolls. The d.iTil disobed.ience 

movement was the chief' !"actor res~onsible f'or the 

f'all in numbers, which has been almost entirely 

conf'ined to about a dozen schools, f'ive of' which 

are in the Ahmedabad district. 

On the other hand the total ex;pe

ndi ture on all Anglo-vernacular schools i"or boys 

stood at Rs.56,99,555. The average cost :per pupil 

in ~glo-vernacular schools f'or boys was Rs.~ and 

the cost to government Rs.l6•4. 

Along with schools f'or boys there 

are secondary schools f'or girls also. The number 

or secondary schools f'or girls stood at 98 i"or 

19~0-31. For the year 1920-21 they were 84. 
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IDok1ng to such a. low increase during a J;,leriod. or 
,. 

10 years we have no re~on to congratulate our-

salves. The number of girls increased fro!!! 10,6%1 

to 18,806 or by 7,985 only during these 7ears. 

There is a marked. disparitT between the nmLber or 
boys and. girls und.er secondar;i'" schools. '!'he 

:following table shows the distribution or girls 1n 

second.ary schools by commun1t1es(l9~0-~l). 

Euro:peans and. .Angla-Ind.ians 

Ind.ian Christians 

!
Advanced. 

Intermed.ia.te 

.Backward. 

Jlohamedans 

Pa.rsis 

Others 

Tota1 

2,992 

4,455 

6,205 

508 

20 

466 

-----------18,606 

. 
It is very regrettable to see the ratio or girls 

under instruction to tota1 IJO.Pulat1on so loT a.s this. 

There are however various reasons for sa.ma e5_pec1-

ally 1n a :place l.ike 1n Ind.ia. India has been noto

rious :for its orthod.ox IJrinciiJles. tl'l:lder the cir

cumstances :female education has been looked. tii?Cn 

as violation of the custom or keeiJing girls illi

terate. Amongst low castes a grown up girl cont1-

na1ng progress is often a. source ror ·red1ctlle bT 

many. On account of this it ma.nr t1mgs ha.,p,pens 
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that ~arents choose to ~ay fines rather than 

sending their girls to schools. Again the general 

a~athy of the lower classes towards education, 

child-marriage and domestic em~loyment are some 

of the chief causes that obstruct the ~rogress 

of the education of girls. However, now-a-days 

the necessity for girls• education is felt more 

or less by all classes, but, in some communities 

social customs, ~overty etc. continue to retard 

~rogress in the education of girls. 

Another thing, that we find from 

the given table is that education amongst Euro~eans 

is too common. The reasons need hardly_be mentioned. 

This is becuase they are highly refined, they believe 

in literacy, and-as a race they stand amongst some 

of the best of the world. The figure of Parsis 

also c~~tivates our attention. Looking to their 

small ~o~ulation the number of literate girls is 

very remarkable. This iS so because as a commu-

nity they stand very high in ~o·int of literacy. 

Very ~oor are the figures, on the other hand, of 

the Mohamedan .. females. Religious and social 

~rejudice& ~articularly the system of • ~urdah • 

are the chief obstacles in-the way of any ~rogress. 

These ~rejudices are so strong that no local Autho

rity has dared to suggest the introduction of 

com~ulsion in the case of g·irls. I take this 

o~~ortunity and a~:Peal to Muslim ~arsons of ~osition 

and influence .tQ :.come to the rescue of Muslim 

ladies, concentrate their attention and activities 
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towards opening pro~er girls' schools in important 

localities and ultimately removing this age-long 

curse or purdah which has sapped the very vitality 

or the nation. They can be assured that under 

their lead thousands or ~ther persons wno are 

burning with passionate desire to do their bit in 

order to remove this stigma or humiliation will 

come ~orward orrering their active assistance.· 

The rirst lsession~· o:f the,Young 

Men's Muslim Educational Gonrerence was held on 
I 

December 31st 1932 at Ahmedabad'under the ~resident~ 

ship or Dr. Daud Pota. Dr. Daud Pota in his pre

si~entia~ address laid great stress on the education 

of' Mohamedan. r.emales and strongly advocated the 

discarding of' the purdah system which was mos~ 

detrimental to the advancement or the Muslims. He 

cited the instances of' Turkey and.Egypt in support 

or his statement, and arter citing several verses 
~ . 

f'rom the Koran and the Ha~is of' the »rophet, he 

stated that the purdah system was not supported 
t.. ~ . 

by the Moham~den religion, and that it was a later 

creation of' Muslim ignorance. Mr. Frindlay Shirras, 

the Principal of' the Gujarat College, who was also 

invited to speak in the conf'erence gave a very 

rorcible address. Why was it, inquired Mr. Frindlay 

Shirras, that in a wealthy city like Ahmedabad with 

Q... -such a large number or Moha~d~ns, the community 

was so poor, and was existing on the tradition of' 

the past 1. (the same question can stand ror the 
----------------------~--------------------------

lThe Times of' India. 
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whole or Bombay Presidency too). Why is there 

such a contrast between the early glories or 

Islam and the im~otence and stagnation today.? 

Mr. Shirras em~hasised that it was the lack or 
. CL-.· \_ 
education among Mohammadsn remales. The travel~r 

who· studies the·Mohamtd&n ~eo~le or Turkey, Egypt 

and other countries, is struck with contrast in 

India~ where there is an utter want or education 

inside the home. He sees the ~osition or the 
.. 

women, their utter ignorance which is so.com~lete 

that they have no subject to converse or think 

about except the most elementary racts or ~hysical 

and ramily lire. He said that a nation or ~eo~le 

cannot remain on a level above that or its women 

who were res~onsible ror the rostering or ideas 

in the minds or the new generation. " Was it not 

strange that at this conrerence there was not a 

single Muslim lady to plead the cause or her 

sisters behind the purdah. Ir the Mohamedans 

or India today are to hold u~ the position which 

is their's they must no longe~ live on a tradition, 

but must see that their women are always on the 

highest level or the existing generation." 

One thing remains to be mentioned 

regarding the secondary schools and that is about 

the • medium or instruction•, The medium or in

struction is generally the local vernacular in 

stanQards I to IV and English in standards VI and 

VII which prepare candidates ror the Matriculation 
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examination. At this examination candidates are 

given the o~tion o~ answering question ~a~ers in 

History and Second Language in the vernacular. 

At the Matriculation examination 1931, 8705 ou~ or 
13,540 candidates, or 64•3$ answered the History 

~a:per and 2,?76 out o~ 4,831 candidates or 57•5% 

answered the Second Language :pa:per in the verna

cular. The corres:ponding :percentages at the ex

amination o~ 1930 were 61•4 and 56•1 res:pectively. 

The question o~ extending this o:ption to all other 

subjects or the Matriculation is being considers~ 

by the University. It remains to be seen whether 

the more extended use o~ the vernacular medium or 
instruction will not have an adverse er.rect on the 

standard o:L.English. It is ~eared that the remedy 

may ~rove worse than the disease itself. 

Closing :Lor good school education 

. let us go one ste:p higher on the educational 

ladder and we come across what is called higher 

Collegiate education. A new cha:pter o:pens in the 

lif'e of: a student as he forwards his ste:ps towards 

the gates or a college. The fundamental thing 

regarding the colleges is the high :Lee :per term 

com~ared with the :poverty or the country. It 

follows there:Lore that education is very costly 

and has almost wholly to be ~aid :Lor.the fortunate 

:position in which the sons o~ the richer :parents 

f'ind themselves in regard to th~ valuable o:p:p

ortunity accounts in large :part ~or the ~act that 

they obtain a share of the more eligible :positions 
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in adult lii'e quite out o~ :pro:portion to their 
.,.. 

numbers. 

However, turning to our :point, 

the Arts colleges should be considered first. 
1The.number of Arts colleges affiliated to the 

university rose from 18 to 19. or these 15 are 

in British districts and 4 in Indian-states. The 

number of colleges in British districts was 11 

only for the year 1920-21. This very fact shows 

the high rate at which :progress is made in this 

direction. 

The·number of students in all Arts 

colleges in the British districts excluding the 

University school or Economics and Socialogy was 

7,112 for the year· 1930-31. During the year the 

number or students decreased by 840 to 7,112 of 

wbom 527 were women. The decrease was mainly due ' 

to the reduced number of admission in the first·. 

yea~ Arts cla~ses as a result or the unusually low 

:percentage or :passes at the Matriculation e~amin

ation of 1930. This is best shown by the fact 

that the total number of students in the first 

year Arts classes in all colleges was 2,354 as 

against 3,355 in the :preceding year. However when. 

these figures are-com:pared with those for the year 

1920-21 they offer a contrast. ]'or the total 

number or students in all the colleges then was 

5,021 only. A ra:pid :progress is admirably made is 

----------------------------
lne:port on Public Instruction in the B'bay Presi. 

Page 10. 
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clear. 

The ~regress or the colleges according to 

the results or B. A. and B. sc. examinations 

seems satisractory on the whole. In the B. A. 
examination {1930-31), out or 825 students that 

a~:peared, 25 ~assed in the rirst class,· 226 in 

the second class and 394 in the ~ass class. On 

the whole the average ror the university was 

64"99 as against 64•42 or the ~receding year. 

Contrasted with these are the rigures ~or the 

year 1920-21 which show 267 ~asses at the B. A. 

examination. Similarly in B. Sc. examination 

(1930-31) 361 students a:p~eared out or which 17 

~assed in the rirst class, 100 ~asseQ in second 

class and 140 in ~ass class. The average ror the 

university was 71•01 as against 65•15% or the 

~receding year. , The number. or ~asses ror the year· 

1920-21 was 54 only. The above shows the high 

rate at which the university is as it were manu

racturing graduates year by year -- graduates 

that have lo_st their :former value and whose worth 

is being eva:porated day by day by their· increasing 

numbers. 

There ·is something to be said about 

the ladies in the colleges. In the re~ort on 

Bublic Instruction in the Bombay Presidency 

(1920-21) Mr. Rawlinson(Karnatac College) mentions;" 

" year by year one notices that the women students 

dis~lay a greater :freedom :from undue shyness and 
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a greater readiness to converse on equal terms 

with tutors or students and to take part 1n public 

or semi-public functions.• Again 1n the report 

of the year 1930-31 the Principal Deccan College, 

observes • the ladies take an active part in 

college life. We had a cricket match, ladies 

versus gentlemen, and the ladies ~ut two-fours 
c. on the river for the r~gatta. They also entered 

ror the tennis tournament and took a leading part 

in the dramatic and debating societies. This is 

a novel and interesting departure.• 

The total expenditure on Government 

Arts and Science colleges stood at XS.9,11,1Z9 and 

the Government contribution at 5 1 56 1 396(f'or the 

year 1930-31.) 

We have now reached a point in our 

analysis when we can take up the question of' the 

extent of' the equalisation of' opportunity. The 

rich can buy what education they please f'or their 

children, and they commonly send them to f'oreign 

expensive universities.Whether such an education 

is a good education 1n the truest meaning of' the 

term is beside the point. SUch an education 

carries prestige and facilities, the entry into 

many lucrative lives of' work. The children or the 

rich thus not only inherit their parents• wealth 

but are also ~laced in positions ~ they can 

earn comparatively big incomes. The system is 

such that it is not Qif'f'icult ror the rich to 
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maintain themselves generation arter generation 

in com~arative comrort. What or that other 

big ~ortion or the student-~o~ulation who pass 

through our colleges. They will lack the prestige 

attaching to the training just described, and so 

far as it has a commercial value they will be at 

a disadvantage. 

The educational ladder has yet some 

more steps. We deal so now with the Jrofessional 

colleges affiliated to the university. The follow
! ing table gives description and details of each. 

-Students Fell or rose Expenditure 
from 

(i.e.previous 
year's 1'igures} 

182 1'10 2,19,894 

154 constant 94,449 

312 . 324 1,05,534 

256 203 1,'13,308 

442 392 3,46,49'1 

Seth GordlJ.andas 
Sunderdas Medical 

College 2'18 243 2,29,501 
Law 1,114 1,256 53,161 
SeQondary 
Training College 60 constant 

1Figures rrom Reports on Public Instruction in the 

Bombay Presidency for 1929-30 and 1930-31. 
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Contrasted with the above t'igures are the ·:rigures 

:ror the year 1920-21. My idea in showing this is 

to make clear the high rate at which education is 

advancing. In the Law college :ror the recent year 

(1930-31) there were 1,114 students whereas in the 

year 1920-21 there were only 673 students. It shows 

an increase o:r 441 students during a course o:r about 

ten years. From the given table again,·tt is 

a~~arent that the number o:r students in the Law 
• 

college is the highest. This is due to the :ract 

that students a:rter graduation generally automati

cally ~roceed :ror law. Not knowing what to do a:rter 

graduation they :rollow the royal road leading to 

the degree o:r L.L.B. Again the enviable ~ractice 
(1 

at Bar o:r some o:r the leading ~ractioners ~roves ,. 
very tem~ting and as such students try their hands 

a~ this wheel o:r :rortune. Moreover a:rter gradua

tion it is very convenient to attend law classes. 

However now-a-days·, the idea o:r ~roceeding :ror laii 

a:rter B. A. is so common that if' an undergraduate 

were to be asked about his doings a:rter graduation 

he would generally most quickly re~ly •• why, o:r-

course I will ~roceed :ror law. • SUch then is 

the atmos~here ~revailing round about the would 

be graduates o:r the modern day. 

In the table, the highest e~endi

ture o:r the Medical colleges is worth being ex

~lained away. It must be due to the large standing 

expenses o:r the colleges :ror materials o:r ~racti

cals and the wastage involved therein. 
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A~art rrom 11 Proressional colleges 

arriliated to the university there are several 

institutions in this Presidency which im~art in

struction in technical and other allied subjectf;!. 

These. institutions vary widely in character, . 

as does the standard or admission, which de~ends 

mainly u~on the nature and duration or the course. 

The rollowing table com~ares the number or s~ecial 

schools and the ~u~ils attending them. 

1930-31 1929-30 
schools ~u~ils schools ~u~ils 

Arts schools 3 666 3 628 

Medical schools 3 529 3 471 

Engineering .. 2 370 2 352 

Technical and 
Industrial 
s.chools 42 2,535 41 2,475 

Commercial 
schools 34 1,882 34 .1 ,888 

Agricultural 
schools 5 161 .6 158 

·other 
institutions 61 2,585 61 2., 432. 

The three Medical schools at Poona, Ahmedabad etc. 

which are maintained by the Medical de~artment 

~repare ror the L.C.P.S. examination conducted by 

the college or ~hysiCians and surgeons, Bombay. 

The Veterinary college in Bombay, maintained by 

the Veterinary de~artment, had 137 students on 

its rolls, as against 130 in the ~receding year. 
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This institution ~re~ares :f'or the G. B. v. c. 
The :f'ive Agricultural schools maintained by the 

Agricultural de~artment im~art instruction in 
a.. 

Agricultur&± on modern lines. 

The Victoria ~ubilee Technical 

Institute Bombay, maintains the highest standard~ 

It is an institution of' almost university standing 

im~arting instruction in the various branches of' 

technology and is recognised as the central Techno

logical Institute o~ this Presidency. 

About Re:f'ormatory schools a little 
! 

need be said. ~he old-:f'ashioned attitude towards 

crime was that of' • an eye :f'or an eye ' and ' a 

toeth :f'or a tooth% Punishment was regarded as 

retributory. The criminal was one who had outraged 

the susce~tibilities of' the state, and the state 

in its turn took its revenge u~on the individual. 

Modern ~sychological research has changed all this • 

. we now realise that crime, in many cases is a 

disease, and what is more, ·a curable disease if' 

the ~atient is taken in hand at an early stage 

in his com~laint. Punishment under ~resent-day 

methods, there:f'ore is not retributory but re:f'orma

tory. The main ~rinci~le underlying the maintenance 

or Re:f'ormatory schools is that during the term or 
his detention the boy should be taught to earn his 

own living, so that on discharge he may grow u~ 

an honest and useful number of' the community. In 

the year 1930~31, of the 637 boys in the Reformatory 
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schools, 327 were Hindus; 254 Mohamedans, 43 

Indian Christians and 13 members or other commu

nities. The corresponding numbers ror the year 

1920-21 were as rollows. The Rerormatory schools 

then had 508 boys or which 195 or 38% were Moha

medaas • The youngsters seem to be taking ~een 

interest in this branch or "t!raining as the increa

sing number shows ?. 

Berore closing this chapter mention 

must be made about the education or the De~ressed 

classes. The question or the De~ressed classes and 

the untouchables is or great im~ortance today. 

Its im~ortance is relt in all corners or India, 
-and is engaging the best or attentions or a man 

like Mahatma Gandhi who is trying his level b~st 

to solve this problem. This as a racial curse 

ought to be removed, and it is high time now when 

active measures should be taken. 

1The three main sections or the 
' ' 

backward Hindu community viz. (i) the Depressed 

classes (ii) Aboriginal and Hill tribes and (iii) oth~ 

Backward castes should be dealt with. The children 

belonging to these classes are admitted rree into 

Government ~econdary schools ~rovided that they are 

certiried to be poor, while s~ecia1 Government 

1Report on Public Instruction in the Bombay Presi

dency 1930-31. page 114. 
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scholarships are also provided for them in Primary 

and Secondary schools, and in Arts and Professional 

colleges. 

(i) Depr~ssed 9lasses. 

The total numoer of pupils of the Depressed classes 

·attending vario~s institutions stood at 62,903. 

The corresponding figure for the previous year was 

1•2% less. 216 passed the vernacular final exam

ination as against 193 in the preceding year. 

The social disabilities attending 

the children of the Depressed classes make aduca

tional progress necessarily· slow, and parents 
• belonging to the higher castes are still reluctant 

in some places to allow their children to associa

te with them, but the persistent efforts of the 

Government to overcome. these disabilities are 

bearing fruit. 'i i 

(ii) Aboriginal and Hill tribes. 

The total number of pupils of the Aboriginal and 

Hill tribes undergoing education stood at 3,061. 

It is encouraging to note that 3 students of this 

community reached the collegiate stage of instru

ction during the year 1930-31. The total number 

of pupils during the year 1920-21 was 2,859. It 

is apparent that no remarkable pr?gress is made 

during these years. They(students) consist of 

Mahdeo Kolis, Katkaris, Thakars and Bhils who live 

in out of the way places in the hills and in·the 

heart of the jungle and it is with great difficulty 

that parents are induced to send their children·.·. 
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to school. 

(iii) Other Backward classes• 

The number or ~u~ils attending various kinds of 

educational institutions stood at 39,454 showing 

a decrease or 1•3% with the ~revious year -- the 

decrease being almost entirely conrined to Primary 

schools. The number or students receiving secon-

dary and collegiate education, on the other hand, 

shows a slight increase. The figure for the year 

1920-21 for the number of ~u~ils under instruction 

was 38,488. It follows .thererore that no conside

rable ~regress is made during this ~eriod of 10 

y~ars, and as such is highly regrettable. 

The committee a~~ointed by Government 

to enquire into the educational economic and social 

conditions of the De~ressed classes and of the 

Aboriginal tribes have in their re~ort made various 

recommendations for the u~lift of these communities. 

The main items may be quoted as under:-

A. Re-affirmation or the ~overnment ~olicy that there 

should be equality or treatment ror all classes of 

··children in ~ublicly managed institutions. 

B. Encouragement or common schools as·a~~osed to se~a

rate schools ror De~ressed classes. 

c·. Grant of social ~remotions to te~chers taking s~ecial 

interest in the education or backward class children. 

D. Institution or additional scholarshi~s in Primary 

schools and relaxation or age limits under certain 

localities. 

E. Increasing the number of teachers belonging to 

backward classes in Primary schools. 
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National Income. 

The ~eo~le of this country follow occu~ations, 

~ngage in industries which are concentra~ed·in 

certain localities, and organise themselves accor

ding to their work in order to make a living. 

It seems therefore a~~ro~riate that at this ~oint 

we should discuss the National income, since the 

getting of an income is the chief. object of. the 

activities hitherto. described. One method of ~ro

cedure immediately suggests itself. We might att

em~t to add u~ all individual incomes to see if 
. . 

we can arrive at the amount of the National income. 

While the idea of summing-u~ all indi

vidual incomes in order to arrive at the National 

income is sim~le enough, there are many as~ects of 

the ~rocedure which demand·careful scrutinlf. Let 

us begin with the broad definition of total income 

given by Professor Bowley and Sir Josiah Stam~ 

as•the sum-total of the wages, salaries, rental 
... 

values, ~refits and interest received within a year. 

In other words, we ascertain and add u~ all sums 

received as wages, salaries, ~refits, interest, 

and rents of land and houses(whether in this last 

case received in cash as rent or enjoyed in kind 

by the owner-occu~ier). We thus get a total for 

the National income which re~resents • the aggre

gate money expression of those' goods ~reduced, and 

those services ~erformed v • • ' • • • ~ • • in a year which 

are, as a fact, generally exchanged for money. The 
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basis or the conception is a summation or money 

payments ror goods produced and services rendered 

within a year. 

lincome according to Dr. c. J. Bullock 

"is the chier test or the tax:payer•s ability ... 

For pu~oses or taxat~on • it is without doubt su

perior to either consumption or wealth. 11 The term 
. • L 

• income • may be cons1dered •ither rrom the point 

or view or individual income or national income, 

the term • national •. being interpreted. to app~y 

to the country.as a whole or to any derined admi-

nistrative or geogrq.phical area. 
j 

National income . . 
.. is derined as " the aggregate money ex:pression or 

those goods produced, and services perrormed, by 

the inhabitants or the countr~ in a year, which are 

as a ract, generally exchanged ror money. " 

It is almost impossible to sum up the 

total income ror our Presidency correctly. There 
. 

are various dirriculties in our task. As has been 

said berore among the tests or economic erriciency, 

income is the most important. The income-tax sta

tistics or British India give userul inrormation 

regarding the earnings or Government servan~s, tra

ding classes, persons engaged in industries and 

--------------------------------------------------lReport or the Indian Economic Enquiry Committea 

1925 Page a. 
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liberal pro~essions etc. ~or incomes over a parti

cular sum only. But, unlike the dominions the 

statistics o~ income in this country cover a ·very 

limited ~ield. Here all agricultural incomes afe 
t 

excluded and this omission leaves out ~he most 

important source 0~ income in an agricultural 

country. Again it has been urged that the returns 

o~ incomes ~ade by the trading classes are ~ar ~rom 

correct. Moreover, the understatement o~ incomes 

is not a ~eature peculiar to ~ndia. The di~~i~ulty 
I 

is ex.I>erienced in other countries as well. There 
I 

can be no ·doubt that the creation o~ a se·parate 
/ 

income-tax department in. India has resuLted in 

great improve.ment in ascertaining the true incomes 

o~ the higher grad~s. It could be suggested that 

in the i.ncome-tax returns greater·details o~ the 

sources o~ income i.e. o~ the business, pro~ession 

or occupation ~rom which it is derived may be given 

in future. 

lMr. Pillai has pointed out the di~~i-
• 

culty o~ ascertaining th~ income o~ the agricultural· 

population as measured solely in cash. The .evalua

tion o~ payments in kind(e.g. grain) and in servi

ces, o~ ~ree ~uel(e.g. ~irewood and cowdung conver

ted. into ~uel cakes)·, o~ ~ree Q,well ings etc; is by 

----------------------·----- ---------------
1Report o~ the Indian Economic Enquiry Committee 

# 

1925 Page 115. 
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no means an easy task. Even when a figure of 

money is obtained, ~t must be remembered that ac

tually the ryots do not possess such money income. 

When one proceeds to collect information 

from persons higher up the social scale the diffi

culties of the task increase. The middle and upper 

classes in most countries resent inquiries regar

ding their income and in this respect India is no 

exception. Many petty shopkeepers and traders do 

not keep accounts and there are no means of veFy-

verifying their. statements of. income. Most persons 

of the middle and upper classes .will hesitate to . . . 

disclose their income for fear of increased taxa

tion. It is very doubtful. whether it will be poss

ible to ascertain the income of money lenders,~ 

money changers etc. in la~ge villages and towns. 

Even among the working classes, it will 

be·extremely difficult to secure information from 

:persons engaged in certain occu:Pations e~g. grass 

. cutters, road7menders,.and :persons engaged in re:pair 

work. Coolies, hawkers, garriwallas, for exam:Ple 

have irregular work and their earnings fl-uctuate 

considerably. It is frequently the case that they 

cannot give a figure of their earnings. A consi

derable proportion of the workers in industries and 

mines are semi-agriculturists who work in the towns 

for part of the year, returning to their villages 

when their labour is required.for agricultural· 

operations etc. etc. 

Notwithstanding these more than one well-
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known person in India has attempted from time to 

time and found out the average income~or India. 

We may present the same in a 1tabular form. 

Estimated by 

Dadabhoy Naoroji_ 

:Baring-Barbour 

Digby 

Lord Curzon 

Joshi and Wadi.a. 

Shah and Khambatta· 

Frindlay Shirass .· J 

Relating to 

1870 

1882 

1898-1899 

1900 
I . 

1913-141 . . . ) 

' ' 

•192.1-22. ) 
I ' ' '19~l ! 

1922 

year Income per 
Rs. 

20-0-0 

27-0-0 

18-9-0 

30-0.;.Q 

~ . 44-5-6 

I,' 
\ 67~0-0 

l j 
! ' ' I 

·' ' ' io7..:o-o 

116-0-0 

head 

The figures clearly show considerable differences 

in-estimates made from time to time by economic 

experts. Such figures have therefore very little 
. . 

value, except as the bare indication of the econo

m'ic condition of the people. 

Under such circumstances I have 

thought.it prudent to refrain from making.any such 

estimates which would be based on very insufficient 

and unreliable data. 

• • • • • • • • • 
• E n d • . . . . . . . . . . 

------------------------· ----------------1Figures borrowed from'Indian Economics • by 

Jathar and Beri vol. 2 page 186. 


